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Abstract

In this thesis, system theoretic properties of economic model predictive
control (EMPC) without terminal constraints but subject to transient average
constraints are investigated. The goal is to show performance and stability of
the considered transient average constrained EMPC scheme without terminal
constraints. Existing results either consider transient average constrained
EMPC with terminal ingredients or EMPC without terminal ingredients and
without transient average constraints. Using suitable dissipativity, continuity
and controllability assumptions, we prove the desired properties for transient
average constrained EMPC without terminal constraints.

In order to consider transient average constraints, an extended state of
the system is introduced which additionally considers past values of the
auxiliary output. By using dissipativity and an intersection of sets, a turn-
pike phenomenon is shown for consecutive time instants which can be
interpreted as a turnpike property of the extended state. Combining the
provided turnpike behaviour with suitable controllability properties yields
local continuity of the value function. The bound on the locally continuous
value function is used to prove closed-loop performance bounds in terms of
value and trajectory convergence. Furthermore, it is shown that the results
also hold for the rotated value function.

Moreover, we show input-to-state stability (ISS) of the auxiliary output
storage. In contrast to economic MPC settings without transient average
constraints, practical asymptotic stability cannot be proved by considering
the rotated value function. We show stability by combining the rotated value
function with the ISS Lyapunov function of the extended state and utiliz-
ing existing results on non-monotonic Lyapunov functions. The provided
theoretical results are illustrated with a numerical example at the end.

Parts of this thesis have been submitted for publication at the 21st IFAC
World Congress. The title of the submitted paper is "Stability and Perfor-
mance in transient average constrained Economic Model Predictive Control
without terminal constraints". The authors of the paper are Mario Rosen-
felder, Johannes Köhler and Frank Allgöwer.
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Nomenclature

The following register summarizes the symbols and notations which are
introduced in the thesis.

Symbols

f (x,u) ∈ Rn System Dynamics

h(x,u) ∈ Rp Auxiliary Output

H ∈ Rp×(T−1) Storage of past Auxiliary Output Values

H Set of feasible Storages H

JN(x,u) Finite Horizon Cost

J̃N(x,u) Rotated Cost, see equation (3.4)

`(x,u) Stage Cost

˜̀(x,u) Rotated Stage Cost, see equation (3.4)

N Prediction Horizon

q Amount of considered trajectories in the intersection
P ′ε
[kl ,ku ]

s(x,u) Supply Rate, page 15

T Time Period of the Transient Average Constraints

u ∈ U ⊆ Rm Input Vector

x ∈ X ⊆ Rn System State Vector

(xs,us) Optimal Steady-State pair

Y Transient Average Constraints Set
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Z ⊆ X×U Coupled Constraints

λ(x) Storage Function, page 15

λ̄ ∈ R
p
≥0 Multiplier

µN(x,H) MPC Feedback Law, page 14

Notation

�H� Norm-like measurement of the Storage H, see equa-
tion (2.24)

J∗N(x,H) Value Function

J̃∗N(x,H) Rotated Value Function

Jcl
K Closed Loop Cost

P ′ε
[kl ,ku ]

Time Instants in Bε(xs,us) for all considered trajectories
in the interval I[kl ,ku ], see equation (3.20)

Pε(u,x) Set of Time Instants of the trajectory xu(·,x) which are in
a neighborhood of the steady-state, see equation (3.9)

Qε(u,x) Amount of Time Instants in the set Pε(u,x), page 25

u∗N,x,H Optimal Open Loop Input Sequence w. r. t. the Initial
Conditions (x,H)

uN ∈ UN(x,H) Feasible Control Sequences of length N w. r. t. the Initial
Conditions (x,H)

xuN (·,x) Resulting Trajectory of the Control Sequence uN starting
in x
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Model predictive control (MPC) [Rawlings and Mayne, 2009] is a popular
control method that computes the control input by repeatedly solving a
finite horizon optimal control problem online in each sampling instant
which yields an implicite controller. The prime advantages of MPC are that
it can deal with complex nonlinear dynamics, general objective functions,
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems as well as arbitrary input
and state constraints.

In stabilizing MPC, the corresponding stage cost usually expresses the
distance to a desired steady-state which can be described by using a positive
definite function. More generally, the main objective does not necessarily
need to be stability but can rather be optimal performance with respect to
an economic criterion which results in a cost function that does not have
to be positive definite with respect to any setpoint. This variant of MPC is
called economic MPC (EMPC) [Angeli et al., 2012], [Faulwasser et al., 2018].

Usually, an optimal steady-state (or periodic orbit) is determined for the
the infinite horizon problem and then, is used as a terminal condition for
the finite horizon problem. These terminal conditions are often omitted
in practical applications. Reasons are, that these conditions can limit the
operating region of the controller and moreover, that the absence of these
additional constraints makes the finite horizon optimal control problem
in each step easier to solve. Furthermore, terminal costs and regions can
be complicated to design, i. e., for optimization problems without terminal
conditions the amount of offline computation is reduced. The price to pay
for removing the terminal conditions are a more sophisticated analysis as
well as stronger assumptions and weaker properties [Grüne, 2013, Grüne
and Stieler, 2014].

Additionally to pointwise in time constraints, it stands to reason to con-
sider constraints on average values of state and input variables, e. g., this can
be constraints of asymptotic average values. For instance, they need to be
considered when determining the steady-state which we want to stabilize.
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1. Introduction

In addition, constraints on states and inputs averaged over some finite time
period T can be interesting in different applications such as in the process
industry in order to consider the average amount of inflow or in building
climate control in order to deal with small average temperature deviations.
Other examples are an electric motor where we want to avoid overheating
by limiting values over a period of time or, limiting the frequency deviation
in power grids. These transient average constraints, just like any kind of
constraints, can explicitly be incorporated into the MPC controller design by
taking them into account in the finite horizon optimization problem at each
sampling instant. So far, results for transient average constraints in EMPC
have only been shown by using terminal ingredients. Hence, the question
arises whether we can consider such transient average constraints without
imposing terminal constraints in order to benefit from the advantages of
both properties (simple design and transient average constraints). We derive
theoretical guarantees in terms of performance guarantees as well as stabil-
ity for the transient average constrained EMPC scheme without terminal
constraints.

1.2. Related Work

EMPC has been investigated with a terminal equality constraint [Diehl
et al., 2011] as well as for a terminal cost and a terminal region [Amrit
et al., 2011]. Furthermore, bounds on the average performance of EMPC are
given in [Angeli et al., 2012] and non-averaged and transient performance
estimates for EMPC have been investigated in [Grüne and Panin, 2015].
EMPC without terminal constraints is introduced in [Grüne, 2013] where
also near optimal performance and convergence of the closed loop to a
neighborhood of the optimal steady-state have been proved. These results
are further developed in [Grüne and Stieler, 2014] where practical asymptotic
stability and approximate transient optimality of the closed loop have been
shown. In [Müller et al., 2013, Müller et al., 2014b], convergence of averagely
constrained EMPC with terminal ingredients is considered. [Köhler et al.,
2017] present a transient, nonaveraged performance estimate for the closed
loop with asymptotic average constraints. The stricter form of transient
average constraints can be found in [Müller et al., 2014a]. There, closed-
loop average performance bounds and convergence results are proved for
EMPC with transient average constraints by imposing a terminal region
and a terminal cost. We highlight that transient average constrained EMPC
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1.3. Contribution

without terminal ingredients has not yet been investigated.

1.3. Contribution

So far, results for transient average constrains in EMPC have been shown
by imposing terminal ingredients [Müller et al., 2014a]. However, transient
average constrained economic MPC without terminal constraints has not
been investigated. This thesis bridges this gap by the following contributions.

We describe the transient average constrained EMPC scheme using an
extended state which contains past values of the auxiliary output. As
a first contribution, we extend existing turnpike arguments in order to
conclude a turnpike property over multiple consecutive time steps, which
implies a turnpike for this extended state. Then, we provide transient
performance guarantees and show trajectory convergence, similar to the
derivation of [Grüne, 2013] and [Grüne and Stieler, 2014].

For the analysis of practical asymptotic stability, we show that contrary
to most economic MPC schemes, in the considered formulation the rotated
value function is not a suitable Lyapunov function. Instead, we use a
Lyapunov function consisting of the rotated value function and an input-
to-state (ISS) Lyapunov function that describes the finite-memory property
of added state variables. Furthermore, to ensure a monotonic decrease of
this function, we consider the sum of this derived function over the time
period of the transient average constraints using an approach from [Ahmadi
and Parrilo, 2008]. With this novel Lyapunov function, we proof practical
asymptotic stability of the closed loop. The theoretical results are illustrated
with the academic example from [Müller et al., 2013, Köhler et al., 2017].

1.4. Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we formulate the control
problem and provide a more detailed description of the transient average
constraints. In Chapter 3, turnpike properties of single time instants as well
as consecutive time points are given. Local continuity of the value function
is shown in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains performance guarantees in terms
of value and trajectory convergence. In Chapter 6, we derive conditions for
practical asymptotic stability of the closed loop. Our results are illustrated
with a numerical example in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.
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1. Introduction

1.5. Notation

In this thesis, the following notation is used: The positive real numbers are
denoted by R>0 := {r ∈ R|r > 0}, and respectively R≥0 = R≥0 ∪ {0}. The
set of integers in the interval [a,b] ⊆ R is denoted by I[a,b], and the set of
integers greater or equal to a is denoted by I≥a.

The ball with radius r > 0 around a point y is denoted by Br(y) := {x ∈
Rn| ‖x− y‖ ≤ r}. For c ∈ R, dce is defined as the smallest integer greater or
equal to c. Equivalently, bcc is defined as the largest integer smaller or equal
to c.

Comparison functions

The following notation is taken from [Khalil, 2002, Grüne, 2013]. For further
information on comparison functions we refer to [Kellett, 2014].

A continuous function α : [0,a)→ [0,∞) is said to belong to class K if it
is strictly increasing and α(0) = 0. It is said to belong to class K∞ if a = ∞
and α(r)→ ∞ as r → ∞.

A continuous function β : [0,a)× [0,∞)→ [0,∞) is said to belong to class
KL if, for each fixed s, the mapping β(r,s) belongs to class K with respect
to r and, for each fixed r, the mapping β(r,s) is decreasing with respect to s
and β(r,s)→ 0 as s→ ∞.

A function δ : N0 → R≥0 is said to belong to class LN if it is (not
necessarily strictly) decreasing with limk→∞ δ(k) = 0.
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2. EMPC with Transient Average Constraints

The goal of the following chapter is to provide a brief overview of the
transient average constrained EMPC setting we are dealing with in this
thesis. We start by providing the problem setup and introducing the terminal
average constraints as well as an extended state for the past values of the
auxiliary output which will be used throughout this thesis. Furthermore,
the MPC optimization problem and the corresponding optimal trajectories
are introduced and the dissipativity property as well as optimal operation at
steady-state are defined. We close this chapter by taking a closer look at the
transient average constraints and its properties in Section 2.2.

2.1. Problem Setup

We consider discrete-time nonlinear systems of the form

x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k)) , x(0) = x, k ∈ I≥0, (2.1)

with a continuous map f : Rn ×Rm → Rn, state x ∈ Rn and control values
u ∈ Rm. We assume that the system is subject to state and input constraints
and get admissible sets of states X ⊆ Rn and control values U ⊆ Rm which
can be possibly coupled and hence, we write for any k ∈ I≥0

(x(k),u(k)) ∈ Z (2.2)

for some compact set Z ⊆ X×U.
In addition to the point-wise in time constraints (2.2), the system is subject

to average constraints. These are expressed in terms of an auxiliary output
variable

y = h(x,u) ∈ Rp.

Since we want to consider transient average constraints, we require that for
some given time period T ∈ I≥1 and for all k ≥ 0

k+T−1

∑
j=k

h (x(j),u(j))
T

∈ Y (2.3)
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2. EMPC with Transient Average Constraints

is satisfied. In case that T = 1 holds, we recover standard point-wise in time
constraints which can be incorporated into the set (2.2). In the following, we
assume without loss of generality (w. l. o. g.) for the set Y that

Y := {y ∈ Rp | y ≤ 0} = R
p
≤0 (2.4)

which is not restrictive since the output map h(x,u) can be some general
nonlinear function.

For a given control sequence with prediction horizon N ∈N

uN = (u(0), . . . ,u(N − 1)) ∈ UN

(or u = (u(0),u(1), . . .) ∈ U∞, respectively), we denote the solution of (2.1)
by xuN (k,x) where x = xuN (0,x) ∈ X is the initial value at which the
input sequence starts. Furthermore, system (2.1) has a continuous stage
cost ` : Z → R which is assumed to be bounded from below on Z but
does not need to be positive definite. The goal is to minimize this stage
cost `(x,u) over the prediction horizon N subject to the point-wise in time
constraints (2.2) and the transient average constraints (2.3). To this end,
we formulate the MPC optimization problem. Given an initial state x, the
open-loop cost of a control sequence u(·) ∈ UN is defined as

JN(x,u) :=
N−1

∑
k=0

` (xu(k,x), u(k)) . (2.5)

Since feasibility of input sequences for transient average constrained EMPC
as well as the solution of the optimal control problem depend on the initial
condition x and moreover, on all T − 1 past values of the auxiliary output y,
we introduce a variable H corresponding to the previous trajectory. It can be
seen as an additional state of system (2.1) and a finite memory storing T − 1
past values of the auxiliary output. It reads

H(k) :=
[
h(x(k− T + 1),u(k− T + 1)), . . . , h(x(k− 1), u(k− 1))

]
.

(2.6)

with H ∈ Rp×(T−1) and we write Hj(k) for the j-th column of H(k) which is
equal to h(x(k− T + j),u(k− T + j)) where j ∈ I[1,T−1]. As described later
more precisely (cf. Ch. 6), we can formulate similar to the dynamics for the
state x in (2.1) a system for the state H which reads

H(k + 1) = fH(H(k),h(x(k),u(k))). (2.7)

14



2.1. Problem Setup

Analogous to the initial value of the state, we denote H as the initial condition
and for the set of all feasible H

H :=
{

H ∈ Rp×(T−1) : h ≤ Hj ≤ h̄, j ∈ I[1,T−1]

}
, (2.8)

with hi := inf(x×u)∈Z hi(x,u) and h̄i := sup(x×u)∈Z hi(x,u) for i ∈ I[1,p]. For
further information on the storage H and transient average constraints we
refer to Section 2.2.

Given a state (x,H) ∈ X×H, the set of admissible control sequences is
denoted by UN(x,H),1 which is given by the following constraints:

(xu(k,x),u(k)) ∈Z, k ∈ I[0,N−1] (2.9a)

T−1

∑
i=j

Hi +
j−1

∑
k=0

h(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤0, j ∈ I[1,T−1] (2.9b)

i+T−1

∑
k=i

h(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤0, i ∈ I[0,N−T]. (2.9c)

As previously mentioned, it is the overall goal of the MPC optimization
problem to minimize the cost functional (2.5) with the input sequence u(·) :=
{u(0), . . . , u(N − 1)} (over the prediction horizon N w. r. t. the constraints)
as the minimization variable. This yields the optimization problem

J∗N(x,H) := min
u∈UN(x,H)

JN(x,u) = min
u∈UN(x,H)

N−1

∑
k=0

` (xu(k,x), u(k)) . (2.10)

where J∗N(x,H) denotes the corresponding value function. Furthermore, we
write u∗N,x,H for the optimal open-loop input sequence for initial conditions
(x,H), i. e., u∗N,x,H denotes the unique minimizer of JN(x,u). If the minimizer
is not unique, we just assign a unique selection map to select one.

2.1.1. Closed Loop
The optimal control problem (2.10) is repeatedly solved in each sampling
instant and hence, can be used to implicitly define a feedback law. Given a
prediction horizon N ∈N, at each time k we accomplish the following steps:

1. Measure the current state x = x(k) and update H = H(k) using (2.7).

1For simplicity U∞(x,H) 6= ∅ is assumed for all x ∈ X and all H ∈H.
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2. EMPC with Transient Average Constraints

2. Solve the optimization problem (2.10) and denote the resulting optimal
control sequence by u∗N,x,H .

3. Apply the first element of the optimal control sequence, i. e., u(k) =
u∗N,x,H(0) =: µN(x,H), where µN denotes the corresponding feedback
law.

It follows a closed-loop system which reads

x(k + 1) = f (x(k),µN(x(k),H(k))),
H(k + 1) = fH (H(k),h(x(k),µN(x(k),H(k)))) .

(2.11)

By recursively applying the MPC feedback law µN , we write for the resulting
extended state and the feedback for an initial condition (x,H) after k steps

xµN (k,x,H), Hcl(k,x,H), µN(k,x,H). (2.12)

Using this, we introduce an analogous closed-loop notation for the auxiliary
output h(x,u) which reads as follows

hµN (k,x,H) := h
(

xµN (k,x,H), µN(k,x,H)
)

. (2.13)

Now, similar to the open-loop cost (2.5), we define for any K ∈N the cost of
the closed-loop solution by

Jcl
K (x,H) :=

K−1

∑
k=0

`(xµN (k,x,H), µN(k,x,H)). (2.14)

2.1.2. Definitions
As it is standard in systems and control theorey, we use comparison functions
which were introduced in Section 1.5. Additionally to the class K, KL and
LN functions, we introduce another class in the following.

Definition 1. [Grüne, 2013, Def. 5.4] By KLS we denote the class of
summable KL functions which sum up to a K function, i. e., the class of
functions β ∈ KL for which ∑∞

k=0 β(r,k) is finite for all r ≥ 0 and for which
γβ : R≥0 → R given by γβ(r) := ∑∞

k=0 β(r,k) satisfies γβ ∈ K.

A fundamental property for our considerations is the property of dissi-
pativity which was introduced in [Willems, 1972] for continuous systems
and [Byrnes and Wei Lin, 1994] for discrete-time systems.
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2.1. Problem Setup

Definition 2. [Müller et al., 2014a, Def. 1] The system (2.1) is dissipative on
Z with supply rate s : Z → R if there exists a bounded storage function
λ : X→ R such that the following inequality is satisfied for all (x,u) ∈ Z:

λ ( f (x,u))− λ(x) ≤ s(x,u). (2.15)

If, in addition, there exists a function ρ ∈ K∞ such that

λ ( f (x,u))− λ(x) ≤ −ρ(‖(x− xs, u− us)‖) + s(x,u) (2.16)

for all (x,u) ∈ Z, then the system (2.1) is strictly dissipative on Z.

Remark 1. As it is discussed in [Angeli et al., 2012], the description of
dissipativity in Definition 2 is equivalent to the existence of a steady-state
and a function λ(·) which is bounded on Z such that it holds

min
(x,u)∈Z

s(x,u) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) ≥ 0. (2.17)

Moreover, if (with ρ ∈ K∞) it holds min(x,u)∈Z s(x,u) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) ≥
ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖) for all (x,u) ∈ Z, we have strict dissipativity.

We define the optimal steady-state pair (xs,us) for transient average con-
strained EMPC as

`(xs,us) = min{`(x,u) | (x,u) ∈ Z, h(x,u) ≤ 0, x = f (x,u)}. (2.18)

Furthermore, optimal operation at steady-state is defined as follows which
is a modification of [Angeli et al., 2012, Müller et al., 2015].

Definition 3. For the optimal steady-state (2.18), we say that system (2.1) is
optimally operated at steady-state w. r. t. the stage cost `(x,u) and constraints
(point-wise (2.2) and transient average (2.3)), if for each initial condition
(x,H) ∈ X×H and any input u ∈ U∞(x,H), it holds

lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ
≥ `(xs,us). (2.19)

Furthermore, if at least one of the conditions below holds for all u ∈
U∞(x,H)

lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ
> `(xs,us), (2.20a)

lim inf
k→∞

|xu(k,x)− xs| = 0, (2.20b)

then the system is suboptimally operated off steady-state.
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2. EMPC with Transient Average Constraints

We note that dissipativity (strict dissipativity) implies optimal operation at
the steady-state (2.18) (suboptimal operation off steady-state) [Angeli et al.,
2012, Müller et al., 2015] (cf. Prop. 1). Furthermore, we remark that there is
the stronger property of uniformly suboptimally operated off steady-state [Müller,
2014].

2.2. Further Investigation of Transient Average Constraints

Transient average constraints (2.3) show different interesting properties
and hence, it stands to reasons to further investigate them as well as the
introduced memory H (2.6). We start by remarking that the satisfaction of
transient average constraints imply that asymptotic average constraints are
satisfied for the same auxiliary output.

Remark 2. As shown in [Müller et al., 2014a], satisfaction of the transient
average constraints (2.3) with some T ≥ 1 and Y given by (2.4) implies
that the asymptotic average constraints are satisfied. Due to the continuity-
assumption of h(x,u) and since Z is compact (Ass. 1), it holds

lim sup
τ→∞

τ

∑
k=0

h(x(k),u(k))
τ + 1

≤ 0, (2.21)

i. e., the asymptotic average constraints are satisfied.

Moreover, we note that satisfaction of the transient average constraints (2.3)
with some time period T ≥ 1 implies that also transient average constraints
with any time period T̃ = jT are satisfied for all j ∈ I≥1. In the following,
we use this property in order to bound the transient average constraints over
an arbitrary prediction horizon N ∈N using the past values of the auxiliary
output which are stored in H.

Bound on Auxiliary Output over the Prediction Horizon

Due to the arguments above, we can bound the transient average constraints
for an arbitrary prediction horizon N as follows and as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.1. In addition to the time steps included in the predicted horizon
(k ∈ I[0,N−1]), we consider2 kT,N previous time steps such that the amount

2The first argument in the index represents the time period T and the second argument N in the
index represents the horizon this value is corresponding to.
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2.2. Further Investigation of Transient Average Constraints

k k + N

0 xu N
−kT,N

T T

T̃N =
⌈ N

T
⌉

T

x

Figure 2.1.: Approach to develop a upper bound on the transient average
constraints over the prediction horizon N.

of all time steps over both intervals is equal to T̃ = jT for some j ∈ I≥1. We
can express this by

T̃N :=
⌈

N
T

⌉
T and kT,N := T̃N − N (2.22)

which yields kT,N ∈ I[0,T−1]. Now, using that the satisfaction of the transient
average constraints implies that they are satisfied over some time interval
T̃ = jT with j ∈ I≥1, we get (we recall that this inequality has to hold
element-wise)

kT,N

∑
i=1

HT−i +
N−1

∑
k=0

h(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤ 0.

Reformulating this yields

N−1

∑
k=0

h(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤ −
kT,N

∑
i=1

HT−i =: YT,N (2.23)

which represents an upper bound on the transient average constraints (2.3)
over the prediction horizon. Again, we can interpret YT,N ∈ Rp as some
storage of the past values of the auxiliary output y which either allows
us, in case Yi,T,N(k) > 0 (where i ∈ I[1,p] represents the i-th row of the
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2. EMPC with Transient Average Constraints

p-dimensional vector), to spend time over the prediction horizon N in a
region where ∑N−1

k=0 hi(xu(k,x),u(k)) > 0. Or in case Yi,T,N(k) < 0, it tightens
the auxiliary output constraints over the horizon N, i. e., due to the previous
trajectory (which has spent time in a region where ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i > 0) the

upcoming trajectory has to fulfill even stronger transient average constraints
over the horizon N. Note that this implication is not an if and only if
relation. For instance, there are possibilities such that (2.23) holds but the
transient average constraints (2.3) are not satisfied. Reverse, it is true that
the satisfaction of the transient average constraints (2.3) implies (2.23).

Additionally, if we consider future values of the storage, we write for an
input sequence u ∈ UN starting in x

H(x,u) :=
[
h(x,u(0)) , . . . , h(xu(T − 2),u(T − 2))

]
.

2.2.1. Norm-like Property of the Storage H

In order to compare different past values of the transient average constraints,
we introduce a norm-like property of the storage H. Usual norms are not
reasonable since they are a measurement for the absolute values of the
entries of a matrix, i. e., they do not take the sign of the entries into account.
However, for the case of H it is vital to consider the sign of the entries; just
entries Hi,j > 0 should contribute to our measurement. Therefore, it follows
the key feature that our measurement is zero if all entries of H are less or
equal zero.

Now, the goal is to introduce a variable which is describing the “worst”
column h of H, in the sense of not satisfying h ≤ 0. Hence, we project the
entries to the positive ortant and then sum them. We write

Ĥk :=
p

∑
i=1

max{Hi,k,0} ∈ R≥0.

for all k ∈ I[1,T−1] and identify which of these sums is the biggest in H, i. e.,
which time step (column) is the “worst”. We denote this by

�H�:= max
k∈I[1,T−1]

{Ĥk} ∈ R≥0. (2.24)

Hence, the norm-like measurement �H � provides information about the
worst time step among the T − 1 past in the sense of satisfying the transient
average constraints. Therefore, it allows us to compare previous trajectories.
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2.2. Further Investigation of Transient Average Constraints

For instance, �H�� 0 can be an indicator that a feasible subsequent trajectory
needs to pass a region where it holds h(x,u)� 0.

Remark 3. In case that �H �= 0 holds, any open-loop input trajectory
u that satisfies the transient average constraints point-wise in time, i. e.,
h(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ I[0,N−1], is a feasible solution u ∈ UN(x,H).

Furthermore, if it holds �H�= 0, all T− 1 columns of H satisfy Hk ≤ 0 and
hence the corresponding trajectory can always be appended to the beginning
or end of an exisiting trajectory for which the first or last T − 1 auxiliary
output values satisfy h ≤ 0. We are aware of the fact that this is not the
ultimate measure to identify which H is crucial in order to combine two
trajectories, for example. We note that in Appendix A additional conditions
are given for which we can compare different trajectories. However, (2.24)
represents one possible measure expressing how tough it is to connect an
existing trajectory described by H with another (candidate) trajectory.

We close this chapter by providing a special case consideration for the
storage H and furthermore, give an overview of the different descriptions of
the transient average constraints in Table 2.1.

Remark 4. We note that for the special case T = 1, i. e., the transient average
constraints degenerate to point-wise in time constraints, the matrix H has
no entries and hence, is neglectable. Thus, it follows �H�= 0.

Table 2.1.: Overview of representations of the auxiliary output h(x,u).

Variable Context Dimension Description

h(x,u) - Rp Auxiliary output variable
H (2.6) Rp×(T−1) Storage of the past T − 1 auxil-

iary output values
�H� (2.24) R Expresses and quantifies the

“worst” entry h of H
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

In this chapter, we deal with the so-called turnpike property of optimal con-
trol problems which was introduced in [Dorfman et al., 1987]. It describes the
phenomenon that the optimal solution approaches the neighborhood of the
optimal steady-state, stays within this neighborhood and then, might leaves
this neighborhood again. As analyzed for discrete-time and continuous-time
optimal control problems [Grüne and Müller, 2016, Faulwasser et al., 2017a],
there is a relation between the turnpike property and dissipativity which
again is connected to optimal operation at steady-state. We start this chap-
ter by introducing dissipativity and continuity conditions for the transient
average constrained EMPC scheme, before we move on to the investigation
of the turnpike property in Section 3.2. There, we start by introducing a
modified turnpike property of [Grüne, 2013] in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.2,
this property is extended such that we obtain a turnpike phenomenon for
T consecutive time instants which can also be interpreted as a turnpike
property of the extended state (x,H).

3.1. Dissipativity and Optimal Operation at Steady-State

For reasons of clarity, we start by summarizing some assumptions of the
transient averaged constrained EMPC scheme of Chapter 2 in the following.

Assumption 1. The constraint set Z ⊆ X×U is compact and the maps
f : Z→ X and ` : Z→ R are continuous, i. e., there exist α f ,αl ∈ K∞ such
that

‖ f (x1,u1)− f (x2,u2)‖ ≤ α f (‖(x1 − x2,u1 − u2)‖),
|`(x1,u1)− `(x2,u2)| ≤ αl(‖(x1 − x2,u1 − u2)‖)

hold for all (x1,u1) ∈ Z and (x2,u2) ∈ Z. Furthermore, `(x,u) is bounded
from below on Z and the output map h : Z→ Rp is Lipschitz continuous
where we suppose w. l. o. g. that the Lipschitz constant satisfies Lh > 0.
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

The introduced Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u) implies that for u1 ∈
UN(x1,H1) and u2 ∈ UN(x2,H2) it holds for all k ∈ I[0,N−1] with Lh ∈ R>0

‖h(xu1 (k,x1),u1(k))− h(xu2 (k,x2),u2(k))‖
≤Lh ‖(xu1 (k,x1)− xu2 (k,x2), u1(k)− u2(k))‖ .

(3.1)

Remark 5. We highlight that the results of this thesis can also be extended
by using the weaker concept of continuity of the auxiliary output h(x,u)
instead of Lipschitz continuity.

As in [Köhler et al., 2017, Faulwasser et al., 2018, Faulwasser et al., 2017b],
we require strict dissipativity in the state x and the input u in order to easily
derive turnpike properties for the auxiliary output h(x,u) (cf. Corollary 1, 2

or 3).

Assumption 2. There exist a bounded storage function λ : X → R, a
multiplier λ̄ ∈ R

p
≥0 and a function ρ ∈ K∞ such that for all (x,u) ∈ Z

system (2.1) is strictly dissipative on Z with respect to the supply rate

s(x,u) := `(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ̄>h(x,u). (3.2)

Moreover, λ(x) is continuous, i. e., there exists a function αλ ∈ K∞ with
|λ(x1)− λ(x2)| ≤ αλ(‖x1 − x2‖) and w. l. o. g. λ(xs) = 0.

Recalling the definition of dissipativity (Def. 2), Assumption 4 implies
that the following holds for all (x,u) ∈ Z

˜̀(x,u) :=`(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) + λ̄>h(x,u)
≥ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖),

where ˜̀ denotes the positive definite stage cost (which we also consider
later in this section). In the following proposition, which is a modification
of [Angeli et al., 2012, Prop. 6.4], we show that dissipativity implies optimal
operation at steady-state (Def. 3).

Proposition 1. Assume that the system (2.1) is dissipative (strictly dissipative)
w. r. t. the supply rate (3.2). Then the system is optimally operated at steady-state
(suboptimally operated off steady-state).
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3.1. Dissipativity and Optimal Operation at Steady-State

Proof. We get by simple manipulations for any u ∈ U∞(x,H)

0 = lim inf
τ→∞

λ(xu(τ,x))− λ(xu(0,x))
τ

= lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 λ(xu(k + 1,x))− λ(xu(k,x))

τ

Def. 2
≤ lim inf

τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 s(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ

(3.2)
= lim inf

τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))− `(xs,us) + λ̄>h(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ

≤ lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ
− `(xs,us)

+ λ̄> lim sup
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 h(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ

(2.21)
≤ lim inf

τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ
− `(xs,us)

and therefore, it holds

`(xs,us) ≤ lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ

which proves the claim of optimal operation at the steady-state (2.19) under
dissipativity w. r. t. the supply rate (3.2). Note that the third inequality
follows from Remark 2 and non-negativity of the multiplier λ̄.

In case of strict dissipativity, similar manipulations lead to

lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 ρ(‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖)

τ

≤ lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 `(xu(k,x),u(k))

τ
− `(xs,us)

(3.3)

for which two cases are possible due to ρ ∈ K∞:

(i) lim infτ→∞ ∑τ−1
k=0

`(xu(k,x),u(k))
τ > `(xs,us) which yields (2.20a) or

(ii) lim infτ→∞ ∑τ−1
k=0

`(xu(k,x),u(k))
τ = `(xs,us) where we get from (3.3)

lim inf
τ→∞

∑τ−1
k=0 ρ(‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖)

τ
= 0
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

which in turn implies (2.20b) since ρ ∈ K∞, i. e.,

lim inf
k→∞

|x(k)− xs| = 0.

This concludes the proof of suboptimal operation off steady-state in case of
strict dissipativity.

Rotated Cost and corresponding Value Function

In order to prove the main property of this chapter, the turnpike behaviour,
it is fundamental to use the rotated cost and the corresponding rotated value
function, where λ(x) denotes the storage function and λ̄ the multiplier from
Ass. 2. They read

˜̀(x,u) := `(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) + λ̄>h(x,u), (3.4a)

J̃N(x,u) :=
N−1

∑
k=0

˜̀(xu(k,x),u(k))

= JN(x,u)− N`(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ(xu(N,x))

+
N−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu(k,x),u(k)).

(3.4b)

This definition immediatelly implies for the steady-state ˜̀(xs,us) = 0. Anal-
ogously to (2.10) we denote the rotated optimization problem

J̃∗N(x,H) := inf
u∈UN(x,H)

N−1

∑
k=0

˜̀ (xu(k,x), u(k)) (3.5)

and write for the corresponding optimal control sequence ũ∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H).
Using the equivalent notation of dissipativity in Remark 1, strict dissipativity
from Assumption 2 implies that the following holds for all (x,u) ∈ Z

˜̀(x,u) ≥ ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖) ≥ 0. (3.6)

3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

In this section, we will show that the previously mentioned turnpike prop-
erty is a consequence of strict dissipativity, controllability and continuity
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3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

assumptions. Moreover, in Theorem 2 we conclude that the optimal solution
“passes by” the optimal steady-state until a specific time instant. We highlight
that all our results are based on this turnpike behaviour.

Contrary to EMPC without transient average constraints [Grüne, 2013],
we need later in the proof of closed-loop properties a stronger turnpike
behaviour. In particular, we prove that consecutive points over a certain
time period show the turnpike phenomenon such that we can ensure that
the transient average constraints are satisfied. Equivalently, this consecutive
turnpike property of x and u can be seen as a turnpike phenomenon of the
extended state (x,H). Before starting with the first results, we introduce a
lower and upper bound for the auxiliary output in combination with the
multilpier λ̄ which reads

ϑh := inf
(x×u)∈Z

λ̄>h(x,u), (3.7a)

ϑ̄h := sup
(x×u)∈Z

λ̄>h(x,u). (3.7b)

This implies that it holds for all u ∈ UN(x,H) with (x,H) ∈ X×H, N ≥ T

11×(T−1)ϑh ≤ λ̄>H ≤ 11×(T−1)ϑ̄h, (3.8)

where the inequalities should be interpreted element-wise and 1x×y is a
one-matrix of dimension Rx×y. Note that (3.8) is a weaker condition for H
than H ∈ H since entries of the multiplier λ̄ can be zero. We remark that
ϑh ≤ 0, since λ̄ ∈ R

p
≥0 and h(xs,us) ≤ 0 with (xs,us) ∈ Z.

3.2.1. General Turnpike Propery

The following turnpike property (which is a modification of [Grüne, 2013,
Thm. 5.3]) describes the phenomenon that open-loop trajectories satisfying a
condition, “most of the time” stay close to the optimal steady-state [Grüne
and Müller, 2016]. To this end, we denote

Pε(u,x) := {k ∈ I[0,N−1]| ‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖ ≤ ε}. (3.9)

as the set of time instants for which the state trajectory xu and input trajectory
u with initial condition x are in the steady-state neighborhood Bε(xs,us) and
write for the amount of time instants Qε(u,x) = #Pε(u,x) = card(Pε(u,x)).
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then for each (x,H) ∈ X×H, each
ε, δ > 0, each control sequence u ∈ UN(x,H) satisfying

JN(x,u) ≤ N`(xs,us) + δ, (3.10)

the following inequality holds with C := 2 supx∈X |λ(x)|

Qε(u,x) ≥ N −
δ + C− λ̄> ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i

ρ(ε)
≥ N − δ + C− kT,Nϑh

ρ(ε)
, (3.11)

with ρ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 2 and kT,N according to (2.22).

Proof. For each (x,H) ∈ X×H and u ∈ UN(x,H) the following inequality
holds using the definition of C and the bound (3.10):

J̃N(x,u)
(3.4b)
≤ JN(x,u)− N`(xs,us) + C +

N−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu(k,x),u(k))

(3.10)
≤ δ + C +

N−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu(k,x),u(k))
(2.23)
≤ δ + C− λ̄>

kT,N

∑
i=1

HT−i.

(3.12)

Now, assume for contradiction that it holds

Qε(u,x) < N −
δ + C− λ̄> ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i

ρ(ε)
.

This means that there exists a set N ⊆ I[0,N−1] of

#N = N −Qε(u,x) >
δ + C− λ̄> ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i

ρ(ε)
(3.13)

time instants such that ‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖ > ε holds for all k ∈ N .
Using the strict dissipativity Assumption 2, we know that it holds for these k

˜̀(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≥ ρ(ε). (3.14)

This implies

J̃N(x,u) = ∑
k∈N

˜̀(xu(k,x),u(k)) + ∑
k∈{0,...,N−1}\N

˜̀(xu(k,x),u(k))

≥ (N −Qε(u,x))ρ(ε)
(3.13)
> δ + C− λ̄>

kT,N

∑
i=1

HT−i
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3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

which contradicts (3.12) and thus proves the first inequality of the theorem.
The second inequality of (3.11) immediately follows from (3.7) since each
column Hk of H represents an auxiliary output h at a specific time instant.

Remark 6. For the special case T = 1 it holds from (2.22) kT,N = 0 and
hence, we get

Qε(u,x) ≥ N − δ + C
ρ(ε)

which is similar to the results of EMPC without transient average con-
straints [Grüne, 2013, Thm. 5.3].

Since the multiplier λ̄ ∈ R
p
≥0 is a constant vector we can write

N−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu(k,x),u(k)) = λ̄>
N−1

∑
k=0

h(xu(k,x),u(k)),

and recall from (2.23) that this does not necessarily has to be less or equal
zero. Moreover, if the memory state H satisfies1 λ̄> ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i > 0, the

estimate for Qε(u,x) gets larger than in the “standard” case without transient
average constraints (2.3).

Due to the assumed Lipschitz continuity of the auxiliary output h(x,u) and
the turnpike property of the state and input, we can derive from Theorem 1

as well a turnpike property for h(x,u) if the state x and the input u show
this property. However, note that in general, we can not infer bounds on x
or u if the auxiliary output is bounded, i. e., it holds

‖(x− xs, u− us)‖ ≤ ε ⇒ ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖
(3.1)
≤ Lhε

‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ Lhε 6⇒ ‖(x− xs, u− us)‖ ≤ ε.

For the following corollary, we consider with the Lipschitz constant Lh > 0
(Ass. 1) the estimates

‖h(xu(k,x),u(k))− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ Lhε, (3.15a)

‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖ ≤ ε. (3.15b)

1This means that there exists some j ∈ I[1,p] such that ∑
kT,N
i=1 Hj,T−i > 0.
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Corollary 1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then for each (x,H) ∈ X×H, each
ε, δ > 0 and each control sequence u ∈ UN(x,H) satisfying (3.10), the value

Qε
h(u,x) := #{k ∈ I[0,N−1]| s. t. (3.15a) and (3.15b) hold}

satisfies with C := 2 supx∈X |λ(x)| and kT,N according to (2.22)

Qε
h(u,x) ≥ N −

δ + C− λ̄> ∑
kT,N
i=1 HT−i

ρ (ε)
≥ N − δ + C− kT,Nϑh

ρ (ε)
.

Proof. Since Assumption 1 as well as 2 hold and the control sequence sat-
isfies (3.10), we can use Theorem 1. From Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u)
(Ass. 1) we get that it holds for all k ∈ I[0,N−1]

‖h(xu(k,x),u(k))− h(xs,us)‖
(3.1)
≤ Lh ‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖ .

Hence, we know that for all k ∈ I[0,N−1] which are in Qε(u,x) (cf. Theorem 1)
it also holds

‖h(xu(k,x),u(k))− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ Lh(‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖)≤Lhε.

Therefore, it follows Qε
h(u,x) = Qε(u,x) ≥ N − δ+C−λ̄> ∑

kT,N
i=1 HT−i

ρ(ε)
and we

have shown the assertion by the proof of Theorem 1.

After we have shown the turnpike property for the system with transient
average constraints, we introduce an asymptotic controllability condition
w. r. t. to the stage cost `(x,u) and the rotated stage cost ˜̀(x,u). In this
assumption, which is a modification of [Grüne, 2013, Ass. 5.5], we use class
KLS functions (cf. Def. 1). Contrary to [Grüne, 2013], we additionally
consider transient average constraints and therefore, we consider not only
the initial value x but also the past T− 1 time steps via β2 and a comparison
of the storage H with the steady-state storage

Hs := H(xs,us(·)) =
[
h(xs,us), . . . , h(xs,us)

]
∈ R

p×(T−1)
≤0 .

We note that together with the Assumptions 1 and 2, the subsequent property
implies finite time controllability of the system for any initial condition
(x,H) ∈ X×H into an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the steady-state
which is later shown as the result of Lemma 6.
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Assumption 3. There exist β1, β2 ∈ KLS such that for each (x,H) ∈ X×H

and each N ∈ N there exists a control sequence u ∈ UN(x,H) such that it
holds for all k ∈ I[0,N−1]

`(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤ `(xs,us) + β1(‖x− xs‖ ,k) + β2(�H − Hs� ,k),
˜̀(xu(k,x),u(k)) ≤ ˜̀(xs,us) + β1(‖x− xs‖ ,k) + β2(�H − Hs� ,k).

(3.16)

The additional term β2 is necessary which we explain in the following.
For instance, we can start at the steady-state but the previous trajectory is
such that we have to move away from the steady-state in order to satisfy the
transient average constraints. Without the term β2(�H − Hs� ,k) there would
not exist a sequence u ∈ UN(x,H) satisfying (3.16) since β1(‖x− xs‖ ,k) = 0
and ˜̀(xs,us) = min(x,u)∈Z

˜̀(x,u). Furthermore, we note from (3.4a) that
˜̀(x,u) = `(x,u) − `(xs,us) + λ(x) − λ( f (x,u)) + λ̄>h(x,u) and, we know
from the Assumptions 1 and 2 that f (x,u), h(x,u) and λ(x) are continuous.
Hence, it is not too restrictive that there exist the KLS functions β1 and β2
such that the second inequality holds if the first one is satisfied. The second
inequality is used later (cf. Corollary 6) to show that the following turnpike
results also hold for the rotated optimization problem (3.5). Moreover, since
Z is compact, it follows that ‖x− xs‖ as well as h(x,u) are bounded and,
hence, that �H−Hs� is bounded. Using the definition of class KLS functions,
we define

δ := max
x∈X

γβ1 (‖x− xs‖) + max
H∈H

γβ2 (�H − Hs�). (3.17)

which implies by optimality (cf. Proof of Thm. 2) that the value function
satisfies J∗N(x,H) ≤ N`(xs,us) + δ for any N ∈N and any (x,H) ∈ X×H.

The following theorem (which is a modification of [Grüne, 2013, Thm. 5.6])
shows that strict dissipativity and the asymptotic controllability property
imply that the optimal open-loop solution is passing by near the steady-state.
Moreover, the distance between the optimal trajectory at some time instant
ks and the steady-state is upper bounded by a class LN function, i. e., the
distance is decreasing for an increasing prediction horizon N. Hence, there
exists a time instant ks such that

lim
N→∞

∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H
(ks,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(ks)− us)

∥∥∥ = 0.

Theorem 2. Let the Assumptions 1-3 hold. For each N1 ∈ N, each (x,H) ∈
X×H and each N ≥ N1, there exist σ1 ∈ LN and ks ∈ I[0,N−N1] such that the
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

optimal trajectory u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) satisfies∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H
(ks,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(ks)− us)

∥∥∥ ≤ σ1(N − N1). (3.18)

Proof. Using the control sequence u ∈ UN(x,H) from Assumption 3, we
obtain

JN(x,u) =
N−1

∑
k=0

l(xu(k,x),u(k))

Ass.3
≤ N`(xs,us) + γβ1 (‖x− xs‖) + γβ2 (�H − Hs�)

(3.17)
≤ N`(xs,us) + δ.

Now, optimality yields J∗N(x,H) ≤ JN(x,u) ≤ N`(xs,us) + δ and hence, we
can use the turnpike property from Theorem 1. As in the proof of Thm. 1,
we set C := 2 supx∈X |λ(x)| < ∞ and furthermore,

σ1(N − N1) := ρ−1
(

δ + C− kT,Nϑh
N − N1

)
(3.19)

with kT,N =
⌈

N
T

⌉
T − N. Since the argument N − N1 is in the denominator

of the K∞ function ρ, it follows σ1 ∈ LN. From Theorem 1, we obtain for
this choice of the neighborhood σ1(N − N1)

Qσ1(N−N1)(u∗N,x,H ,x) ≥ N − δ + C− kT,Nϑh
ρ(σ1(N − N1))

= N1.

Therefore, there are at least N1 time instants k satisfying∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− xs)

∥∥∥ ≤ σ1(N − N1)

and thus, at least one of these k’s must satisfy k ∈ I[0,N−N1]. The assertion
follows if we choose ks as this k.

Again, we highlight that for the special case T = 1 the resulting neigh-
borhood (3.19) degenerates to σ1(N − N1) = ρ−1((δ + C)/(N − N1)) which
is the same result as given in [Grüne, 2013, Proof of Thm. 5.6], i. e., for the
EMPC settings without transient average constraints. Analogous to Corol-
lary 1, Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u) immediately implies that the results of
Theorem 2 hold in a similar fashion for the auxiliary output.
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3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

Corollary 2. Let the Assumptions 1-3 hold. For each N1 ∈ N, each (x,H) ∈
X×H and each N ≥ N1, there exist σ1 ∈ LN and ks ∈ I[0,N−N1] such that the
optimal trajectory u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) satisfies (3.18) as well as∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H

(ks,x), u∗N,x,H(ks))− h(xs,us)
∥∥∥ ≤ Lhσ1(N − N1)

with the Lipschitz constant Lh > 0.

Proof. Since the assumptions in Theorem 2 are satisfied, we know that
there exists some ks ∈ I[0,N−N1] such that (3.18) holds. As in the proof of
Corollary 1, we use Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u) which yields additionally
to (3.18)

‖h(xu(ks,x),u(ks))− h(xs,us)‖
Lip.
≤ Lh(‖xu(ks,x)− xs‖+ ‖u(ks)− us‖)

(3.18)
≤ Lhσ1(N − N1)

for the beforementioned ks. This means that the same function σ1 ∈ LN

from (3.19) implies the assertion.

3.2.2. Turnpike Property of consecutive Time Instants
After we have shown that the optimal open-loop solution is passing by
arbitrarily close to the steady-state at least at one time instant ks, we now
consider several trajectories at once as it is done in [Grüne, 2013, Sec. 7]
or [Köhler et al., 2018, Lem. 2]. In the following, we consider q ∈ N

trajectories and use the set (3.9) of each trajectory in order to build the
intersection

P ′ε[kl ,ku ]

(
(u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)

)
:= Pε(u1,x1) ∩ · · · ∩ Pε(uq,xq) ∩ {kl , . . . ,ku}

(3.20)
where kl and ku are given parameters. This means that this intersection set
contains all time instants for which the corresponding trajectories xui and
ui with i ∈ I[1,q] are in the same neighborhood Bε(xs,us) of the steady-state.
Moreover, the last set {kl , . . . ,ku} tightens our intersection such that only
time instants k ∈ I[kl ,ku ] are admissible, with 0 ≤ kl < ku ≤ N̂ − 1 and the
largest prediction horizon of all considered trajectories

N̂ := max
i∈I[1,q]

Ni. (3.21)
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

A general Consideration of Multiple Trajectories

We start by introducing a property which directly follows from building
an intersection of sets. Since this is a general procedure, we provide some
further information in Appendix B.

Proposition 2. For any ε > 0, for any trajectories ui ∈ UNi (xi,Hi), with
i ∈ I[1,q] and any (xi,Hi) ∈ X ×H and Qε(ui,xi) ≥ M, the intersection
P ′ε
[kl ,ku ]

(
(u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)

)
in (3.20) contains that least m ≥ ku − kl − q(N̂ −

M) elements, with N̂ according to (3.21).

Proof. This property directly follows by combinatorially building the inter-
section of sets which is shown in Appendix B (cf. especially (B.1)). Using
the notation of the Appendix, we have α = q and ai = M for all i ∈ I[1,q]
which yields the assertion.

Now, we want to focus on the question how we can ensure that all the
considered trajectories satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2 such that we
can ensure that at least a specific amount of time instants is contained in
the intersection (3.20). Therefore, we construct a neighborhood ε of the
steady-state such that this is the case. To this end, we define the maximal
difference between the largest prediction horizon N̂ from (3.21) and the
smallest one via

∆N := max
i∈I[1,q]

N̂ − Ni ∈ I≥0. (3.22)

Proposition 3. Let Ass. 1 and 2 hold. For any trajectories ui ∈ UNi (xi,Hi), with
i ∈ I[1,q], (xi,Hi) ∈ X×H and Ni ∈ N satisfying JNi (xi,ui) ≤ Ni`(xs,us) + δ
with δ according to (3.17), as well as for any kl ∈ N0, ku ∈ N with 0 ≤ kl <
ku ≤ N̂ − 1 and any m ∈N satisfying

ku − kl −m− q∆N > 0, (3.23)

there exists a steady-state neighborhood ε > 0 according to (3.26) such that the
intersection P ′ε

[kl ,ku ]

(
(u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)

)
in (3.20) contains at least m elements.

Proof. Since the Ass. 1 and 2 hold as well as the inequality JNi (xi,ui) ≤
Ni`(xs,us) + δ for each i ∈ I[1,q], we can apply Theorem 1. Hence, we can
estimate the amount of time instants in the set (3.9) by

#Pε(ui,xi) = Qε(ui,xi) ≥ Ni −
δ + C− kT,Ni ϑh

ρ(ε)
= Ni −

C′i
ρ(ε)

. (3.24)
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3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

with C′i := δ + C− kT,Ni ϑh. We define

Ĉ′ := δ + C− (T − 1)ϑh (3.25)

which implies Ĉ′ ≥ C′i for all i ∈ I[1,q]. Then, by considering the neighbor-
hood

ε := ρ−1

(
qĈ′

ku − kl −m− q∆N

)
(3.26)

for all trajectories xui (·,xi), ui(·), we get that for the amount of time instants
satisfying (3.9) it holds for all i ∈ I[1,q]

Qε =Qε(ui,xi)
(3.24)
≥ Ni −

C′i
ρ(ε)

(3.26)
= Ni −

C′i
qĈ′

(ku − kl −m− q∆N)
C′i≤Ĉ′

≥ Ni −
1
q
(ku − kl −m− q∆N)

=Ni + ∆N −
1
q
(ku − kl −m)

(3.22)
≥ N̂ − 1

q
(ku − kl −m).

Setting M := N̂ − 1
q (ku − kl − m) ensure Qε(ui,xi) ≥ M for all i ∈ I[1,q].

Hence, the choice of the steady-state neighborhood (3.26) guarantees due
to Proposition 2 that the intersection (3.20) contains at least m ≥ ku − kl −
q(N̂ −M) = m elements.

Remark 7. By considering ku = N̂ − 1, i. e. P ′ε
[kl ,N̂−1]

(
(u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)

)
,

we choose the last interval such that there are entries in I[kl ,N̂−1] allowed
and we get for the neighborhood of Proposition 3

ε = ρ−1

(
qĈ′

N̂ − 1− kl −m− q∆N

)
.

Now, if we increase all prediction horizons Ni, ∆N is constant, but N̂ is in-
creasing which results in a decreasing “common” steady-state neighborhood
ε.
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

Intersection of Optimal Trajectories

So far, we considered intersections of trajectories in general. Now, by
using optimal trajectories we state a theorem which ensures that under
some technical conditions, the optimal open-loop trajectory has at least T
consecutive time instants in a neighborhood around the optimal steady-state.
We highlight that this property is crucial for considering transient average
constraints since the optimal input trajectory not only depends on the current
state x but moreover, also on the T − 1 past values of the state x and the
input u since we need to satisfy the transient average constraints.

Theorem 3. Let the Assumptions 1-3 hold. There exist NT , kx ∈N and σT ∈ LN

such that for any (x,H) ∈ X×H and any k′l ∈N0, k′u ∈N satisfying

0 ≤ k′l < k′u − T2 as well as k′u ≤ N − 1, (3.27)

there exists kx ∈ I[k′l+T−1,k′u ] such that the optimal trajectory u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H)

satisfies
∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] with

ε = σT(k′u − NT).

Proof. We divide this proof in three different parts. In the first part we
will construct T trajectories using the considered trajectory xu∗N,x,H

in order
to build an intersection of them. In the second part, we choose based on
Proposition 3 a neighborhood ε to show that the intersection of all considered
trajectories contains at least one time instant (m = 1). Finally, in the third
part we conclude that this implies the assertion.

Part I: Construction of trajectories
We construct from the given optimal input sequence u∗N,x,H T other optimal
trajectories

u∗i ∈ UNi (xi,Hi) (3.28)

where Ni = N − i and xi = xu∗N,x,H
(i,x) for all i ∈ I[0,T−1] (Hi see later). This

means that xu∗N,x,H
= xu∗0 . For reasons of clarity, we use in the following xu∗0

instead of xu∗N,x,H
, x0 instead of x and H0 instead of H. We get that the “first”

constructed trajectory xu∗1 starts at the first point after u∗0 has been applied
and has a prediction horizon N1 which is one time instant shorter than N0.
The initial condition of the second trajectory (with N2 = N0 − 2) xu∗2 is the
first point after u∗1 has been applied which is the same as the second point
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Figure 3.1.: Idea of repeatedly constructing optimal trajectories in order to
prove Theorem 3.

of the original trajectory, i. e., xu∗0 (2,x0). All the other trajectories are built up
in the same way. Since we consider optimal trajectories, it follows that the
constructed inputs (3.28) result again in optimal trajectories (which are the
same as the original xu∗0 (x0) just shorter and later in time) for which it holds

xu∗i (k,xi) = xu∗0 (k + i,x0)

u∗i (k) = u∗0(k + i)
(3.29)

for all k ∈ I[0,Ni−1] = I[0,N0−i−1] and any i ∈ I[0,T−1]. These trajectories
and their corresponding turnpike behaviour are shown in Figure 3.1. The
matrices which store the auxiliary output’s past values are given by (we
recall that Hj denotes the j-th column of H for j ∈ I[1,T−1])

H0 :=
[
H1, . . . , HT−1

]
,

Hi =
[

Hi+1, . . . , HT−1, h(xu∗0 (0,x0),u∗0), . . . , h(xu∗0 (i− 1,x0),u∗0(i− 1))
]

(3.30)
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

for i ∈ I[0,T−2] and in case i = T − 1, we get

HT−1 = H(x0,u∗0(0 : T − 2)).

Part II: Choice of the neighborhood
Now, we choose the neighborhood of the steady-state as given in Proposi-
tion 3. First, we show that all necessary conditions of this Proposition are
fulfilled. It follows from Assumption 3 that it holds for each i ∈ I[0,T−1]

that the optimal trajectories satisfy J∗Ni
(xi,Hi) ≤ Ni`(xs,us) + δ. By consider-

ing the trajectories xu∗0 (·,x0), . . . , xu∗T−1
(·,xT−1) we get q = T and from (3.22)

∆N = T − 1 for the values of Prop. 3. The first condition of (3.27) ensures
that condition (3.23) in Prop. 3 holds with kl = k′l ≥ 0 and ku = k′u − (T− 1).
Furthermore, note that the condition k′u ≤ N − 1 immediately implies that it
also hold ku ≤ N − 1. Hence, all conditions of Proposition 3 are satisfied.

As before, we choose Ĉ′ from (3.25) which yields Ĉ′ ≥ C′i = δ + C −
kT,Ni ϑh with i ∈ I[0,T−1] and C := 2 supx∈X |λ(x)|. Now, we apply Proposi-
tion 3 and choose the steady-state neighborhood according to (3.26) as

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

(k′u − (T − 1))− k′l − 1− T(T − 1)

)
= ρ−1

(
TĈ′

k′u − k′l − T2

)
(3.31)

which ensures that the following intersection contains at least one element
ks

P ′ε[k′l ,k′u−(T−1)]
(
(u∗0 ,x0), . . . ,(u∗T−1,xT−1)

)
=Pε(u∗0 ,x0) ∩ . . .Pε(u∗T−1,xT−1) ∩ {k′l , . . . , k′u − (T − 1)}.

(3.32)

Part III: Conclude consecutiveness using the intersection
Consider kx := ks + T − 1. Due to Proposition 3 it holds for all i ∈ I[0,T−1]∥∥∥(xu∗i (kx − T + 1,xi)− xs, u∗i (kx − T + 1)− us)

∥∥∥ ≤ ε. (3.33)

Additionally, from (3.29) we get that it holds for all i ∈ I[0,T−1]

xu∗i (kx − T + 1,xi) = xu∗0 (kx − T + 1 + i,x0),

u∗i (kx − T + 1) = u∗0(kx − T + 1 + i).
(3.34)

This property is also shown in Figure 3.2. Combining Equalities (3.34)
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Figure 3.2.: Result of repeatedly using (3.33) and (3.34).

and (3.33), we obtain for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]∥∥∥(xu∗0 (k,x0)− xs, u∗0(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε

which proves the assertion since u∗0 = u∗N,x,H and x0 = x. Finally, it fol-
lows from (3.31) that ε = σT(k′u − NT) with NT = k′l + T2 where σT(r) :=

ρ−1( TĈ′
r ), i. e., σT ∈ LN. Furthermore, note that we can choose k′u large

enough (by choosing N large enough) such that the assertion holds for any
ε > 0.

Remark 8. Considering the special case T = 1, the neighborhood (3.31) of
the steady-state in which the consecutive time instants lie reads

ε = ρ−1
(

δ + C
k′u − k′l − 1

)
since it holds kT,Ni = 0 for any Ni ∈N. Furthermore, we get from Remark 6

that it holds

Qε(u∗N,x,x) ≥ N − (k′u − k′l − 1) = N − (k′u − k′l) + 1

which immediately implies that there is at least one time instant k ∈ I[k′l ,k
′
u ]

in the corresponding neighborhood Bε(xs,us). Therefore, in the special case
T = 1, k′l = 0 and k′u = N0, Theorem 3 contains the results in [Grüne,
2013, Thm. 5.6] as a special case.
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3. The Turnpike Phenomenon

Analogously to the previous results, we can use Lipschitz continuity of
h(x,u) in order to show that the property of Theorem 3 also holds for the
same consecutive time instants for the auxiliary output.

Corollary 3. Let the Assumptions 1-3 hold. Then, there exist NT , kx ∈ N

and σT ∈ LN such that for any (x,H) ∈ X×H and any k′l ∈ N0, k′u ∈ N

satisfying (3.27), there exists kx ∈ I[k′l+T−1,k′u ] such that the optimal trajectory
u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) satisfies∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x), u∗N,x,H(k))− h(xs,us)
∥∥∥ ≤ Lhε

(3.35)

for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] with ε = σT(k′u − NT) and the Lipschitz constant Lh > 0.

Proof. Since all conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, we know that the choice

ε = σT(k′u − NT) from (3.31) ensures
∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤

ε for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]. Again, it immediately follows from Lipschitz
continuity of the auxiliary output h that this implies (3.35). Hence, the
analogous choices

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

k′u − k′l − T2

)
= σT(k′u − NT),

NT = k′l + T2

imply the assertion.

Corollary 3 ensures by (3.35) that T consecutive values of the auxiliary
output are bounded for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] and hence, we can use this to
choose a sufficient horizon N and k′u = N − 1, such that the neighborhood
ε implies �H(xu∗N,x,H

(kx − T + 1,x),u∗N,x,H(kx − T + 1 : kx − 1))− Hs�≤ E for
any desired E > 0. This property will be used in Lemma 2 and Theorem 5

to construct trajectories which are in a sufficiently small neighborhood of
the steady-state such that a local controllability condition can be applied.

Corollary 4. Consider any (x,H) ∈ X ×H, any ε > 0 and any trajectory
u ∈ UN(x,H) with N ≥ T. Then, satisfying

‖h(xu(k,x), u(k))− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ Lhε
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3.2. Turnpike Properties of the System

for all k ∈ I[0,T−1] implies

�H(x,u(0 : T − 2))�≤�H(x,u(0 : T − 2))− Hs�≤ √pLhε

Proof. We denote H̃ := H(x,u(0 : T − 2))− Hs as well as H̃i,j for the entry
in the i-th row of H̃j which is the j-th column of H̃. By the definition of �H�
in (2.24), it follows

�H̃� ≤
∥∥H̃
∥∥

1

where the norm represents the maximum absolute column sum norm (l1
norm). Furthermore, using norm properties we obtain

�H̃�≤
∥∥H̃
∥∥

1
`1 norm
= max

j∈I[1,T−1]

p

∑
i=1
|H̃i,j| = max

j∈I[1,T−1]

∥∥∥H̃j

∥∥∥
1

≤√p max
j∈I[1,T−1]

∥∥∥H̃j

∥∥∥
2
≤ √pLhε

(3.36)

where the last inequality follows from the condition in the assertion. Now,

using Hs ∈ R
p×(T−1)
≤0 yields �H(x,u(0 : T − 2))�≤�H(x,u(0 : T − 2))− Hs�

and thus, we have shown the assertion.

Using Corollary 4, we can satisfy with kx from Cor. 3 for any E > 0

�H(xu∗N,x,H
(kx − T + 1),u∗N,x,H(kx − T + 1 : kx − 1))− Hs�≤ E

by a steady-state neighborhood ε according to (3.35) of the size

ε ≤ E
√

pLh
. (3.37)

In this chapter, we have developed conditions that guarantee the turnpike
property. Moreover, Theorem 3 ensures that we can choose the prediction
horizon N large enough to guarantee that there are at least T consecutive
time instants in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the steady-state.
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

In this chapter, we use the previous turnpike results to show that the dif-
ference between the value function with initial conditions in a specific
neighborhood of the steady-state and the value function starting from the
steady-state (with a previous trajectory at the steady-state) is bounded. To
this end, a local controllability property, which is an extension of [Grüne,
2013, Ass. 6.1], is introduced in Assumption 4. Using this condition, we
derive in Section 4.2 a turnpike property for consecutive time instants for
optimal trajectories starting in a neighborhood of the steady-state. In Theo-
rem 4, we use this property to derive local continuity bounds on the value
function, which is the main contribution of this chapter.

4.1. Local Controllability Condition

In [Grüne, 2013, Ass. 6.1], it is assumed that the difference of the states
and inputs of two trajectories can locally be bounded by class K∞ functions
which consider the difference of the two initial conditions (xc and x2) and
the difference of the two end values (xuc (d,xc) and x3), respectively. Due to
the transient average constraints, we consider not only the states xc, x2 but
also, the past and subsequent trajectories in terms of the auxiliary output h
using H. Hence, we modify the local steady-state neighborhood for which
the assumption holds as well as the arguments in the class K∞ functions (cf.
ζ in Ass. 4) such that we consider not only single points to be connected, but
moreover also the past and subsequent T − 1 values of the corresponding
trajectories. Additionally, we sketch the idea of the local controllability
assumption in Figure 4.1.

Assumption 4. There exist constants δc, Eh > 0, d ∈ I≥T and functions
γx, γu ∈ K∞ such that for any trajectory xuc (k,xc) with uc ∈ Ud+T(xc,Hc)
satisfying �Hc�≤ Eh and xuc (k,xc) ∈ Bδc (xs) for all k ∈ I[0,d+T] and for
any trajectory u1 ∈ UN1 (x1,H1) with N1 ≥ d + T, (x1,H1) ∈ X×H, x3 :=
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xu1 (d,x1) and H3 := H(xu1 (d,x1),u1(d : d + T − 2)) satisfying

�H3 − Hc(d + T − 1)�≤ Eh and x3 ∈ Bδc (xs),

where we denote Hc(d + T − 1) := H(xuc (d,xc),uc(d : d + T − 2)), such that
for any x2 ∈ Bδc (xs) and any H2 ∈ H with �H2 − Hc�≤ Eh there exists an
input u2 ∈ Ud(x2,H2) with xu2 (d,x2) = x3 such that

u3(k) =

{
u2(k) k ∈ I[0,d−1]

u1(k) k ∈ I[d,N1−1]

satisfies u3 ∈ UN1 (x2,H2) and it holds k ∈ I[0,d]

‖xu2 (k,x2)− xuc (k,xc)‖ ≤ γx (ζ) , (4.1a)

‖u2(k)− uc(k)‖ ≤ γu (ζ) , (4.1b)

with

ζ := max
{
‖x2 − xc‖+ �H2 − Hc�,

‖x3 − xuc (d,xc)‖+ �H3 − Hc(d + T − 1)�
}

.
(4.2)

Remark 9. A naive, possibly more intuitive, condition would be to replace
�H3 − Hc(d + T − 1)� by �H(xu2 (d − T + 1),u2(d − T + 1,d − 1))� for the
norm-replacement in the second argument of ζ. But, since we want to bound
the trajectory xu2 we cannot use values of itself as an upper bound. However,
since the connecting trajectory is feasbile we remark that there is a relation
between the auxiliary output values of the subsequent values of d (resulting
from xu1 ) and the previous values of d (resulting from xu2 ) since the transient
average constraints in the overlapping period are satisfied, too.

The estimates (4.1) hold for all controllable linear systems in Rn if the
steady-state (xs,us) is in the interior of the constraint set Z [Grüne, 2013]
and h(xs,us) ∈ int(Y), i. e., h(xs,us) < 0. Moreover, using arguments
from [Limon et al., 2018], we know that continuity implies that the pre-
vious estimates also hold for nonlinear systems if the linearization of f
in (xs,us) is controllable, f is differentiable and the trajectories lie in the
interiors of Z and Y, respectively.
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Figure 4.1.: Sketch of the local controllability condition.

Remark 10. Note that due to the definition (2.24), the norm-like value �H�
is not commutative, i. e., it holds in general �H1 − H2� 6=�H2 − H1�. However,
since we will often use the steady-state trajectory as the reference trajectory
uc, i. e. uc(·) ≡ us, xc = xs and Hc = Hs, it holds �H2 − Hs�≥�H2� and
�H3 − Hs�≥�H3� since Hs only contains non-positive values. Furthermore,
we note that if a storage H has only values which are “better” than the
steady-state values, i. e. Hi ≤ h(xs,us) holds for all i ∈ I[1,T−1], we obtain
�H − Hs�= 0.

In the following lemma we will again use continuity in order to bound
λ̄>h(x,u) as well as the rotated cost ˜̀(x,u) for all feasible x and u by two
different K∞-functions. This lemma is later used in Proposition 4 to bound
the original and rotated stage cost as well as the auxiliary output for the
trajectories of Assumption 4.

Lemma 1. Let Assumption 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists αh, αu ∈ K∞ such that
the following holds for all (x,u) ∈ Z

|λ̄>h(x,u)| ≤αh (‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖) , (4.3a)
˜̀(x,u) ≤αu (‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖) . (4.3b)
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

Proof. We start by showing that (4.3a) is satisfied under the given conditions.
From Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u) and since it holds λ̄>h(xs,us) = 0, we
get with some arbitrary small constant ϕ > 0∣∣∣λ̄>h(x,u)

∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣λ̄>(h(x,u)− h(xs,us))
∣∣∣≤ ∥∥λ̄

∥∥ ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖

≤
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lh (‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖)

≤ max{
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lh, ϕ} · ‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖

=:αh (‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖)

which implies αh ∈ K∞ since λ̄ ∈ R
p
≥0 and Lh > 0 are finite. Furthermore,

from the definition of the rotated cost in (3.4a) we obtain

˜̀(x,u) ≤
∣∣ ˜̀(x,u)

∣∣ ≤ |`(x,u)− `(xs,us)|+ |λ(x)|+ |λ( f (x,u))|+
∣∣∣λ̄>h(x,u)

∣∣∣ .

For the first term |`(x,u)− `(xs,us)| we can use continuity of the stage cost
(Ass. 1) and for the last term we can use (4.3a) which is already proved.
Moreover, Assumption 2 yields λ(xs) = 0 and hence, it holds |λ(x)| ≤
αλ(‖x− xs‖) as well as

|λ( f (x,u))| = |λ( f (x,u))− λ( f (xs,us))|
Ass.2
≤ αλ (‖ f (x,u)− f (xs,us)‖)

Ass.1
≤ αλ

(
α f (‖(x− xs,u− us)‖)

)
.

Finally, we obtain

˜̀(x,u) ≤αl(‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖) + αh(‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖)

+ αλ(‖x− xs‖) + αλ

(
α f (‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖)

)
=:αu(‖x− xs‖+ ‖u− us‖)

with αu ∈ K∞ since α f , αl , αλ, αh ∈ K∞.

As already mentioned, by using the continuity assumptions we can con-
clude that the inequalities (4.1) imply estimates for the stage cost `, the
rotated stage cost ˜̀ and the auxiliary output h (multiplied with λ̄>) for the
setting given in Ass. 4.
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4.2. Local Initial Turnpike Property

Proposition 4. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 4 are satisfied. There exists γc, γh ∈
K∞ such that the following inequalitites hold

|` (xu2 (k,x2),u2(k))− ` (xuc (k,xc),uc(k))| ≤ γc (ζ) , (4.4a)∣∣ ˜̀ (xu2 (k,x2),u2(k))− ˜̀ (xuc (k,xc),uc(k))
∣∣ ≤ γc (ζ) , (4.4b)∣∣∣λ̄> [h(xu2 (k,x2),u2(k))− h(xuc (k,xc),uc(k))]
∣∣∣ ≤ γh(ζ), (4.4c)

for any xc, x2, u2 and uc from Assumption 4 with ζ according to (4.2).

Proof. Condition (4.4c) follows from (4.3a) and the estimates (4.1) with
γh(ζ) := αh(γx(ζ) + γu(ζ)), γh ∈ K∞ since αh, γx, γu ∈ K∞. Further-
more, (4.4a) and (4.4b) follow from (4.1) and (4.3b) with

γc(ζ) := αl (γx(ζ) + γu(ζ)) + αλ(γx(ζ)) + αλ(γ f (γx(ζ) + γu(ζ))) + γh(ζ)
(4.5)

and it holds γc ∈ K∞ since αl , γx, γu, γ f , αλ ∈ K∞.

Analogous to Ass. 3, inequality (4.4b) is used later in Corollary 6 to
conclude that the results in Theorem 4 also hold for the optimal solution of
the rotated cost functional (3.4b).

4.2. Local Initial Turnpike Property

The subsequent lemma is an extension of [Grüne, 2013, Lem. 6.3] and
ensures that the optimal open-loop trajectory starting in a neighborhood
of the steady-state (Ass. 4) stays in a neighborhood Bη(xs,us) for some
consecutive time instants. We prove this lemma by constructing a feasible
candidate input sequence and a corresponding state trajectory with the help
of the previous local controllability condition (Ass. 4). Then, we bound the
rotated value function of this candidate and by using strict dissipativity, we
show the assertion by contradiction.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then there exist Nη > 0, a
function η : N×R≥0 → R≥0 with η(N,r)→ 0 if N → ∞ and r → 0 such that
for any x ∈ Bδc (xs), any H ∈ H with �H − Hs�≤ Eh and horizon N ≥ Nη , the
optimal trajectory u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) satisfies for all k ∈ I[0,N/2+T−1]∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ η (N, ‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�) ,

with Eh, δc from Ass. 4.
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

Proof. We divide this proof into three different parts. In the first part we
introduce a candidate input sequence and show its feasibility. In the second
part, we bound the rotated value function using the candidate trajectory and
in the last part, it is shown that the assertion holds using the bounds on the
rotated cost. In the following, we use the same notation for the storage H as
in Assumption 4, i. e.,

H j(k) := H(xuj (k− T + 1,xj), uj(k− T + 1 : k− 1)) (4.6)

for any k ∈ I[T−1,N] and j ∈ {1,2,c}. Note that we analogously write H∗(k)
for matrices corresponding to the optimal input sequence u∗N,x,H and state
trajectory xu∗N,x,H

as well as H̃∗(k) for matrices corresponding to the optimal
input sequence ũ∗N,x,H and state trajectory xũ∗N,x,H

.
Part I: Construction of a feasible candidate sequence

We start by choosing the prediction horizon large enough such that the
optimal trajectory xu∗N,x,H

has at least T consecutive values in a small enough
neighborhood of the steady-state which follows from Thm 3, Cor. 3 and
Cor. 4. We set

NN,T :=2
(

T2 + 1
)

, Nd,T := 4d + 2T, (4.7)

N ≥max{Nd,T ,NN,T}, k′u = N − 1, k′l =
N
2

which ensures satisfaction of (3.27), which is needed in Theorem 3. As
shown in Corollary 4, we can choose the ε-neighborhood of the steady-state
small enough (i. e. N large enough) such that it holds with kx from Cor. 3

�H∗(kx)− Hs�≤ Eh

which can be ensured via (3.37). Combining this with the bound to en-
sure that T consecutive time instants are in a ball around the steady-state
from (3.31), we get with (4.7) and Ĉ′ from (3.25)

ε
(3.31)
= ρ−1

(
TĈ′

k′u − k′l − T2

)

= ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N
2 − T2 − 1

)
=: σT(N/2− T2 − 1)

!
≤ Eh√

pLh
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4.2. Local Initial Turnpike Property

since k′l = N/2 and k′u = N − 1. Therefore, we choose N such that

N ≥ 2

T2 + 1 +
TĈ′

ρ
(

Eh√
pLh

)
 =: NEh (4.8)

holds and we remark NEh > NN,T . Furthermore, we denote

ky := kx − T + 1

and make sure that xu∗N,x,H
(k,x) is in the neighborhood Bδc (xs) for all k ∈

I[ky ,ky+T−1]. Hence, we again use (3.31) and aim for

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N
2 − T2 − 1

)
=: σT(N/2− T2 − 1) ≤ δc

which is ensured if we choose

N ≥ 2

(
T2 + 1 +

TĈ′

ρ (δc)

)
=: Nδc . (4.9)

By using the two beforementioned estimates for the neighborhood around
the steady-state, we formulate the condition

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N
2 − T2 − 1

)
=: σT(N/2− T2 − 1)

≤ min
{

δc,
Eh√
pLh

}
=: εEh .

(4.10)

It follows from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) that the choice

N ≥ max{Nd,T , NEh , Nδc} =: Nη (4.11)

ensures (4.10) and hence, that it holds for the optimal trajectory

�H∗(ky + T − 1)− Hs�≤ Eh and xu∗N,x,H
(ky,xx) ∈ Bδc (xs). (4.12)

Now, after we have ensured these conditions, we construct a feasible input
sequence which will later be used to show the assertion.

We construct a feasible candidate input sequence ū, which is composed
of four different parts. In the first stage, since x ∈ Bδc and �H − Hs�≤ Eh
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−T + 1 0 d ky − d ky kx = ky + T − 1

xs

x

2εEh

k

x

xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)

xū(k,x)

(a) Construction of the candidate trajectory xū ( ), based on the steady-state xs
and the optimal trajectory xu∗N,x,H

( ).

0 d ky − d ky N

xs

x

a.

b.

c.

k

x

(b) Stages of the candidate trajectory xū we connect using the local controllability
condition (Ass. 4).

Figure 4.2.: Candidate trajectory to prove Lemma 2.
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4.2. Local Initial Turnpike Property

holds, we use the local controllability condition (Ass. 4) with the reference
trajectory xc = xs and uc(·) = us, i. e. Hc = Hs which implies �Hc�= 0 ≤ Eh.
The trajectory to be connected is given by x1 = xs and u1(·) = us such that
x3 = xs and H3 = Hs follow. This means, we start in x2 = x and end up at
the steady-state xs after d time instants. Once we ended up at the steady-
state due to u2, we apply us for another ky − 2d time instants, and therefore,
stay at the steady-state for this second stage of the candidate sequence ū. In
the third stage, we steer the system in d steps from xs to xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x). More
precisely, we use again Assumption 4 with the steady-state reference xc = xs,
Hc = Hs, uc(·) = us (which implies Hc(d + T − 1) = Hs) and the trajectory
to be connected as x1 = xu∗N,x,H

(ky − d,x), u1(·) = u∗N,x,H(ky − d : N − 1)
which implies x3 = xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x) and H3 = H∗(ky + T − 1) where we recall
ky = kx − T + 1. We write for the resulting connecting control sequence ū2
and end the candidate control sequence ū with the fourth stage by appending
the last N − ky values of the original optimal sequence1 starting at the end
point xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x) of the third stage. In conclusion, the designed candidate
control sequence reads

ū(k) =


u2(k), k ∈ I[0,d−1]

us, k ∈ I[d,ky−d−1]

ū2(k− ky + d), k ∈ I[ky−d,ky−1]

u∗N,x,H(k,x), k ∈ I[ky ,N−1]

(4.13)

and yields the corresponding state trajectory

xū(k,x) =


xu2 (k,x), k ∈ I[0,d]

xs, k ∈ I[d,ky−d]

xū2 (k− ky + d,xs), k ∈ I[ky−d,ky ]

xu∗N,x,H
(k,x), k ∈ I[ky ,N]

(4.14)

which is also shown in Figure 4.2a. Furthermore, Figure 4.2b illustrates the
seperate trajectories which we are connecting by the local controllability
property.

Now, we will show that the candidate control sequence ū is feasible. Since
we have set k′l ≥ 2d + T, we know that the second stage (steady-state) of

1This sequence is optimal in the sense of starting at x for prediction horizon N with a previous
trajectory H.
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

Table 4.1.: Overview of the connecting trajectories of the proof of Lemma 2

using the notation of Ass. 4 for given initial conditions (IC).

IC Subsequent trajectory Reference trajectory

Stage 1 x2 = x,
H2 = H

Steady-state trajectory
x3 = xs, H3 = Hs,
u3(k) = us k ∈ I≥d

Steady-state trajectory
xc = xs, Hc = Hs,
uc(·) = us

Stage 3 x2 = xs,
H2 = Hs

Optimal trajectory
x3 = xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x),

H3 = H∗(ky + T − 1),
u3(k + d) = u∗N,x,H(k + ky),
k ∈ I[0,N−ky−1]

Steady-state trajectory
xc = xs, Hc = Hs,
uc(·) = us

the trajectory is at least T steps long, i. e., we can consider the feasibility of
both connecting sequences u2 and ū2 sperately. We start by considering the
first input sequence u2. It holds for this stage with the notation of Ass. 4

x1 = xc = xs xu1 (·,x1) = xuc (·,xc) = xs and thus, H3 = Hc(d+T− 1) as well
as x3 = xs. Since �H − Hs�≤ Eh, x ∈ Bδc (xs) holds, Assumption 4 ensures
that there exists a feasible candidate input ū ∈ Uky−d(x,H). Furthermore,
due to the choice of the prediction horizon in (4.11) it holds (4.12). Again, it
immediately follows from Ass. 4 that there exists an input sequence ū2 which
is feasibly connecting the steady-state (xs,Hs) and (xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x), H∗(ky +T−
1)), i. e. ū2 ∈ Ud(xs,Hs) with xū2 (d,xs) = xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x) and satisfying the
constraints. We additionally give an overview over the connecting trajectories
(Stage 1 and 3) in Table 4.1.

Part II: Bounds on the Rotated Value Function
Before starting, we remark that we have constructed the connecting trajecto-
ries via Assumption 4 and hence, the estimates (4.1) and (4.4) (Prop. 4) hold.
Furthermore, we note that it holds

kx ≥ k′l + T − 1 =
N
2
+ T − 1 ≥ 2d + 2T − 1. (4.15)

First, we consider the different stages of the candidate solution in order to
derive a bound on the rotated cost of this candidate trajectory.

Stage 1. Considering the first stage, we recall x2 = x, H2 = H, xu2 (d,x2) =
x3 = xs = xc and note that due to the given choices, it follows (see also
Figure 4.3a) ‖x3 − xuc (d,xc)‖ = 0. As previously mentioned, it also holds
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4.2. Local Initial Turnpike Property

uc(·) = us and we get Hc = Hc(d + T − 1) = Hs, i. e., xuc remains at the
steady-state before and during the regarded interval k ∈ I[0,d+T]. Further-
more, we choose the subsequent trajectory as the steady-state trajectory such
that H3 = Hs which reduces ζ in Assumption 4 to

ζ1 := ‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs� . (4.16)

Hence, we get from (4.4a) the estimate

Jd(x,u2) ≤ d`(xs,us) + dγc (ζ1) .

Stage 3. For the third stage we use Assumption 4 with x2 = xc = xs,
uc(·) = us, H2 = Hc = Hc(d + T − 1) = Hs and x3 = xu∗N,x,H

(kx,x). Since
the subsequent trajectory is the optimal trajectory, i. e., H3 = H∗(ky + T− 1)
we obtain

ζ3 :=
∥∥∥xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x)− xs

∥∥∥+ �H∗(ky + T − 1)− Hs� . (4.17)

Again, we can use Theorem 3, Corollary 3 and Corollary 4, respectively, to
bound the right hand side of (4.17) since ζ3 depends on the size of the ball
in which the T consecutive time instants k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] = I[ky ,ky+T−1] are.
For an increasing prediction horizon N, this ball is shrinking (cf. σT(N/2−
T2 − 1) in (4.10)) and hence, we can bound both terms in ζ3 by∥∥∥xu∗N,x,H

(ky,x)− xs

∥∥∥ ≤ σT(N/2− T2 − 1),

�H∗(ky + T − 1)− Hs� ≤ √pLhσT(N/2− T2 − 1)

which follows from (4.10) and Theorem 3 for the first estimate as well as
Corollary 3 and 4 for the second estimate. Combining these inequalities
with (4.17) results in

ζ3 ≤ (1 +
√

pLh)σT(N/2− T2 − 1) =: σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1) (4.18)

with σζ3 ∈ LN. In the following, we abbreviate σζ3 := σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1).
Using (4.4a), the previous estimate ensures that the candidate sequence ū2
satisfies

Jd(xs,ū2) ≤ d`(xs,us) + dγc(ζ3) ≤ d`(xs,us) + dγc(σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1)).

After we have investigated the first and third part of the candidate trajectory
ū and xū, respectively, we now consider the complete trajectory.
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0 d

xs

x

k

x

xu2 (k,x)

(a) First stage xu2 .

ky − d ky

xs

xu∗N,x,H
(ky ,x)

k

xū2 (k− ky + d,xs)

(b) Third stage xū2 .

Figure 4.3.: Connecting stages of the candidate trajectory xū designed by
Assumption 4 and connected to xu∗N,x,H

( ).

Complete trajectory. From optimality of u∗N,x,H and feasibility of the candi-
date ū it follows

J∗N(x,H) ≤ JN(x,ū).

Considering the notation Ja→b(x,u) = ∑b−1
k=a `(xu(k,x),u(k)), we can split up

both functionals which yields

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + Jkx→N(x,u∗N,x,H) ≤ Jkx (x,ū) + Jkx→N(x,ū).

Since we know from (4.14) that the last piece of the trajectory xū (k ∈ I≥kx ) is
equal to the optimal trajectory, i. e. Jkx→N(x,u∗N,x,H) = Jkx→N(x,ū), it follows

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤ Jkx (x,ū). (4.19)

By using the definition of the rotated stage cost (3.4a) and the rotated
cost (3.4b), we can write for the optimal trajectory and the candidate se-
quence

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) = Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− kx`(xs,us) + λ(x)

−λ(xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x)) +

kx−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))

(4.20)
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as well as

J̃kx (x,ū) = Jkx (x,ū)− kx`(xs,us) + λ(x)

−λ(xū(kx,x)) +
kx−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k)).
(4.21)

Now, we choose the smallest kh ∈ I[ky ,kx ] = I[ky ,ky+T−1] such that kh = jT
holds for some j ∈N. Note that it holds (xu∗N,x,H

(k),u∗N,x,H(k)) ∈ BεEh
(xs,us)

for all k ∈ I[ky ,ky+T−1]. By definition (2.22), the choice of kh implies

kT,kh
=

⌈
kh
T

⌉
T − kh = 0

and definition (2.23) ensures −∑
kT,kh
i=1 HT−i = 0. Therefore, we obtain

kx−1

∑
k=0

h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))

=
kh−1

∑
k=0

h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)) +

kx−1

∑
k=kh

h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))

(2.23)
≤

kx−1

∑
k=kh

h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)).

(4.22)

Since the candidate trajectory is the same as the optimal one for k ≥ ky (4.14),
it follows that (see also Figure 4.2a)

kx−1

∑
k=kh

λ̄>h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)) =

kx−1

∑
k=kh

λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k)).

Thus, subtracting (4.21) from (4.20) and using xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x) = xū(kx,x) we

arrive at

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H)− J̃kx (x,ū) ≤

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− Jkx (x,ū)− λ̄>
kh−1

∑
k=0

h(xū(k,x),ū(k)).
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By using the previous result (4.19), it follows

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤ J̃kx (x,ū)− λ̄>
kh−1

∑
k=0

h(xū(k,x),ū(k))

≤ J̃kx (x,ū) +
kh−1

∑
k=0

∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))
∣∣∣ .

Furthermore, for the second stage k ∈ I[d,ky−d−1] of the candidate xū we stay

at the steady-state (cf. (4.14)) which implies λ̄>h(xs,us) = 0 and hence, we
can rewrite the previous estimate such that

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤

J̃kx (x,ū) +
d−1

∑
k=0

∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))
∣∣∣+ ky−1

∑
k=ky−d

∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))
∣∣∣

+
kh−1

∑
k=ky

∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))
∣∣∣ .

(4.23)

Since we have constructed the first and third part of ū in (4.13) via Assump-
tion 4, the estimates for the first stage k ∈ I[0,d−1] (with ζ1 from (4.16))

‖ū(k)− us‖ ≤ γu(ζ1), ‖xū(k,x)− xs‖ ≤ γx(ζ1),∣∣∣λ̄> [h(xū(k,x),ū(k))− h(xs,us)]
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))

∣∣∣ ≤ γh(ζ1)
(4.24)

hold as well as for the third stage k ∈ I[ky−d,ky−1] (with ζ3 from (4.17))

‖ū(k)− us‖ ≤ γu(ζ3) ≤ γu(σζ3 ), ‖xū(k,x)− xs‖ ≤ γx(ζ3) ≤ γx(σζ3 ),∣∣∣λ̄> [h(xū(k,x),ū(k))− h(xs,us)]
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x),ū(k))

∣∣∣ ≤ γh(σζ3 ).

(4.25)

For the second stage we stay at the steady-state and therefore, we get
xū(k,x) = xs and ū(k) = us for k ∈ I[d,ky−d−1]. Furthermore, since kh is the
smallest k ≥ ky which is a multiple of T and since all state and input values
in this interval are due to the choice of N (cf. (4.11)) bounded by (4.10), we
can use Lemma 1 in order to estimate

kh−1

∑
k=ky

∣∣∣λ̄>h(xū(k,x1),ū(k))
∣∣∣ ≤ (T − 1)αh(2σT(N/2− T2 − 1)),
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where the argument of αh follows from (4.10). In the following, we abbreviate
σT := σT(N/2− T2 − 1)

Using these estimates and equalities, we can rewrite (4.23) as

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤ J̃kx (x,ū) + dγh(ζ1) + dγh(σζ3 ) + (T − 1)αh(2σT). (4.26)

Furthermore, due to Theorem 3 we know that ‖(xū(k,x)− xs, ū(k)− us)‖ ≤
σT holds for all k ∈ I[ky ,kx ] and hence, Inequality (4.3b) in Lemma 1 ensures

J̃ky→kx (x,ū) ≤ Tαu(2σT).

Using this together with (4.24) and (4.25) as well as using Lemma 1, the
modified functional can be rewritten as

J̃kx (x,ū) ≤ dαu (γx(ζ1) + γu(ζ1)) + dαu
(
γx(σζ3 ) + γu(σζ3 )

)
+ Tαu(2σT).

(4.27)

Combining (4.26) and (4.27), we arrive at the following bound on the rotated
cost

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤dαu (γx(ζ1) + γu(ζ1)) + dαu
(
γx(σζ3 ) + γu(σζ3 )

)
+ Tαu(2σT) + dγh(ζ1) + dγh(σζ3 ) + (T − 1)αh(2σT).

(4.28)

Part III: Showing Assertion by Contradiction
Assume that

∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)

∥∥∥ ≥ ∆ for some k ∈ I[0,kx ]

and some ∆ > 0. Then dissipativity (Ass. 2) ensures

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≥ ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖) ≥ ρ(∆). (4.29)

In case

∆ > ρ−1(dαu (γx(ζ1) + γu(ζ1)) + dαu
(
γx(σζ3 ) + γu(σζ3 )

)
+ Tαu(2σT) + dγh(ζ1) + dγh(σζ3 ) + (T − 1)αh(2σT)

)
,

this contradicts (4.28). Thus, we get

∆ ≤ ρ−1(dαu (γx(ζ1) + γu(ζ1)) + dαu
(
γx(σζ3 ) + γu(σζ3 )

)
+ Tαu(2σT) + dγh(ζ1) + dγh(σζ3 ) + (T − 1)αh(2σT)

)
,
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

for all k ∈ I[0,kx ]. Hence, a prediction horizon N ≥ Nη with Nη from (4.11)
ensures kx ≥ 4d + 2T and feasibility of the candidate ū. Defining

η(N,r) := ρ−1
(

dαu (γx(r) + γu(r)) + dαu
(
γx(σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1))

+ γu(σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1))
)
+ dγh(r)

+ dγh(σζ3 (N/2− T2 − 1)) + Tαu(2σT(N/2− T2 − 1))

+ (T − 1)αh(2σT(N/2− T2 − 1))
)

finally shows the assertion with σζ3 ∈ LN from (4.18) and σT ∈ LN

from (4.10). It follows that η(N,r)→ 0 if N → ∞ and r → 0.

For the special case T = 1, i. e., the transient average constraints degenerate
to point-wise in time constraints, we get P(N) ≥ N/2 and Nη ≥ Nd,T ≥ 4d.
Therefore, the assertion is conceptionally the same for this special case as
in [Grüne, 2013, Lem. 6.3]. We just have an additional constraint on h (i. e.
another point-wise in time constraint) and we choose a more conservative
Nη in order to stay at the second stage of the candidate input (steady-state)
at least T consecutive time instants to avoid overlapping transient average
constraints of the two connecting trajectories (xu2 and xū2 ).

4.3. Local Continuity of the Value Function

Using the previous Lemma 2, we can show analogously to [Grüne, 2013, Thm.
6.4] that under the assumptions in Lemma 2 there exists a prediction horizon
such that the difference between the optimal trajectory starting at the steady-
state (with a previous steady-state trajectory) and the optimal trajectory
starting in a neighborhood of the steady-state can be upper bounded. In the
following theorem, we use again the local controllability property (Ass. 4) in
order to show local continuity of the value function. To this end, we note in
the following a bound on the norm-replacement.

Remark 11. As given in Corollary 4, it holds �H �≤ ‖H‖1 for any H ∈
Rp×(T−1). Hence, it also holds �−H�≤ ‖−H‖1 = ‖H‖1 which yields (note
that �H�≥ 0 by definition)

max
{
�H̃� , �−H̃�

}
≤ max

{∥∥H̃
∥∥

1 ,
∥∥−H̃

∥∥
1

}
=
∥∥H̃
∥∥

1 . (4.30)
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4.3. Local Continuity of the Value Function

Thus, by setting H̃ := Ha − Hb we arrive at

max
{
�Ha − Hb� , �Hb − Ha�

}
≤
∥∥∥Ha − Hb

∥∥∥
1

(4.31)

for any Ha,Hb ∈H.

Theorem 4. Let Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then there exist N2 ∈N and a function
γv ∈ K∞ such that for all δ ∈ (0,δc], all E ∈ (0,Eh] all N ∈N with N ≥ N2, all
x ∈ Bδ(xs) and all ‖H − Hs‖1 ≤ E it holds

|J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xs,Hs)| ≤ γv(δ + E). (4.32)

Proof. Since the same assumptions hold as in Lemma 2, we can consider the
prediction horizon Nη and the function η from this Lemma as well as δc and
Eh from Assumption 4. We choose N2 ≥ Nη such that (we recall that Lh is
the Lipschitz constant of the auxiliary output and p the dimension of h(x,u))
it holds from Lemma 2 for all N ≥ N2 and r ∈ [0,δc + Eh]

η(N,r) ≤ min
{

δc,
Eh√
pLh

}
. (4.33)

We highlight that Remark 11 ensures that it holds by the given conditions

‖H − Hs‖1 ≤ Eh ⇒ �±(H − Hs)�≤ Eh, �H�≤�H − Hs�≤ Eh.

Furthermore, by Lemma 2 and since η(N, δc + Eh) ≤ min
{

δc, Eh√
pLh

}
and

kx ≥ 4d + 2T (cf. the proof of Lemma 2) we get that the optimal trajectory
starting in x satisfies xu∗N,x,H

(k,x) ∈ Bδc (xs) for all k ∈ I[0,d] as well as �
H(xu∗N,x,H

(d),u∗N,x1,H1 (d : d + T − 2)) − Hs�≤ Eh which will later be used
to apply Assumption 4. The corresponding trajectories and conditions of
Ass. 4 are illustrated in Table 4.2. Since we additionally consider different
initial conditions (x,H) and (xs,Hs) of the optimal trajectories, we abbreviate
H∗,x(k) := H(xu∗N,x,H

(k − T + 1),u∗N,x,H(k − T + 1 : k − 1)) and H∗,xs (k) :=
H(xu∗N,xs ,Hs (k − T + 1),u∗N,xs ,Hs (k − T + 1 : k − 1)) for any k ∈ I[T−1,N]. In
order to conclude that the absolute difference of the values functions in (4.32)
is bounded, we show the inequality in two different directions and therefore,
split this proof into three parts. In the first two parts we show both directions
and in the third part we conclude the bound on the absolute value.

Part I: First direction of the inequality
Due to the previous arguments, there exists a input u2 ∈ UN(xs,Hs) with
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

Table 4.2.: Overview of the connecting trajectories of the proof of Theorem 4

using the notation of Ass. 4 for two Initial Conditions (IC).

IC Subsequent trajectory Reference trajectory

Part I x2 = xs,
H2 = Hs

Opt. traj. with IC (x,H)
x3 = xu∗N,x,H

(d,x),

H3 = H∗,x(d + T − 1),
u3(k + d) = u∗N,x,H(k + d),
k ∈ I[0,N−d−1]

Opt. traj. with IC (x,H)
xc = x, Hc = H,
uc(·) = u∗N,x,H(·)

Part II x2 = x,
H2 = H

Opt. traj. with IC (xs,Hs)
x3 = xu∗N,xs ,Hs (d,xs),

H3 = H∗,xs (d + T − 1),
u3(k + d) = u∗N,x2 ,H2

(k + d),
k ∈ I[0,N−d−1]

Opt. traj. with IC (xs,Hs)
xc = xs, Hc = Hs,
uc(·) = u∗N,xs ,Hs

(·)

xu2 (d,xs) = xu∗N,x,H
(d,x), u2(k) = u∗N,x,H(k) k ∈ I[d,N−1]. Furthermore, (4.33)

yields xu∗N,x,H
(d,x) ∈ Bδc (xs), �H(d + T − 1)− Hs�≤ Eh and we choose for

the reference uc from Assumption 4 uc = u∗N,x,H which is possible since we
have ensured xu∗N,x,H

∈ Bδc (xs) for k ∈ I[0,d+T], �H�≤ Eh and �Hs − H�≤ Eh.
Note that we give an additional overview of the connections in Table 4.2.
Extending u2 via u2(k) := u∗N,x,H(k) for k ∈ I[d,N−1], it follows for all
k ∈ I[0,d−1] from (4.4a)

`(xu2 (k,xs),u2(k)) ≤ `(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x), u∗N,x,H(k)) + γc(‖xs − x‖+ �Hs − H�)

(4.34)

since x3 = xu∗N,x,H
(d,x) = xuc(d,xc) and H(d + T− 1) = Hc(d + T− 1) (which

simplifies the expression ζ in Assumption 4). Moreover, due to the extension
of u2 it holds for k ∈ I[d,N−1] `(xu2 (k,xs),u2(k)) = `(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x), u∗N,x,H(k))
which yields

J∗N(xs,Hs) ≤JN(xs, u2)

(4.34)
≤

N−1

∑
k=0

l(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x), u∗N,x,H) + dγc(‖xs − x‖+ �Hs − H�)

=J∗N(x,H) + dγc(‖xs − x‖+ �Hs − H�)
(4.31)
≤ J∗N(x,H) + dγc(‖xs − x‖+ ‖Hs − H‖1).
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0 d

xs

x

xu∗N,x,H
(d,x)

k

xu2 (k,xs)

xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)

(a) Considering an optimal trajectory
with initial condition (x,H).

0 d

xs

x xu∗N,xs ,Hs
(d,xs)

k

xu2 (k,x)

xu∗N,xs ,Hs (k,xs)

(b) Considering an optimal trajectory
with initial condition xs.

Figure 4.4.: Connection of trajectories in order to prove Theorem 4.

where the first inequality follows from optimality and the second one from
the construction of u2 via Assumption 4. By setting

γv := dγc ∈ K∞

we obtain

J∗N(xs,Hs)− J∗N(x,H) ≤ γv(‖xs − x‖+ ‖Hs − H‖1). (4.35)

Part II: Second direction of the inequality
Now, we consider a trajectory which is connecting the initial point of the
optimal trajectory xu∗N,x,H

with the optimal trajectory starting at the steady-
state, i. e., x3 = xu∗N,xs ,Hs (d,x). We choose for the reference trajectory from
Assumption 4 the optimal trajectory starting in the steady-state, i. e., uc =
u∗N,xs ,Hs which is again possible since we have ensured xu∗N,xs ,Hs ∈ Bδc (xs)

for all k ∈ I[0,d+T], �H − Hs�≤ Eh, �Hs�= 0 < Eh. Again, all conditions of
Assumption 4 are satisfied. The resulting connecting trajectory is also shown
in Figure 4.4b. As before, the time period T, in which the values of the
auxiliary output are relevant for the overlapping period, are highlighted
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4. Local Continuity Value Function

yellow in Figure 4.4. Note that the optimal trajectory starting in xs does not
necessarily have to stay at the steady-state all the time. Extending u2 via
u2(k) := u∗N,xs ,Hs (k) for k ∈ I[d,N−1], it follows from (4.4a) for all k ∈ I[0,d−1]

l(xu2 (k,x1),u2(k))
≤ l(xu∗N,xs ,Hs (k,xs), u∗N,xs ,Hs (k)) + γc(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�)

(4.36)

because of x3 = xu∗N,xs ,Hs (d,xs) and since the subsequent trajectories are the
same for all k ∈ I[d,d+T−2] (which reduces ζ in Assumption 4). Moreover,
the extension of u2 brings `(xu2 (k,xs),u2(k)) = `(xu∗N,xs ,Hs (k,xs), u∗N,xs ,Hs (k))
for all k ∈ I[d,N−1] which yields

J∗N(x,H) ≤JN(x1, u2)

(4.36)
≤

N−1

∑
k=0

l(xu∗N,xs ,Hs (k,xs), u∗N,xs ,Hs (k)) + dγc(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�)

=J∗N(xs,Hs) + dγc(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�)

≤J∗N(xs,Hs) + dγc(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1),

where the first inequality follows from optimality and the second one from
the construction of u2 via Ass. 4. Again, using γv(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) =
dγc(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) from Part I of the proof, we arrive at

J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xs,Hs) ≤ +γv(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1). (4.37)

Part III: Conclusion
Combining (4.35) and (4.37) immediately brings that it holds

|J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xs,Hs)| ≤ γv(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1)

≤ γv(δ + E),

where the last inequality follows from the conditions x ∈ Bδ(xs) and
‖H − Hs‖ ≤ E as well as γv ∈ K∞.

In the following remark, we consider the special case T = 1 which means
that the transient average constraints degenerate to additional point-wise in
time constraints.
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4.3. Local Continuity of the Value Function

Remark 12. As discussed in Remark 4, the storage H vanishes for T = 1
and our result from Theorem 4 simplifies to

|J∗N(x)− J∗N(xs)| ≤ γv(‖x− xs‖) ≤ γv(δ)

for all x ∈ Bδc with γv(‖x− xs‖) = dγc(‖x− xs‖) and γv, γc ∈ K∞. Thus,
Theorem 4 contains the special case T = 1 which is described in [Grüne,
2013, Thm. 6.4].

In this chapter, we introduced a local controllability condition (Ass. 4) in
order to construct different candidate trajectories which were used to show
local continuity of the value function (Thm. 4). This result is used in the
following such that we obtain convergence of the closed-loop cost.
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In this chapter, we use the previous bounds (Thm. 4) in order to show
convergence of the closed-loop cost function. Furthermore, by showing
that similar turnpike results and value function bounds (e. g. Thm. 3, 2, 3

4) also hold for the minimization of the rotated optimization problem, we
prove convergence of the closed-loop rotated cost fucntional. Additionally,
Section 5.2 shows trajectory convergence of the closed-loop based on the
results of Section 5.1.

5.1. Value Convergence

In the following section, we investigate the closed-loop costs Jcl
K (x,H) from (2.14).

The main contributions of this section are Theorem 5 and 6.

5.1.1. Convergence of the Closed-Loop Cost Function

In the subsequent proof of Theorem 5, we extend a suitable control sequence
to obtain a sequence of length N + 1 for which the difference between J∗N and
JN+1 can be bounded. As discussed in [Grüne, 2013, Sec. 4], this is a standard
MPC technique to give an upper bound on the closed-loop cost functional.
Since the open-loop optimal trajectories for a finite prediction horizon do
not end up in specific regions, we do not construct an extended control
sequence by appending an additional element,e. g. using a local auxiliary
control law (as it is done if a terminal region/ cost is imposed [Müller et al.,
2014a]). Analogously to [Grüne, 2013], we insert an additional element at an
arbitrary place in the control sequence where the extended state (x,H) is in
a neighborhood of the optimal steady-state and denote the corresponding
time instant kx.

We start by introducing the dynamic programming principle [Bertsekas,
1995]. The dynamic programming principle (DPP) states that end-pieces
of optimal trajectories are again optimal. For the optimal control sequence
u∗N,x,H with finite horizon N and each K ∈ I[1,N−1], we can split up the
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original cost functional, i. e., it holds

J∗N(x,H) =
K−1

∑
k=0

`
(

xu∗N,x,H
(k,x), u∗N,x,H(k)

)
+ J∗N−K(xu∗N,x,H

(K,x),H(K)) (5.1)

with H(K) = H(xu∗N,x,H
(K− T + 1,x), u∗N,x,H(K− T + 1 : K− 1)), i. e., H(K)

stores the T − 1 past auxiliary output values of xu∗N,x,H
(K,x). We remark

that the notation for the matrix representation H in the closed cloop was
introduced in Section 2.1.1.

Since we append in the proof of the following theorem an optimal control
sequence to a point in a specific neighborhood of the steady-state with a
previous trajectory such that �H − Hs� is small enough, we note that using
Theorem 4 implies that there exists u ∈ UN(x,H) for any x ∈ Bδc (xs) and
any �H − Hs�≤ Eh. Moreover, we show in the following Proposition that for
the same neighborhood around the steady-state (i. e. δc and Eh) there is a
single control step such that the state, auxiliary output and stage cost can
be bounded by class K∞ functions w. r. t. to the initial state and previous
trajectory.

Proposition 5. Let Ass. 1 and 4 hold. There exist γ f , γl , γy ∈ K∞ such that for
all δ ∈ (0,δc], all x ∈ Bδ(xs), all E ∈ (0,Eh] and all �H − Hs�≤ E there exists
ux ∈ U(x,H) such that f (x,ux) ∈ X and the following inequalities hold:

‖ f (x,ux)− xs‖ ≤ γ f (δ + E), (5.2a)

‖h(x,ux)− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ γy(δ + E), (5.2b)

`(x,ux)− `(xs,us) ≤ γl(δ + E). (5.2c)

Proof. We show that the assertions hold for ux = u2(0) with u2 from Ass. 4.
Therefore, we choose as the reference trajectory the steady-state-trajectory,
i. e., uc(·) ≡ us with xc = xs and Hc = Hs. Now, for the given initial
conditions we know from Ass. 4 that there exists u2 ∈ Ud(x,H) which is
connecting the initial values (x,H) with the steady-state trajectory in d steps,
i. e., we also chooce x1 = xs xu1 (·,x1) ≡ xs, x3 = xs and H3 = Hs. This
yields

ζ = ‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�≤ δ + E
and hence, we obtain from (4.1)

‖xu2 (k,x)− xuc (k,xc)‖
(4.1a)
≤ γx (δ + E) ,

‖u2(k)− uc(k)‖
(4.1b)
≤ γu (δ + E) ,
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for all k ∈ I[0,d]. Thus, with ux = u2(0) (5.2a) holds with γ f := γx. Further-
more, Lipschitz continuity of h(x,u) and continuity of `(x,u) from Ass. 1

imply

‖h(x,ux)− h(xs,us)‖ ≤ Lh(γx(δ + E) + γu(δ + E))
`(x,ux)− `(xs,us) ≤ αl(γx(δ + E) + γu(δ + E))

and hence, (5.2b) holds with γy(δ + E)) := Lh(γx(δ + E) + γu(δ + E))
and (5.2c) holds with γl(δ + E) := αl(γx(δ + E) + γu(δ + E)). Note that
γ f γy, γl ∈ K∞ since γx, γu, αl ∈ K∞ and Lh > 0.

The following Theorem is a generalization of [Grüne, 2013, Prop. 4.1]
and [Grüne, 2013, Thm. 4.2] to EMPC schemes subject to transient average
constraints of the form (2.3).

Theorem 5. Let Assumptions 1-4 hold. There exist N3 ∈ I≥N2+T2 and σ3 ∈ LN

such that for all (x,H) ∈ X×H, all K ∈N and all N ≥ N3 + 1 it holds with N2
from Theorem 4

Jcl
K (x,H) ≤J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ K
(
`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
.

(5.3)

Proof. We split the following proof into three parts. In the first part we con-
struct a feasible candidate input sequence. As already mentioned before, we
insert one control sequence at a specific time instant kx and hence, construct
a sequence of length N + 1 which we denote by ûN,x,H ∈ UN+1(x,H). For
the second part of the proof we introduce a modified cost functional which
excludes one time instant of the trajectory ûN,x,H ∈ UN+1(x,H) such that it
is again a sum of N time instants, i. e.,

J′N(x,ûN,x,H) :=
N

∑
k=0
k 6=kx

`(xûN,x,H (k,x), ûN,x,H(k)). (5.4)

Then, we show that this control sequence ûN,x,H ∈ UN+1(x,H) satisfies with
some functions δ1, δ2 ∈ LN

J′N(x,ûN,x,H) ≤ J∗N(x,H) + δ1(N − N2 − T2), (C1)

`(xûN,x,H (kx,x), ûN,x,H(kx)) ≤ `(xs,us) + δ2(N − N2 − T2) (C2)
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with J′N(x) from (5.4), some later specified kx ∈ I[0,N−N2] and N2 from
Theorem 4. These conditions mean that the additional cost of the candidate
trajectory ûN,x,H (i. e. J′N(x,û)) is smaller than the optimal cost plus a term
which is decreasing for an increasing prediction horizon N. In addition, we
can also bound the cost of the additionally inserted control value at time kx
with the second condition. Finally, it is shown in the third part by using the
dynamic programming principle that the conditions (C1)-(C2) from above
imply assertion (5.3).

Part I: Constructing a candidate input sequence
We assemble the candidate input sequence from three different parts. First,
we choose the prediction horizon large enough such that we can ensure by
Theorem 3 that there exists a time instant kx close enough to the steady-state
and hence, can apply Proposition 5 to append one control input at this time
instant. For the third stage, we use Theorem 4 in order to ensure that we
can append an optimal trajectory starting from the end of the second stage.
Note that it is crucial to choose the prediction horizon large enough in the
first stage such that the neighborhood of the steady-state is small enough (cf.
Theorem 3) in order to ensure that we can use Theorem 4 (third stage) after
we constructed the second stage via Proposition 5. We start with the first
stage which is constructed by Theorem 3 and Corollary 3, respectively. We
set

k′l = 0 and k′u = N − N2 ≥ T2 + 1 (5.6)

with N2 from Theorem 4. Note that it holds

N2
Thm.4
≥ N1

(4.9)
≥ 2 (5.7)

and hence, it holds k′u ≤ N − 1 which is a condition of Theorem 3. This
choice of the bounds k′l and k′u implies that there are T consecutive time
instants in the interval I[0,N−N2] in a specific neighborhood of the steady-
state for the state, input and auxiliary output. We choose this upper bound
k′u to ensure that the appended trajectory in the third stage has an prediction
horizon greater or equal to N2 such that the conditions of Theorem 4 are
satisfied.

As in Theorem 3, we denote the interval of time instants for which T
consecutive values are in a neighborhood of the steady-state by I[kx−T+1,kx ],
i. e., we denote for the last time instant of the consecutive points kx. Now, we
construct the candidate input sequence and show afterwards that this input
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sequence is feasible for N sufficiently large. Consider the abbreviations

x′ := xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x),

H′ := H(xu∗N,x,H
(kx − T + 1), u∗N,x,H(kx − T + 1 : kx − 1)),

x′′ := f (x′,u′x′ ),

H′′ :=
[
H′2, H′3, . . . , H′T−1, h(x′,u′x′ )

]
,

where u′x′ is the control value from Prop. 5 for x = x′ and H = H′. The
candidate input sequence ûN,x,H ∈ UN+1(x,H) reads

ûN,x,H(k) :=


u∗N,x,H(k), k ∈ I[0,kx−1]

u′x, k = kx

u∗N−kx ,x′′ ,H′′ (k− kx − 1), k ∈ I[kx+1,N]

. (5.8)

Note that u∗N−kx ,x′′ ,H′′ is the optimal control sequence for initial conditions
(x′′,H′′) and prediction horizon N − kx ≥ N2. The corresponding state
trajectory of this candidate input sequence (5.8) is shown in Figure 5.1. As
shown there, we apply Prop. 5 at the time instant kx, i. e., we append a
single control value and hence, end up at x′′ at time kx + 1. There, we use
Theorem 4 in order to set up the third stage of the candidate which consists
of at least N2 time steps.

Now, we show that the candidate sequence (5.8) is feasible and start
by recalling some known results. From Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 we
know that due to our choices (5.6), T consecutive values are in a specific
neighborhood of the steady-state which reads for the state and the auxiliary
output as follows

∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)

∥∥∥ ≤ ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N − N2 − T2

)
,

∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))− h(xs,us)

∥∥∥ ≤ Lhρ−1

(
TĈ′

N − N2 − T2

)
,

(5.9)

with Ĉ′ from (3.25), for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] where it holds kx ∈ I[T−1,N−N2].
Analogously to the construction of the candidate in Lemma 2, we can choose
N − N2 large enough to ensure that these neighborhoods are sufficiently
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0 kx kx + 1 N + 1

xs

x

x′ x′′2ε′

k

x

xu∗N,x,H
(k)

xu′
x′

xu∗
N−kx ,x′′ ,H′′ )

(k− kx − 1)

Figure 5.1.: Candidate state trajectory to prove Theorem 5.

small. In order to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, we have to make sure
that it holds (note that xu∗N,x,H

(kx,x) = x′)∥∥(xûN,x,H (kx,x)− xs, ûN,x,H(kx)− us)
∥∥

=
∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(kx,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(kx)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ δ′ ≤ δc

(5.10)

and

0 ≤
∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥

1 ≤ E′ ≤ Eh, (5.11)

where δ′ and E′ need to be such that it also holds (note that xûN,x,H (kx +
1,x) = x′′) ∥∥xûN,x,H (kx + 1,x)− xs

∥∥ ≤ δc,∥∥H′′ − Hs∥∥
1 ≤ Eh.

(5.12)

We show in the following that the choices

δ′ = min
{

1
2

γ′, δc

}
and E′ = min

{
1
2

γ′, Eh

}
(5.13)
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with

γ′ := min
{

γ−1
f (δc), γ−1

y (
Eh√

p
)

}
(5.14)

ensure that (5.10)-(5.12) are satisfied and hence, the constructed input se-
quence is feasible.

It immediately follows that the choices (5.13) satisfy (5.10) and (5.11) and
hence, that we can apply Prop. 5 in order to append a feasible single control
input u′x′ to the first stage. Now, we consider the next step after applying
this control value. We obtain∥∥x′′ − xs

∥∥ (5.2a)
≤ γ f (δ

′ + E′)
(5.13)
≤ γ f (γ

′)
(5.14)
≤ δc,∥∥h(x′,u′x′ )− h(xs,us)

∥∥ (5.2b)
≤ γy(δ

′ + E′)
(5.13)
≤ γy(γ

′)
(5.14)
≤ Eh√

p
,

(5.15)

where p is the dimension of the auxiliary output. Using monotonicity of lp
norms yields

∥∥h(x′,u′x′ )− h(xs,us)
∥∥ ≤ ∥∥h(x′,u′x′ )− h(xs,us)

∥∥
1 and we obtain

by the definition of H

∥∥H′′ − Hs∥∥
1 ≤ max

{∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥
1 ,
√

p
∥∥h(x′,u′x′ )− h(xs,us)

∥∥} (5.11),(5.15)
≤ Eh

as well as ‖x′′ − xs‖ ≤ δc. This means that we have chosen the neighborhood,
in which T consecutive time instants are, small enough such that we know
that we are still in a sufficiently small neighborhood after applying one
control value (Prop. 4). Thus, (5.12) holds and we can use Theorem 4 at time
kx + 1 and formulate the condition for the size of the neighborhood around
the steady-state. It follows from (5.9) (with σT from Theorem 3)

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N − N2 − T2

)
Thm. 3

= σT(N − N2 − T2)

!
≤ min

{
δ′,

E′
√

pLh

}
=: ε′

(5.16)

and therefore, we choose the prediction horizon N ∈N as follows

N ≥ N2 +
TĈ′

ρ(ε′)
+ T2 =: N3. (5.17)

Note that the maximal possible neighborhood ε′ is also shown exemplarily
in Figure 5.1.
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To conclude, we briefly recall why the candidate input sequence (5.8) and
its corresponding trajectory is feasible. We pick N ≥ N3 and note that

∥∥∥xu∗N,x,H
(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us

∥∥∥ (5.9)
≤ σT(N − N2 − T2)

(5.16)
≤ δ′,∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))− h(xs,us)
∥∥∥ (5.9)
≤ LhσT(N − N2 − T2)

(5.16)
≤ E′
√

p
,

(5.18)

hold for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] with kx ∈ I[T−1,N−N2] for any (x,H) ∈ X×H.
Using properties of `p norms, the second inequality implies that (with
k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ])

∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥
1 = max

j∈I[1,T−1]

∥∥∥H′j − h(xs,us)
∥∥∥

1

≤√p
∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x),u∗N,x,H)− h(xs,us)
∥∥∥ ≤ E′

(5.19)

and hence, it holds from (5.13) xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x) = x′ ∈ Bδc (xs) as well as

‖H′ − Hs‖1 ≤ Eh such that we can apply Prop. 5. Therefore, we get that the
second stage u′x′ is feasible (also w. r. t. the transient average constraints).
Furthermore, combining the choices (5.13) with (5.2a) and (5.2b) yields
from (5.15) ∥∥x′′ − xs

∥∥ ≤ δc and
∥∥H′′ − Hs∥∥

1 ≤ Eh.

Due to this and since N − kx ≥ N2 (i. e., the third stage u∗N−kx ,x′′ ,H′′ has
at least the length N2), we can conclude from Theorem 4 that there exists
a feasible control sequence starting in x′′ and H′′, i. e., the third stage is
feasible and hence, the candidate (5.8) is feasible.

After having shown feasibility of the candidate sequence, we give some
estimates which will be used in Part II and III of this proof. First, we give
an upper bound on ‖H′′ − Hs‖1 as it is done in (5.19) for ‖H′ − Hs‖1. We
know that the auxiliary output at time kx can be bounded via (5.2b) by∥∥h(xûN,x,H (kx,x),ûN,x,H(kx))− h(xs,us)

∥∥
≤γy(δ + E)

(5.18)
≤ γy

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

) (5.20)
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which implies ∥∥h(xûN,x,H (kx,x),ûN,x,H(kx))− h(xs,us)
∥∥

1

≤√p
∥∥h(xûN,x,H (kx,x),ûN,x,H(kx))− h(xs,us)

∥∥
≤√pγy

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

)
.

where we use as before that it holds for all x ∈ Rnx ‖x‖1 ≤
√

nx ‖x‖2 =√
nx ‖x‖. Then, by using (5.19) it follows∥∥H′′ − Hs∥∥

1

≤max
{∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥

1 ,
√

pγy

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

)}
(5.19)
≤ max

{√
pLhσT(N − N2 − T2),

√
pγy

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

)}
=:σ′′H(N − N2 − T2)

(5.19)
≤ Eh

(5.21)

Since both arguments of the maximum value are LN functions it follows
σ′′H ∈ LN, where we abbreviate in the following σ′′H := σ′′H(N − N2 −
T2), σT := σT(N − N2 − T2). Furthermore, the candidate sequence (5.8)
implies that xûN,x,H (k,x) = xu∗N,x,H

(k,x) for k ∈ I[0,kx ] as well as

∥∥x′ − xs
∥∥ ≤ σT(N − N2 − T2), (5.22a)∥∥x′′ − xs
∥∥ ≤ γ f ((1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)), (5.22b)

`(x′,u′x′ )− `(xs,us) ≤ γl((1 +
√

pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)), (5.22c)

where the second and third inequality follow from Proposition 5.
Part II: Show that the conditions (C1) and (C2) are satisfied

Since the conditions in Thm. 4 hold with x′, x′′ ∈ Bδc (xs) and ‖H′ − Hs‖1 ≤
Eh, ‖H′′ − Hs‖1 ≤ Eh (cf. Part I) and since K1 := N− kx ≥ N2, we can apply
Theorem 4 at (x′,H′) and (x′′,H′′). Hence, we can conclude

J∗K1
(x′′,H′′)− J∗K1

(xs,Hs) ≤
∣∣J∗K1

(x′′,H′′)− J∗K1
(xs,Hs)

∣∣
Thm. 4

≤ γv

(
γ f (σT +

√
pLhσT) + σ′′H

)
,

(5.23)
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since it holds ‖x′′ − xs‖ ≤ γ f (σT +
√

pLhσT) from (5.22b) and from (5.21)
‖H′′ − Hs‖1 ≤ σ′′H . Analogously, we can apply Theorem 4 for x = x′ and
H = H′ and get

J∗K1
(xs,Hs)− J∗K1

(x′,H′)
Thm. 4

≤ γv(σT +
√

pLhσT), (5.24)

since it holds ‖x′ − xs‖ ≤ σT from (5.22a) and ‖H′ − Hs‖1 ≤
√

pLhσT
from (5.19). By combining (5.23) and (5.24) it follows

J∗K1
(x′′,H′′)

≤J∗K1
(x′,H′) + γv

(
γ f (σT +

√
pLhσT) + σ′′H

)
+ γv(σT +

√
pLhσT)

=:J∗K1
(x′,H′) + δ1(N − N2 − T2), (5.25)

with δ1 ∈ LN since γ f , γv ∈ K∞ and σT , σ′′H ∈ LN. Note that we omitted the
arguments of σT(N − N2 − T2) and σ′′H(N − N2 − T2) for reasons of clarity.
Both inequalities (5.23) and (5.24) hold for any K1 ∈N with K1 = N − kx ≥
N2. Now, we can use (5.25) in order to obtain

N

∑
k=kx+1

`(xûN,x,H (k,x), ûN,x,H(k))
(5.8)
= JN−kx (x′′,u∗N−kx ,x′′ ,H′′ )

= J∗N−kx
(x′′,H′′)

(5.25)
≤ J∗N−kx

(x′,H′) + δ1(N − N2 − T2).

(5.26)

By definition of J′N(x) in (5.4) and the construction of our candidate (5.8) we
obtain

J′N(x,ûN,x,H)

(5.8),(5.4)
=

kx−1

∑
k=0

`(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x), u∗N,x,H(k)) +

N

∑
k=kx+1

`(xûN,x,H (k,x), ûN,x,H(k))

DPP
= J∗N(x,H)− J∗N−kx

(x′,H′) +
N

∑
k=kx+1

`(xûN,x,H (k,x), ûN,x,H(k))

(5.26)
≤ J∗N(x,H) + δ1(N − N2 − T2)

which shows (C1) with (cf. (5.25))

δ1 = γv

(
γ f (σT +

√
pLhσT) + σ′′H

)
+ γv(σT +

√
pLhσT)
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where σT = σT(N − N2 − T2) and σ′′H = σ′′H(N − N2 − T2).
This means that we can extend our optimal control sequence by inserting a

single additional control input at some time point kx such that the difference
between this modified input sequence, where the inserted time instant is
excluded by definition of J′N , and the optimal one can be upper bounded.
Now, we take a look at this additionally inserted time instant kx. From (5.22c)
we get

`(xûN,x,H (kx,x), ûN,x,H(kx)) ≤ `(xs,us) + γl

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

)
,

which shows (C2) with

δ2(N − N2 − T2) := γl

(
(1 +

√
pLh)σT(N − N2 − T2)

)
and hence, the cost of this additional input at time kx can be upper bounded,
too. Thus, we have shown that there are N3 ∈N and δ1, δ2 ∈ LN such that
for each (x,H) ∈ X×H and N ≥ N3 the candidate input sequence (5.8) and
corresponding trajectory satisfy the conditions (C1) and (C2) with δ1, δ2 ∈ LN

as given above and kx ∈ I[T−1,N−N2].
Part III: Showing the assertion (5.3)

Now, we consider the closed-loop and fix (x,H) ∈ X×H as well as N ≥
N3 + 1. From the dynamic programming principle (5.1) with K = 1, we
get for any time instant k ≥ 0 by using the closed-loop notation from
Section 2.1.1

`
(

xµN (k,x,H), µN(k,x,H)
)

=J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− J∗N−1(xµN (k + 1,x,H),Hcl(k + 1,x,H)).

By summing up this equality for k = 0, . . . , K− 1, we obtain

Jcl
K (x,H) =

K−1

∑
k=0

`(xµN (k,x,H),µN(k,x,H))

=
K−1

∑
k=0

(
J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− J∗N−1(xµN (k + 1,x,H),Hcl(k + 1,x,H))

)
=J∗N(x,H)− J∗N−1(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+
K−1

∑
k=1

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− J∗N−1(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)).

(5.27)
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Now, we investigate the terms in the sum of the right hand side of (5.27).
Using (C1) with N − 1 instead of N implies

J∗N−1(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≥J′N−1(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1).
(5.28)

We remark that ûN−1,x,H ∈ UN(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)) and note that we
can use the prediction horizon Ñ = N − 1 since we choose N ≥ N3 + 1 such
that Ñ ≥ N3 is still satisfied. Furthermore, due to optimality of J∗N we get
that it holds

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≤JN(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)).

By using this for the first term in the sum of (5.27) as well as substituting
the second term there with (5.28), we can upper bound the summands with

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− J∗N−1(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≤JN(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

− J′N−1(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)) + δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1).

(5.29)

Note that from the definition in (5.4) it follows

JN(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

− J′N−1(xµN (k,x,H),ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

=`(xûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)
(kx,xµN (k,x,H)), ûN−1,xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)(kx))

(C2)
≤ `(xs,us) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1),

where the inequality follows from (C2) with N − 1 instead of N. The equal-
ity follows directly from the definition of J′N−1 in (5.4). By inserting this
inequality in (5.29) we obtain

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− J∗N−1(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≤`(xs,us) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1).
(5.30)
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Now, combining this with (5.27) for k ∈ I[1,K−1] yields

Jcl
K (x,H)

≤
(

K−1

∑
k=1

`(xs,us) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
+ J∗N(x,H)− J∗N−1(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

=(K− 1)(`(xs,us) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1))

+ J∗N(x,H)− J∗N−1(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)).

Furthermore, using (5.30) for k = K yields

Jcl
K (x,H) ≤ J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ K
(
`(xs,us) + δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
with δ1, δ2 ∈ LN from the end of Part II of this proof. This shows the
assertion (5.3) for

σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) := δ1(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + δ2(N − N2 − T2 − 1),

for any N ≥ N3 + 1 with N3 from (5.17) and σ3 ∈ LN.

In order to consider the infinite horizon closed-loop costs, we modify the
finite time closed-loop cost functional (2.14) in order to obtain an averaged
functional which reads

Jcl
∞(x,H) := lim sup

K→∞

1
K

Jcl
K (x,H)

(2.14)
= lim sup

K→∞

1
K

K−1

∑
k=0

`(xµN (k,x,H),µN(xµN (k,x,H))).
(5.31)

After having introduced this value, we can extend Theorem 5 in the following
Corollary.

Corollary 5. Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 hold. Then it holds for all (x,H) ∈
X×H and all N ≥ N3 + 1

Jcl
∞(x,H) ≤ `(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

with N2 ∈N from Thm. 4 as well as σ3 ∈ LN and N3 ∈N from Thm. 5.
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Proof. It follows that (5.3) holds with σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) as it is given in
the proof of Theorem 5 and N3 = N2 +

TĈ′
ρ(ε′)

+ T2 with N2 from Theorem 4

and ε′ from (5.16). We note that due to Assumption 1, the constraint set
is compact (and therefore, bounded) and thus, the stage cost `(x,u) is
bounded. Hence, we get that for finite N the cost functionals J∗N(x,H) and
J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) are finite by assumption. By using (5.31), we
obtain

Jcl
∞(x,H) = lim sup

K→∞

1
K

Jcl
K (x,H)

(5.3)
≤ lim sup

K→∞

1
K

(
J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) + K (`(xs,us) + σ3)

)
=`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

with σ3 = σ3(N−N2− T2− 1) which shows the assertion of Corollary 5.

The following remark considers the special case T = 1 which means that
the transient average constraints degenerate to additional point-wise in time
constraints.

Remark 13. We recall that for the special case T = 1, Remark 4 implies that
the matrix representation H vanishes since we do not consider more than
one consecutive time instant. Using this, we obtain from (5.3)

Jcl
K (x) ≤ J∗N(x)− J∗N(xµN (K,x)) + K (`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − 2))

with σ3(N − N2 − 2) = δ1(N − N2 − 2) + δ2(N − N2 − 2), where

δ1(N − N2 − 2) = γv

(
γ f (σT +

√
pLhσT)

)
+ γv(σT +

√
pLhσT),

δ2(N − N2 − 2) = γl (σT +
√

pLhσT) ,

if we choose σ′′H = 0 which is possible since we the storage H vanishes for
T = 1. From (3.25) we get Ĉ′ = δ + C for T = 1 and moreover, we demand
that kx ∈ I[0,N−N2] (cf. proof of Thm. 5). Furthermore, for T = 1 we get from
Theorem 3 the neighborhood of the steady-state

σT(N − N2 − 2) = ρ−1
(

(δ + C)
(N − N2 − 2)

)
. (5.32)
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as well as the required prediction horizon N ≥ N2 +
δ+C
ρ(ε′)

+ 2. This yields
that Theorem 5 includes for the special case T = 1 conceptionally the same
result as in [Grüne, 2013, Sec. 4] with

σ(N) = σT(N − N2 − 1) +
√

pLhσT(N − N2 − 1)

where the additional second term follows from the additional point-wise in
time constraints. These additional constraints also lead to a slightly larger
and more conservative prediction horizon.

5.1.2. Convergence of the Rotated Closed-Loop Cost Function
In order to prove different Lemmas in the following, we use Theorem 3

which ensures that we can choose the prediction horizon large enough such
that the optimal trajectory (w. r. t. to the original as well as the rotated
optimization problem) has at least T consecutive points in a neighborhood
around the optimal steady-state. As in the proofs of Lemma 2 or Theorem 5

we will therefore construct these trajectories such that we can apply other
theorems (for example Theorem 4). Similar to (3.9), we define the set

T ε
[a,b](x,u) :={
kx ∈ I[a,b] : ‖xu(kx − i,x)− xs, u(kx − i)− us‖ ≤ ε, i ∈ I[0,T−1]

}
.

(5.33)

To ensure that the points kx in this set satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3,
we require 0 ≤ a − T + 1 ≤ b − T2 and b ≤ N − 1 (with k′l = a − T + 1
and k′u = b, cf. (3.27)). This means that this set T ε

[a,b](x,u) contains all time
instants kx for which the input sequence and the corresponding states are in
neighborhood Bε(xs,us) of the steady-state for this time instant and the past
T− 1 time instants, where all these points are in the interval I[a−T+1,b]. This
set contains all time instants kx for which we can apply Theorem 4 to bound
the cost function of trajectories starting at kx.

Analogously to the intersection P ′ε
[kl ,ku ]

((u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)) from (3.20) we
introduce the intersection set

T ′ε[a,b]((u1,x1), . . . ,(uq,xq)) := T ε
[a,b](x1,u1) ∩ · · · ∩ T ε

[a,b](xq,uq). (5.34)

Note that compared to (3.20), the last intersection with the set {kl , . . . ,ku}
is not needed here since we already bound the interval of the possible time
instants kx by definition in (5.33). Analogously to (3.20), the input pair
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(ui,xi) denotes the trajectory and its corresponding initial condition xi. Since
we want to use later in Lemma 5 that the set (5.34) is nonempty for specific
bounds a and b, we show in Lemma 4 below how to choose the prediction
horizon N such that this is ensured.

We continue by introducing the following lemma which is a modification
of [Grüne, 2013, Lem. 7.3]. It states that the difference between the value
function starting in (x,H) and the cost functional up to a time instant kx and
the value function for a prediction horizon N− kx starting in the steady-state
is bounded by a class K function. This assertion holds for all time instants
kx ∈ T ε

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) of the optimal trajectory, i. e., all time instants

for which the point itself and the previous T − 1 ones are in a specific
steady-state neighborhood. Moreover, the size of the neighborhood is the
argument of the previously mentioned K function. In order to characterize
this neighborhood we introduce with δc and Eh from Assumption 4

ε̄ := min
{

δc,
Eh√
pLh

}
. (5.35)

Lemma 3. Let Assumptions 1-4 hold. There exists N4 ∈ N such that for all
(x,H) ∈ X ×H, any N ≥ N4, the set T ε

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) from (5.33) is

nonempty with ε = σT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ ε̄ and σT ∈ LN, N2 from Thm. 4,
Thm. 3, respectively. Furthermore, there exists R1 ∈ K∞ such that for each
kx ∈ T ε

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) it holds∣∣∣J∗N(x,H)− Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− J∗N−kx

(xs,Hs)
∣∣∣ ≤ R1(ε). (5.36)

Proof. To show the assertion we proceed in two steps. First, we choose the
prediction horizon large enough such that we can conclude that the optimal
trajectory is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the steady-state for some
consecutive time instants. Then, we apply Theorem 4 and show (5.36) in the
second part of the proof.

Part I: Trajectory construction
Since Assumptions 1-3 hold, we can apply Theorem 3. As in the proof of
Theorem 5 we choose k′l = 0 and k′u = N−N2 with N2 from Theorem 4. Fur-
thermore, we write as before kx for the last time instant of the T consecutive
points. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 5 we abbreviate

x′ := xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x),

H′ := H(kx) = H(xu∗N,x,H
(kx − T + 1,x), u∗N,x,H(kx − T + 1 : kx − 1)).
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5.1. Value Convergence

In order to apply Theorem 4 in the second part of this proof, we need to
satisfy ∥∥(x′ − xs, u∗N,x,H(kx)− us)

∥∥ ≤ δc∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥
1 ≤ Eh.

(5.37)

As in (5.16), we can ensure (5.37) due to

ε = ρ−1

(
TĈ′

N − N2 − T2

)
Thm. 3

= σT(N − N2 − T2)

!
≤ min

{
δc,

Eh√
pLh

}
= ε̄

(5.38)

by choosing

N ≥ N2 +
TĈ′

ρ(ε̄)
+ T2 =: N4. (5.39)

Note that δ′ ≤ δc as well as E′ ≤ Eh hold which implies ε′ ≤ ε̄ (cf. (5.16))
and hence from (5.17) N3 ≥ N4. Now, we know that a prediction horizon
N ≥ N4 guarantees that there exists at least one kx ∈ I[T−1,N−N2] such that
the optimal trajectory u∗N,x,H satisfies∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ σT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ ε̄

for all k = I[kx−T+1,kx ], i. e., the set T ε
[T−1,N−N2]

(x,u∗N,x,H) with ε = σT(N −
N2 − T2) is nonempty for any (x,H) ∈ X×H and all N ≥ N4. Furthermore,
this implies that (5.37) is satisfied for all kx ∈ T ε

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) and we

can apply Theorem 4 for all these time instants.
Part II: Showing the assertion

From the dynamic programming principle (5.1) we get

J∗N(x,H) = Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx
(x′,H′). (5.40)

with x′ and H′ as defined above. Since we have ensured by the choice of N
and kx that∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ (5.18)
≤ σT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ δc,∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))− h(xs,us)
∥∥∥ (5.18)
≤ LhσT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ Eh√

p
,
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hold for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ], it follows∥∥x′ − xs
∥∥ ≤σT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ δc,∥∥H′ − Hs∥∥

1

Cor.4
≤ √pLhσT(N − N2 − T2) ≤ Eh,

for any kx ∈ T σT(N−N2−T2)
[T−1,N−N2]

(x,u∗N,x,H). Now, we can apply Theorem 4 for all
these kx since it holds N − kx ≥ N2. This implies∣∣∣J∗N−kx

(x′,H′)− J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs)

∣∣∣ (4.32)
≤ γv(ε +

√
pLhε), (5.41)

with ε = σT(N − N2 − T2). By combining (5.40) and (5.41), we obtain

J∗N(x,H) ≤ Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs) + γv(ε +

√
pLhε),

J∗N(x,H) ≥ Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs)− γv(ε +

√
pLhε),

which yields assertion (5.36) with R1(ε) := γv(ε +
√

pLhε) and R1 ∈ K∞.

It follows from Theorem 3 that u∗N,x,H(0 : kx − 1) lies in

U
kx (x,H,ε) (5.42)

:=
{

u ∈ Ukx (x,H)
∣∣∣ ‖(xu(k,x)− xs, u(k)− us)‖ ≤ ε, k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]

}
for all kx ∈ T ε

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) ⊆ T ε̄

[T−1,N−N2]
(x,u∗N,x,H) since we require

ε ≤ ε̄ in Lemma 3 which is ensured by the sufficiently large prediction

horizon N ≥ N4. This means that the set U
kx (x,H,ε) contains all input

sequences for which the last T time instants of the state and input are in a
neighborhood Bε(xs,us).

Turnpike and Local Continuity Results for the Rotated Value Function

From now on, we will often correlate the results of the original optimization
problem (2.10) and the rotated optimization problem (3.5). Therefore, we
state in the following corollary under which conditions previous results also
hold for the optimal open-loop trajectories of the original and the rotated
problem. In order to show that some results also hold for the optimal
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open-loop trajectories of the rotated problem, we consider the rotated stage
cost (3.4a)

˜̀(x,u)
(3.4a)
= `(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) + λ̄>h(x,u)

and recall that it holds ˜̀(xs,us) = 0.

Corollary 6. Suppose the Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4 hold (for the original stage
cost `(x,u)). Then, the statements in the Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4, in the Corollaries 1
and 3 as well as in the Lemmas 2 and 3 also hold for the rotated stage cost ˜̀(x,u)
and the optimal open-loop trajectories of the rotated problem.

Proof. We start the proof by showing that the corresponding assumptions
also hold for the rotated stage cost ˜̀(x,u) (3.4a), if they hold for the original
cost `(x,u). Therefore, we consider that the assumptions hold for the original
stage cost `(x,u) and show that then, they also hold for the rotated stage
cost ˜̀(x,u).

Part I: Showing the Assumptions
Continuity (Ass. 1):
Note that this Assumption always occurs together with the dissipativity
Assumption 2 which ensures that the storage function λ(x) is continuous.
Furthermore, from (3.4a) it follows that ˜̀(x,u) is continuous since `(x,u),
f (x,u) and h(x,u) are continuous (Ass. 1) as well as the storage function
λ(x) is continuous and the multiplier λ̄> is finite (Ass. 2).

Dissipativity (Ass. 2):
Given that the system is dissipative w. r. t. the supply rate s(x,u) = `(x,u)−
`(xs,us) + λ̄>h(x,u), we consider s̃(x,u) = ˜̀(x,u), i. e, we choose the rotated
multiplier ˜̄λT ∈ R

p
≥0 = 0 and note that ˜̀(xs,us) = 0. Furthermore we set the

rotated storage function to λ̃(x) = 0. Hence, we obtain

s̃(x,u) = ˜̀(x,u) = `(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) + λ̄>h(x,u)
= s(x,u) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) ≥ ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖).

The last inequality follows since we assume dissipativity of the supply rate
s(x,u). Hence, the system is strictly dissipative on Z with respect to the
supply rate s̃(x,u) with the storage function λ̃(x) = 0 and the multiplier
˜̄λ = 0. Hence, the rotation of the rotated stage cost is given by the rotated
stage cost, i. e.,

˜̀̃(x,u) = ˜̀(x,u). (5.43)
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Asymptotic controllability (Ass. 3):
This assumption holds by definition for ˜̀(x,u) and since ˜̀̃(x,u) = ˜̀(x,u) it
also holds for the „rotation of the rotated cost“.

Local controllability (Ass. 4):
This assumption does not contain any stage cost and hence holds for ˜̀(x,u)
as well.

Part II: Conclusion
Since all Assumptions are satisfied for the rotated stage ˜̀(x,u) cost if they
are satisfied for the original cost `(x,u), we can conclude that the theo-
rems, corollaries and lemmas mentioned in the assertion (which include the
optimal open-loop trajectories of the original optimization problem (2.10))
also hold for the optimal open-loop trajectories of the rotated optimization
problem (3.5) with different class K∞ functions.

Remark 14. As given in the proof of Corollary 6, the results of the original
optimization problem given in the assertion of the corollary also hold for
the rotated optimization problem, but with different class K∞ functions.
For simplicity, in the following we simply use the previously defined K∞
functions to define the maximum of both, the function of the original and
rotated optimization problem, i. e., σ1 := max{σ1, σ̃1}, σT := max{σT , σ̃T},
γv := max{γv, γ̃v}, η := max{η, η̃} and R1 := max{R1, R̃1} and corre-
spondingly Ni (with i ∈ {1, 2, 4, T, η}) defined with these new K∞ functions.

Optimal Trajectories of the Open Loop Optimal Control Problem (2.10)
and the Rotated Problem (3.5)

Since we use later in Lem. 5 that the set T ′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x))
from (5.34) is nonempty, we show in the following Lemma 4 how to choose
the prediction horizon such that this is ensured for a given ε > 0.

Lemma 4. Let the Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Then, there exist ÑT , kx ∈ N

and σ̃T ∈ LN such that for any (x,H) ∈ X×H and any k′l , k′u ∈N satisfying

0 ≤ k′l < k′u − T(2T − 1) as well as ÑT ≤ k′u ≤ N − 1, (5.44)

there exists kx ∈ I[k′l+T−1,k′u ] that the optimal trajectories u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) and
ũ∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) satisfy∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,∥∥∥(xũ∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, ũ∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,
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for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] where ε = σ̃T(k′u − ÑT).

Proof. We proceed similar to the proofs of Theorem 3 and Corollary 3. In the
first part we will construct 2T trajectories from the considered trajectories
u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) and ũ∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H) in order to build an intersec-
tion of the corresponding sets. In the second part we choose based on
Proposition 3 a neighborhood to show that the intersection of all considered
trajectories contains at least one time instant kx.

Part I: Constructed trajectories
As mentioned before, we construct the trajectories in the same way as we did
it in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3 and therefore, we do not explicitly
write down each step. We construct for both trajectories u∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H)

and ũ∗N,x,H ∈ UN(x,H), T other optimal trajectories

u∗i ∈ UNi (xi,Hi) and ũ∗i ∈ UNi (x̃i,H̃i)

with i ∈ I[0,T−1], Ni = N− i, xi = xu∗N,x,H
(i,x), x̃i = xũ∗N,x,H

(i,x), Hi as in (3.30)

and H̃i defined analogously with ũ∗N,x,H instead of u∗N,x,H . As in the proof
of Theorem 3, we consider optimal trajectories1 and hence it holds

xu∗i (k,xi) = xu∗0 (k + i,x0), xũ∗i (k,x̃i) = xũ∗0 (k + i,x0), (5.45)

u∗i (k) = u∗0(k + i), ũ∗i (k) = ũ∗0(k + i),

for all k ∈ I[0,Ni−1] = I[0,N0−i−1] and any i ∈ I[0,T−1]. For an illustration
of xu∗0 and its shifted trajectories see Figure 3.1 and note that the optimal
trajectory of the rotated problem, i. e., xũ∗ and its shifted trajectories share a
similar turnpike property.

Part II: Choice of the neighborhood
First, we show that all necessary conditions Proposition 3 are fulfilled,
namely we show that

JNi (xi,u∗i ) ≤ Ni`(xs,us) + δ and J̃Ni (x̃i,ũ∗i ) ≤ δ (5.46)

hold for all i ∈ I[0,T−1]. The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3 (cf.
Assumption 3) ensure that for all u∗i with i ∈ I[0,T−1] it holds J∗Ni

(xi,Hi) ≤

1They are optimal in the sense of minimizing the original cost functional (2.10) and the rotated
cost functional (3.4b), respectively, for a prediction horion Ni with the corresponding initial
conditions (xi ,Hi) and (x̃i ,H̃i), respectively.
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Ni`(xs,us) + δ with δ from (3.17). The same follows for the rotated cost
functional from Assumption 3, i. e., we get

J̃Ni (x̃i,ũ∗i )
Ass.3
≤ Ni ˜̀(xs,us) + γβ1 (‖x̃i − xs‖) + γβ2 (�H̃

i − Hs�) ≤ δ

with δ from (3.17) since ˜̀(xs,us) = 0 and hence, (5.46) holds for both types
of control sequence, i. e., for the optimal open-loop trajectories resulting
from the original and rotated problem. Together with the Assumptions 1

and 2, all conditions of Proposition 3 are satisfied such that we can apply it
in the following. By considering the trajectories

xu∗0 (·,x0), . . . ,xu∗T−1
(·,xT−1), xũ∗0 (·,x0), . . . ,xũ∗T−1

(·,x̃T−1)

we get q = 2T, ∆N = T − 1 from (3.22) and note that we aim for m = 1.
As in Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 we get kl = k′l and ku = k′u − (T − 1).
Now, we apply Proposition 3 and choose from (3.26) with Ĉ′ from (3.25) the
neighborhood

ε = ρ−1

(
2TĈ′

(k′u − (T − 1))− k′l − 1− 2T(T − 1)

)

= ρ−1

(
2TĈ′

k′u − k′l − T(2T − 1)

) (5.47)

of the steady-state which ensures that the intersection

P ′ε[k′l ,k′u−(T−1)]
(
(u∗0 ,x), . . . ,(u∗T−1,xT−1),(ũ∗0 ,x), . . . ,(ũ∗T−1,x̃T−1)

)
:=Pε(u∗0 ,x) ∩ · · · ∩ Pε(u∗T−1,xT−1) ∩ Pε(ũ∗0 ,x) ∩ · · · ∩ Pε(ũ∗T−1,x̃T−1)

∩ {k′l , . . . , k′u − (T − 1)}

contains at least one element.
Part III: Conclude assertion

We denote the beforementioned element which lies in P ′ε
[k′l ,k

′
u−(T−1)] by kx,

i. e., it holds ∥∥∥(xu∗i (kx,xi)− xs, u∗i (kx)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,∥∥∥(xũ∗i (kx,x̃i)− xs, ũ∗i (kx)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,

(5.48)
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for all i ∈ I[0,T−1] with ε from (5.47). Moreover, from (5.45) we obtain for all
i ∈ I[0,T−1]

xu∗i (kx,xi) = xu∗0 (kx + i,x0), u∗i (kx) = u∗0(kx + 1),

xũ∗i (kx,x̃i) = xũ∗0 (kx + i,x0), ũ∗i (kx) = ũ∗0(kx + 1).

Combining these equalities with (5.48) yields for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]∥∥∥(xu∗0 (k,x0)− xs, u∗0(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,∥∥∥(xũ∗0 (k,x0)− xs, ũ∗0(k)− us)
∥∥∥ ≤ ε,

which proves the assertion. Finally, it follows from (5.47) that ε =: σ̃T(k′u −
ÑT) with ÑT := k′l + T(2T− 1) and it holds σ̃T ∈ LN since we have k′u ≥ ÑT
due to (5.44).

Remark 15. We highlight that Lemma 4 implies that the intersection set
T ′ε
[k′l+T−1,k′u ]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)) from (5.34) is nonempty, given that k′l ,

k′u and N satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4. Hence, we can ensure that
T ′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)) is nonempty for any ε ≤ ε̄ by satisfying
(we note again that N2 is defined in Theorem 4)

ε = ρ−1

(
2TĈ′

N − N2 − T(2T − 1)

)
!
≤ ε̄

which follows from (5.47) as well as k′l = 0, k′u = N − N2. With ε = ε̄
from (5.35), this is ensured for a prediction horizon

N ≥ N2 +
2TĈ′

ρ(ε̄)
+ T(2T − 1).

Remark 15 describes that Lemma 4 ensures the existence of kx such
that the optimal open-loop trajectories resulting from the original and
the rotated problem, respectively, lie in the neighborhood Bε(xs,us) with
ε = σ̃T(N − N2 − T(2T − 1)) where σ̃T ∈ LN for the time instant kx and
the previous T − 1 ones. Since we will later also consider the intersection
set T ′ε

[k′l+T−1,k′u ]
((u∗N,xi ,Hi ,xi), . . . , (ũ∗N,x̃i ,H̃i ,x̃i), . . . ), i. e., of more than two

trajectories which may have different initial conditions but the same predic-
tion horizon N, we generalize the results from Lemma 4 in the following
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corollary. There, we consider in total q̃ optimal trajectories which can be
optimal trajectories resulting from the original or the rotated problem.

Corollary 7. Let Assumptions 1-3 hold. For any q̃ ∈N, there exist Ñq̃, kx ∈N

and σ̃q̃ ∈ LN such that for any xi,x̃i ∈ X, any Hi,H̃i ∈H, with i ∈ I[1,q̃] and any
k′l , k′u ∈N satisfying

0 ≤ k′l < k′u − 1− q̃(T2 − 1) and Ñq̃ ≤ k′u ≤ N − 1, (5.49)

there is kx ∈ I[k′l+T−1,k′u ] such that the optimal trajectories u∗N,xi ,Hi ∈ UN(xi,Hi)

and ũ∗N,x̃i ,H̃i ∈ UN(x̃i,H̃i) satisfy

T ′ε[k′l+T−1,k′u ]
((u∗N,xi ,Hi ,xi), . . . , (ũ∗N,x̃i ,H̃i ,x̃i), . . . ) 6= ∅

where ε = σ̃q̃(k′u − ÑT).

Proof. We use the same conceptional argumentation as in Theorem 3 and
Lemma 4, i. e., we construct from each of the optimal trajectories xu∗

N,xi ,Hi
and

xũ∗
N,ũi ,H̃i

, respectively, T other optimal trajectories which are shifted in time.

Furthermore, the same argumentation as in the proof of Lemma 4 ensures
that the conditions of Proposition 3 are satisfied and hence, we can use this
Proposition with the amount of considered trajectories q = q̃T, ∆N = T − 1
from (3.22) and m = 1. As in Lemma 4 we get kl = k′l and ku = k′u − (T− 1).
Now, we apply Proposition 3 and choose the neighborhood

ε = ρ−1

(
q̃TĈ′

k′u − (T − 1)− k′l − 1− q̃T(T − 1)

)

= ρ−1

(
q̃TĈ′

k′u − k′l − 1− (T − 1)(q̃T + 1)

)
which ensures that the intersection of all the optimal trajectories contains at
least one element. Then, the same argumentation as in the proof of Lemma 4

and in Remark 15 ensures that there exists

kx ∈ T
′ε
[k′l+T−1,k′u ]

((u∗N,xi ,Hi ,xi), . . . , (ũ∗N,x̃i ,H̃i ,x̃i), . . . )

which proves the assertion. We get that ε = σ̃q̃(k′u − Ñq̃) with Ñq̃ = k′l + 1 +
(T − 1)(q̃T + 1) and it holds σ̃q̃ ∈ LN since we have that k′u ≥ Ñq̃.
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We note again that we can choose k′u large enough by choosing a suffi-
ciently large common prediction horizon N such that the assertion holds
for any ε > 0. Furthermore, for q̃ = 2, we exactly obtain Lemma 4 and the
neighborhood given in the proof above becomes the neighborhood in (5.47).

Since the rotated cost (3.4b) has an additional term which takes the auxil-
iary output into account, we can not proceed similarly to the case without
transient average constraints [Grüne, 2013, Sec. 7]. It is possible to upper
bound the auxiliary output values over the prediciton horizon N by using
arguments of Sec. 2.2. However, we cannot lower bound the sum of the
auxiliary output values over the prediction horizon and thus, we do not
obtain absolute bounds on the rotated closed-loop cost as in Theorem 5.
In order to prove value convergence of the rotated closed-loop cost, we
introduce the following assumption on the auxiliary output of the optimal
trajctories resulting from the rotated optimization problem (3.5). We remark
that this assumption is similar to the asymptotic controllability property
(Ass. 3), but this time for the auxiliary output h and the optimal trajectory of
the rotated problem.

Assumption 5. For any kψ ∈ I≥T−1, there exists a function ψ ∈ K∞ such that
the optimal trajectory resulting from the rotated optimization problem (3.5)
satisfies

− λ̄>
kψ−1

∑
k=0

h(xũ∗N,x,H
(k,x),ũ∗N,x,H(k)) ≤ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.50)

for all N ∈N, (x,H) ∈ X×H.

Since the rotated stage cost ˜̀(x,u) is positive definite w. r. t. the optimal
steady-state, we know that an optimal trajectory resulting from the rotated
optimization problem (3.5), i. e. xũ∗N,x,H

, ũ∗N,x,H , with the steady-state (xs,Hs)

as initial conditions, stays at the optimal steady-state which yields for all k ∈
I[0,N−1] λ̄>h(xũ∗N,xs ,Hs (k,x),ũ∗N,xs ,Hs (k)) = 0. Furthermore, this assumption
is reasonable since the asymptotic controllability property (Ass. 3) implies
in combination with the positive definite rotated stage cost ˜̀ that xũ∗N,x,H

is converging to the optimal steady-state and since the constraint set Z is
compact (Ass. 1). Moreover, if the system is exponentially stabilizable and
the rotated stage cost is quadratic, then xũ∗N,x,H

converges exponentially to xs
and thus Assumption 5 holds (using the Lipschitz bound (Ass. 1)).

The following Lemma, which is a generalization of [Grüne, 2013, Lem.
7.4, 7.5] for EMPC schemes subject to transient average constraints, shows
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a property of the optimal trajectories resulting from the original (2.10) and
rotated optimization problem (3.5). In particular, it provides a relation
between the costs of the optimal trajectories resulting from the original and
rotated problem up to a time instant for which the previous T − 1 steps are
in a specific steady-state neighborhood.

Lemma 5. Let Assumptions 1-5 hold. There exists N5 ∈ N and R2 ∈ K∞ such
that for all (x,H) ∈ X×H, any N ≥ N5 and ε = σ̃T(N− N2 − T(2T− 1)), the
intersection set T ′ε

[T−1,N−N2]
((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)) from (5.34) is nonempty and

for each kx ∈ T
′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)) it holds

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≤ J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + kx`(xs,us)− λ(x) (5.51a)

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) + R2(ε),

J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) ≤Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− kx`(xs,us) + λ(x) + R2(ε) (5.51b)

+ (T − 1)
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε,

σ̃T ∈ LN from Lemma 4.

Proof. Before splitting our proof in different parts, we note that we can
choose from Lemma 4 the prediction horizon N large enough such that there
exists kx ∈ T

′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)), i. e., the set is nonempty for

an arbitrary small ε > 0. Namely, from (5.47) we get with k′u = N − N2
(with N2 from Theorem 4) and k′l = 0

ε = ρ−1

(
2TĈ′

N − N2 − T(2T − 1)

)
= σ̃T (N − N2 − T(2T − 1))

!
≤ ε̄

and hence, the choice

N ≥ N2 +
2TĈ′

ρ(ε̄)
+ T(2T − 1) =: N5, (5.52)

ensures that the set is nonempty and that it holds for N ≥ N5

u∗N,x,H , ũ∗N,x,H ∈ U
kx (x,H,σ̃T(N − N2 − T(2T − 1))). (5.53)

Now, we pick any time instant kx ∈ T
′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

((u∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,x,H ,x)) and
show the assertions in two steps. In the first step we show (5.51a) and in
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the second (5.51b). Note that it holds N5 ≥ N4 by the definitions in (5.39)
and (5.52), since the time period of the transient average constraints satisfies
T ∈ I≥1. Hence, we can apply Lemma 3 for the input sequences u∗N,x,H and
ũ∗N,x,H due to Corollary 6. We write in the following for any k ≥ T − 1

H(k) :=H(xu∗N,x,H
(k− T + 1,x),u∗N,x,H(k− T + 1 : k− 1)),

H̃(k) :=H(xã∗N,x,H
(k− T + 1,x),ũ∗N,x,H(k− T + 1 : k− 1)).

Part I: Showing (5.51a).
We consider an input trajectory u1 ∈ UN(x,H)

u1(k) :=

ũ∗N,x,H(k) k ∈ I[0,kx−1]

u∗N−kx ,xũ∗N,x,H
(kx ,x),H̃(kx)

k ∈ I[kx ,N−1]
(5.54)

and note that ‖(xu1 (k,x)− xs, u1(k)− us)‖ ≤ ε holds for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]

with ε = σ̃T(N − N2 − T(2T − 1)). Hence, Theorem 4 ensures the existence
and feasibility of the input sequence constructed in (5.54) since N− kx ≥ N2.
Using Theorem 4 and Lemma 3 yields

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs)− R1(ε)

Lem.3
≤ J∗N(x,H) ≤ JN(x,u1)

(5.54)
= Jkx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx

(xũN,x,H (kx,x),H̃(kx))

Thm.4
≤ Jkx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx

(xs,Hs) + γv(ε +
√

pLhε) (5.55)

and thus,

Jkx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) ≥Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− R1(ε)− γv(ε +
√

pLhε)

Lem.3
= Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− 2γv(ε +

√
pLhε).

Now, using the definition of the rotated cost (3.4) yields

Jkx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) = J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + kx`(xs,us)− λ(x) + λ(xũ∗N,x,H
(kx,x))

−
kx−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xũ∗N,x,H
(k,x),ũ∗N,x,H(k)) ≥ Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− 2γv(ε +

√
pLhε).
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By applying Assumption 5 and since it holds λ(xũ∗N,x,H
(kx,x)) ≤ αλ(ε) (cf.

Ass. 2), we get

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)

≤ J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + kx`(xs,us)− λ(x) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) + R2(ε),

with R2 ∈ K∞ as follows

R2(ε) := 2γv(ε +
√

pLhε) + αλ(ε), (5.56)

which implies (5.51a).
Part II: Showing (5.51b).

We consider an input trajectory u2 ∈ UN(x,H)

u2(k) :=

u∗N,x,H(k) k ∈ I[0,kx−1]

ũ∗N−kx ,xu∗N,x,H
(kx ,x),H(kx)

k ∈ I[kx ,N−1]
(5.57)

and note that it holds due to the choice of the prediction horizon N for all
k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]

‖(xu2 (k,x)− xs, u2(k)− us)‖ ≤ ε, (5.58)

with ε = σ̃T(N − N2 − T(2T − 1)). Hence, Theorem 4 ensures the existence
and feasibility of the input sequence constructed in (5.57) since N− kx ≥ N2.
By using the same arguments as in Part I, it follows

J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + J̃∗N−kx
(xs,Hs)− R1(ε)

Lem.3
≤ J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ J̃N(x,u2)

(5.57)
= J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J̃∗N−kx

(xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x),H(kx))

Thm.4
≤ J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J̃∗N−kx

(xs,Hs) + γv(ε +
√

pLhε) (5.59)

and thus, we obtain

J̃kx (x,u∗N,x,H) ≥ J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H)− R1(ε)− γv(ε +
√

pLhε).

Using the definition of the rotated cost (3.4) yields

J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H)− R1(ε)− γv(ε +
√

pLhε) ≤ Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− kx`(xs,us) + λ(x)

− λ(xu∗N,x,H
(kx,x)) +

kx−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)).
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Now, we choose the largest kh ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ] which is a multiple of T, i. e.,

kh = jT with j ∈ I≥1 and obtain ∑kh−1
k=0 h(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)) ≤ 0 which
yields together with (5.58) and Lipschitz continuity of h that it holds

kx−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k)) ≤ (T − 1)

∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε.

Using this result as well as λ(xũ∗N,x,H
(kx,x)) ≤ α(ε) (cf. Ass. 2) implies

J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) ≤Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− kx`(xs,us) + λ(x) + R2(ε)

+ (T − 1)
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε,

with R2 ∈ K∞ from (5.56) and hence, (5.51b) is shown.

The following theorem provides the main contribution of this chapter
since it becomes fundamental later in order to prove practical asymptotic
stability. More detailed, it is used in Lemma 7 in order to provide bounds
on the closed-loop rotated value function. In contrast to EMPC without
transient average constraints [Grüne, 2013, Proof of Thm. 7.6], the upper
bound on the closed-loop rotated cost has two additional terms due to the
transient average constraints. In particular, one term (ψ) follows from Ass. 5

and the second term follows from the closed-loop auxiliary output values.

Theorem 6. Let Ass. 1-5 hold. There exists N6 ∈N and σ6 ∈ LN such that

J̃cl
K (x,H)

≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) + Kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+
K−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

(5.60)

holds for any (x,H) ∈ X×H, all K ∈ N and all N ≥ N6 + 1 with σ3 ∈ LN

from Theorem 5 and ψ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 5. Furthermore, the last term satisfies
∑K−1

k=0 λ̄>hµN (k,x,H) ≤ min{K,T − 1}ϑ̄h for all K ∈N.

Proof. In order to show (5.60) we will apply Lemma 3 to the original and
the rotated problem at initial values (x, H) and (xµN (K,x,H), Hcl(K,x,H)).
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Hence, we need to ensure that those four trajectories (cf. Figure 5.2) have at
least one time instant

kx ∈ T
′ε
[T−1,N−N2]

(
(u∗N,x,H ,x), (u∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H),xµN (K,x,H)),

(ũ∗N,x,H ,x), (ũ∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H),xµN (K,x,H))
) (5.61)

in common. We can ensure this property by choosing the prediction horizon
large enough which follows from Corollary 7 with q̃ = 4, k′l = 0 and
k′u = N − N2. Hence, we get from Corollary 7

ε =ρ−1

(
4TĈ′

N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1

)
=: σ̃c,1(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1),

(5.62)

with σ̃c,1 ∈ LN. Therefore, we choose

N ≥ max

{
N2 +

4TĈ′

ρ(ε̄)
+ (4T + 1)(T − 1) + 1, N3 + 1

}
=: N6 (5.63)

with ε̄ from (5.35) and highlight that this ensures that the neighborhood (5.62)
is small enough, i. e., ε ≤ ε̄ for N ≥ N6. Note that we additionally ensure
N ≥ N6 + 1 ≥ N3 + 1 and hence, we can apply Theorem 5 later. This means
that (5.63) ensures that the there exists at least one kx satisfying (5.61) with
ε ≤ ε̄ and hence, we can apply in the following Lemma 3 and Lemma 5

for these four trajectories at the same time instant kx. Thus, we obtain from
Lemma 3, Corollary 6 and Remark 14

J∗N(x,H) ≤Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) + J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs)

+ R1(ε), (5.64a)

−J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) ≤− Jkx (xµN (K,x,H),u∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

− J∗N−kx
(xs,Hs) + R1(ε), (5.64b)

J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) ≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃∗N−kx
(xs,Hs) + R1(ε), (5.64c)

J̃∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) ≤ J̃kx (xµN (K,x,H),ũ∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ J̃∗N−kx
(xs,Hs) + R1(ε). (5.64d)

Furthermore, we use Lemma 5, in particular (5.51a) with initial condition
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0 kx N K K + kx K + N

xs

2ε̄

x

xµN (K,x,H)

xu∗N,x,H
(·,x) and xu∗N,x,H

(·,xµN (K,x,H))

xµN (·,x,H)

xũ∗N,x,H
(·,x) and xũ∗N,x,H

(·,xµN (K,x,H))

Figure 5.2.: Four trajectories which have at least one time instant kx
from (5.61) in common in order to show (5.60).

(x,H) and (5.51b) with initial condition (xµN (K,x,H), Hcl(K,x,H)) which
implies

Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H) (5.65a)

≤ J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H) + kx`(xs,us)− λ(x) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) + R2(ε),

J̃kx (xµN (K,x,H),ũ∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) (5.65b)

≤− kx`(xs,us) + λ(xµN (K,x,H)) + Jkx (xµN (K,x,H),u∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ R2(ε) + (T − 1)
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε.
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Using the equations above, we can write

J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

(5.64a),(5.64b)
≤ Jkx (x,u∗N,x,H)− Jkx (xµN (K,x,H),u∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ 2R1(ε)

(5.65a),(5.65b)
≤ J̃kx (x,ũ∗N,x,H)− λ(x) + 2R2(ε) + 2R1(ε) + (T − 1)

∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε

− J̃kx (xµN (K,x,H),ũ∗N,xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) + λ(xµN (K,x,H))

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

(5.64c),(5.64d)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− λ(x) + 2R2(ε) + 4R1(ε) + (T − 1)

∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε

− J̃∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) + λ(xµN (K,x,H))

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

and it follows

J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H)) (5.66)

≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))− λ(x) + λ(xµN (K,x,H)) + R(ε)

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1),

with

R(ε) =4R1(ε) + 2R2(ε) + (T − 1)
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε

Lem.3,5
= 8γv(ε +

√
pLhε) + 2αλ(ε) + (T − 1)

∥∥λ̄
∥∥ Lhε, R ∈ K∞.

Note that we get from (5.62) that ε = σ̃c,1(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)
and hence, R(ε) = R(σ̃c,1(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) =: σ6(N − N2 −
(4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) with σ6 ∈ LN.

Using the definition of the rotated cost from (3.4a) for the closed loop, i. e.

J̃cl
K (x,H) =Jcl

K (x,H)− K`(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ(xµN (K,x,H))

+
K−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H),
(5.67)
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and combining this with (5.3) (which we can apply since N6 ≥ N3 + 1,
cf. (5.63)) and (5.66) yields

J̃cl
K (x,H)

(5.3),(5.67)
≤ J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H)),Hcl(K,x,H)) + Kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ λ(x)− λ(xµN (K,x,H)) +
K−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

(5.66)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃∗N(xµN ,x,H(K),Hcl(K,x,H)) + Kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) +
K−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1).

for all (x,H) ∈ X×H, all K ∈ N and N ≥ N6 + 1 with σ3, σ6 ∈ LN and
hence, we have shown (5.60).

The second assertion immediately follows by using (3.7), λ̄>h(x,u) ≤ ϑ̄h

for all (x,u) ∈ Z and since it holds ∑
jT−1
k=0 λ̄>hµN (k,x,H) ≤ 0 for any j ∈

I≥0.

We highlight that the assertion of Theorem 6 is especially relevant for
K = 1 since we use this later in Chapter 6 to show stability.

5.2. Trajectory Convergence

In this chapter, we give conditions under which the convergence of the
closed-loop trajectories to a neighborhood of the the optimal steady-state
can be shown after we have introduced bounds for the closed-loop cost
in the previous Section 5.1. We start with the following Theorem 7 which
bounds the distance of the closed-loop trajectory to the optimal steady-
state for a sufficiently large prediction horizon. Note that this Theorem is
a generalization of [Grüne, 2013, Thm. 7.1] to EMPC schemes subject to
transient average constraints.

Theorem 7. Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4 hold.
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(i) Assume furthermore that there exists a function ν ∈ LN such that for
N ≥ N3 with N3 from Thm. 5, the inequality

J∗N(x,H) ≥ N`(xs,us) + Nα(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.68)

holds for all x ∈ X \ {xs} and all H ∈ H \ {Hs} with ‖x− xs‖ +
‖H − Hs‖1 > ν(N) and some α ∈ K∞. Then for all N ≥ N3 + 1 and
all k ≥ N the inequality∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥

≤max{ν(N), α−1(σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1))}
(5.69)

holds with σ3 from Theorem 5 and N2 from Theorem 4.

(ii) If, moreover, for all N ≥ N3 the inequality

J∗N(x,H) ≤ N`(xs,us) + Nᾱ(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.70)

holds for some ᾱ ∈ K∞, then for all N ≥ N3 + 1 the inequality

∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs
∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥ ≤ max

{
ν(N),

α−1
(

ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) +
k
N

σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)
)} (5.71)

holds for all k ∈ I[1,N−1], all (x,H) ∈ X×H with J∗k (x,H) ≥ k`(xs,us).

Proof. We split the proof into two different parts where we show in the first
part that assertion (5.69) holds and in the second part we show (5.71).

Part I: Showing assertion (5.69)
Since all conditions of Theorem 5 hold, we get that (5.3), i. e.,

Jcl
K (x,H) ≤J∗N(x,H)− J∗N(xµN (K,x,H),Hcl(K,x,H))

+ K
(
`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

) (5.72)

holds for all (x,H) ∈ X×H, all K ∈ N and N ≥ N3 + 1 with σ3 ∈ LN as
given in the proof of Theorem 5. Hence, we can apply inequality (5.3) for
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all N ≥ N3 + 1, all k ≥ N, all x(k− N,x,H) ∈ X and all H(k− N,x,H) ∈ H

and K = N which yields

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≤J∗N(xµN (k− N,x,H),Hcl(k− N,x,H)) + Nσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ N`(xs,us)− Jcl
N(xµN (k− N,x,H),Hcl(k− N,x,H)).

Furthermore, optimality yields

J∗N(xµN (k− N,x,H),Hcl(k− N,x,H))

opt.
≤ Jcl

N(xµN (k− N,x,H),Hcl(k− N,x,H))

and by combining the previous two inequalities, we obtain

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)) ≤ N
(
`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
. (5.73)

Now, suppose that
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ > ν(N) holds.

We get from (5.68) and (5.73)

N`(xs,us) + Nα
(∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥)

(5.68)
≤ J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

(5.73)
≤ N

(
`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
which yields∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ ≤ α−1

(
σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
.

Now, the assertion (5.69) follows by combining this estimate with the second

case
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ ≤ ν(N) .

Part II: Showing assertion (5.71)

Again, we suppose
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ > ν(N). From

the assumptions of Thm. 7 and by optimality, we get

k`(xs,us)
Ass.
≤ J∗k (x,H)

opt.
≤ Jcl

k (x,H). (5.74)
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Furthermore, we again use (5.3) but this time with K = k ≤ N and get

J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

≤J∗N(x,H)− Jcl
k (x,H) + k

(
`(xs,us) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

)
(5.74)
≤ J∗N(x,H) + kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1).

(5.75)

It follows

Nα
(∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥)

(5.68)
≤ J∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))− N`(xs,us)

(5.75)
≤ J∗N(x,H)− N`(xs,us) + kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

(5.70)
≤ Nᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1).

Again, combining this inequality with the second case
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ ≤ ν(N) yields

∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs
∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥ ≤ max

{
ν(N),

α−1
(

ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) +
k
N

σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)
)}

which shows assertion (5.71).

As discussed in [Grüne, 2013], we note that Result (i) in Theorem 7

provides a bound for k ≥ N and Result (ii) yields a bound for k ∈ I[1,N−1].
For the case that both estimates hold, we could also construct an upper
bound of the form β (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1 ,k) + ε(N) as in more standard
practical stability estimates, compare [Grüne and Stieler, 2014].

Now, with the help of the previous lemmas we can formulate convergence
as in Theorem 7, but this time with the rotated cost functional.

Theorem 8. Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hold.
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(i) Assume that the value function J̃∗N(x,H) of the rotated problem satisfies (5.68),
i. e., there exists a function ν ∈ LN such that for N ≥ N6 with N6 from
Thm. 6, the inequality

J̃∗N(x,H) ≥ Nα(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.76)

holds for all x ∈ X \ {xs} and all H ∈ H \ {Hs} for which ‖x− xs‖ +
‖H − Hs‖1 > ν(N). Then there exists σ̃6 ∈ LN such that for all (x,H) ∈
X×H and N ≥ N6 + 1 it holds for all k ≥ N∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥

≤ max
{

ν(N), α−1 (σ̃6(N − N6)
}

.
(5.77)

(ii) If, moreover, for all N ≥ N6 the inequality

J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ Nᾱ(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.78)

holds for some ᾱ ∈ K∞, then for all N ≥ N6 + 1 the inequality∥∥xµN ,x,H(k)− xs
∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥ (5.79)

≤max
{

ν(N), α−1 (ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + σ̃6(N − N6))
}

holds for all k ∈ I[1,N−1] and all (x,H) ∈ X×H.

Proof. We split this proof into two parts. In the first part we show that
assertion (5.77) follows and in the second part we show how to obtain
assertion (5.79).

Part I: Show the assertion (5.77)
We can use the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 7, i. e., since it
holds N ≥ N6 + 1 we can use (5.60) with k ≥ N, any xµN (k− N,x,H) ∈ X

and any Hcl(k− N,x,H) ∈ H with K = N. This yields from (5.60) and by
optimality (cf. procedure in Part I of the proof of Theorem 7) with τ := T− 1

J̃∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H)) (5.80)

≤Nσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + τϑ̄h

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1).
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As in the proof of Theorem 7, we suppose that it holds
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ > ν(N) and get

Nα(
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥)

(5.76)
≤ J̃∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

(5.80)
≤ Nσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + σ6 (N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + τϑ̄h

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1),

which we can rearrange to

α(
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥) (5.81)

≤σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) +
1
N

σ6 (N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) +
1
N

τϑ̄h

+
1
N

ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1).

Furthermore, we define

ψmax := max
(x,H)∈X×H

ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1). (5.82)

Since N6 ≥ N3 + 1 due to (5.63), we have N6 ≥ N2 + T2 + 1 using (5.17) and
hence, we get from (5.63)

σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) +
1
N

σ6 (N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) +
τϑ̄h
N

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

(5.63)
≤ σ3(N − N6) +

1
N

σ6 (N − N6) +
1
N

τϑ̄h

+
1
N

ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

N≥N6+1
≤ σ3(N − N6) +

1
N − N6

σ6 (N − N6) +
1

N − N6
τϑ̄h

+
1

N − N6
ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) (5.83)

(5.82)
≤ σ3(N − N6) +

σ6(N − N6) + τϑ̄h + ψmax

N − N6
=: σ̃6(N − N6),
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with σ̃6 ∈ LN since σ3, σ6 ∈ LN and τ ≤ T− 1, ϑ̄h, ψmax are constants. This
yields together with (5.81)

∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs
∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥ ≤ α−1 (σ̃6(N − N6)) .

Combining this with the case that
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ ≤

ν(N) yields the assertion (5.77).
Part II: Show assertion (5.79)

Again, we suppose
∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥ > ν(N). From

the properties of the rotated costs and by optimality, we get

0 ≤ J̃∗k (x,H)
opt.
≤ J̃cl

k (x,H). (5.84)

Furthermore, we again use (5.60) but this time with K = k ≤ N and get

J̃∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

(5.60)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃cl

k (x,H) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+ kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + τϑ̄h + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

(5.84)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+ kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + τϑ̄h + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1).

(5.85)

We obtain

Nα
(∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥)

(5.76)
≤ J̃∗N(xµN (k,x,H),Hcl(k,x,H))

(5.85)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+ kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + τϑ̄h + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

(5.78)
≤ Nᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+ kσ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + τϑ̄h + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)
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which yields

α
(∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥)

≤ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) +
1
N

σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+
k
N

σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) +
1
N

τϑ̄h +
1
N

ψmax

k≤N
≤ ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + σ̃6(N − N6),

where the last inequality follows from (5.83) since it holds k ≤ N for this
part of the proof. Combining this with the second case ‖x(k,x,H)− xs‖+∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥ ≤ ν(N), we obtain∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs
∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs

∥∥∥
≤max

{
ν(N), α−1 (ᾱ (‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + σ̃6(N − N6))

}
which shows assertion (5.79).

Remark 16. We note that for the special case T = 1, it follows τ = 0 and we
get σ̃6(N− N6) = σ3(N− N6) +

1
N−N6

σ6 (N − N6) +
1

N−N6
ψmax from (5.83),

where σ3(N − N6) is conceptionally equal to δ(N) from [Grüne, 2013, Thm.
7.1] (cf. Theorem 7) and σ6(N − N6) is conceptionally equivalent to δ1(N)
from [Grüne, 2013, Proof of Thm. 7.6]. Hence, the results of Theorem 8

include the special case T = 1 from [Grüne, 2013], where we need a larger
prediction horizon N since we have additional point-wise in time constraints
due to the auxiliary output. Furthermore, the same arguments hold for
K = T since it holds

λ̄>
K−1

∑
k=0

h
(

xµN (k,x,H)µN(k,x,H)
)
≤ 0

by definition of the transient average constraints and hence, (5.67) simplifies
to

J̃cl
T (x,H) ≤Jcl

T (x,H)− T`(xs,us) + λ(x)− λ(xµN (T,x,H)),

and the same arguments from the beginning of this Remark hold. Note that
this also holds for K = jT with j ∈ I≥1.
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In this chapter, we will combine the previous convergence results of Chap-
ter 5 and input-to-state stability of the memory H of the auxiliary output
in oder to prove practical asymptotic stability of the closed loop. The
method used in the following is based on the case without transient average
constraints from [Grüne and Stieler, 2014] as well as on non-monotonic
Lyapunov functions from [Ahmadi and Parrilo, 2008].

6.1. Bounds on the Rotated Value Function

Before we are able to show lower and upper bounds on the optimal rotated
cost function J̃∗N as well as an upper bound on the decrease of it, we introduce
a lemma which ensures finite time controllability of the system into x ∈
Bδc (xs) and ‖H − Hs‖1 ≤ Eh with δc, Eh > 0 from Assumption 4. The
idea is to use Theorem 3 which ensures that the optimal input sequence
has T consecutive time instants in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the
steady-state in order to conclude that there exists a control sequence which
steers the system from any initial condition (x,H) into an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of (xs,Hs).

Lemma 6. Let Assumptions 1-3 hold. Then, there exists Kc ∈N such that for each
(x,H) ∈ X×H there exists an input sequence u ∈ UKc (x,H) and some k f ≤ Kc
such that it holds for δc and Eh from Ass. 4

xu(k f ,x) ∈ Bδc (xs)
∥∥∥H(k f )− Hs

∥∥∥
1
≤ Eh (6.1)

with

H(k f ) = H(x(k f − T + 1),u(k f − T + 1 : k f − 1))

=
[
h(x(k f − T + 1,x),u(k f − T + 1)), . . . , h(xu(k f − 1,x),u(k f − 1))

]
in case 1 k f ≥ T − 1.

1W. l. o. g. we assume k f ≥ T − 1. In case that k f < T − 1 we obtain

H(k f ) =
[

Hk f +1, . . . , HT−1, h(xu(0),u(0)), . . . , h(xu(k f − 1,x),u(k f − 1))
]
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Proof. We define

εc := min
{

δc,
Eh√
pLh

}
and show in the following that the assertion holds for

Kc =
TĈ′

ρ(εc)
+ T2, (6.2)

with Lh > 0 from Ass. 1, ρ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 2 and Ĉ′ from (3.25). We can
use the assertions of Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 since all assumptions are
satisfied. We set k′l = 0, k′u = Kc and get that there exists kx ∈ I[T−1,Kc ] such
that the resulting optimal control input sequence (with prediction horizon
N ≥ Kc + 1) satisfies for all k ∈ I[kx−T+1,kx ]∥∥∥(xu∗N,x,H

(k,x)− xs, u∗N,x,H(k)− us)
∥∥∥

≤σT(Kc − T2)
(3.31)
≤ ρ−1

(
TĈ′

Kc − T2

)
(6.2)
≤ δc,

(6.3a)

∥∥∥h(xu∗N,x,H
(k,x),u∗N,x,H(k))− h(xs,us)

∥∥∥
≤LhσT(Kc − T2)

(3.31)
≤ Lhρ−1

(
TĈ′

Kc − T2

)
(6.2)
≤ Eh√

p
.

(6.3b)

Now, we set k f = kx ≤ Kc = k′u and define the input sequence u ∈ Uk f (x,H)

u(k) = u∗N,x,H(k)

for all k ∈ I[0,k f ]. This means, we take the optimal control input sequence
for which the turnpike property ensures that it has at least T consecutive
time instants in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the steady-state and
truncate it such that the input sequence u ∈ Uk f (x,H) ends at kx. Note that
kx and its T− 1 previous time instants are in the requested neighborhood of
the steady-state. Furthermore, this input sequence satisfies (6.1) since (6.3b)

implies
∥∥∥H(k f )− Hs

∥∥∥
1
≤ Eh (cf. Corollary 4) and hence, the assertion

follows.

.
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The following Lemma introduces an upper and lower bound on the rotated
cost functional as well as an upper bound on the rotated cost function in the
subsequent step.

Lemma 7. Let Assumptions 1-5 hold. Then there exist functions δ7 ∈ LN and
α7 ∈ K∞ such that the inequalities

ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖) ≤ J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ α7(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) (6.4)

and

J̃∗N(xµN (1,x,H),Hcl(1,x,H))

≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− ρ(‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>h(x,µN(x,H)),
(6.5)

hold for all N ≥ N6 + 1 and all (x,H) ∈ X×H with ρ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 2, ψ
from Ass. 5 and N6 from Thm. 6.

Proof. We split the proof into two parts where we show in the first part
Inequality (6.4) and in the second part Inequality (6.5).

Part I: Showing assertion (6.4)
The lower bound follows from strict dissipativity (Ass. 2), i. e.,

J̃∗N(x,H) ≥ ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖). (6.6)

The upper bound can be derived from Ass. 4 and Lemma 6 as follows.
In case that either x /∈ Bδc (xs) or �H−Hs�> Eh with δc, Eh > 0 from Ass. 4,

it follows from Lemma 6 that there is a control sequence u that steers the
system in at most Kc steps into a neighborhood of the steady-state such that
we can apply Ass. 4 in order to steer x in d steps into the steady-state. Hence,
we can steer the system into the steady-state in at most Kc + d steps and stay
there for an arbitrary number of time steps. Note that this case is shown in
Figure 6.1 ( ). For each N ∈ N with N ≥ N6 ≥ Kc + d it follows from
Ass. 3 that it holds

J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ max
x∈X

γβ1 (‖x− xs‖) + max
H∈H

γβ2 (�H − Hs�) = δ.
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−T + 1 0 d Kc Kc + d

xs

Case I Lem. 6

Case II

Ass. 4 Ass. 4
2εc

k

x

Figure 6.1.: Steering the system into the steady-state in order to prove
J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ α7(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1).

Furthermore, since it either holds x /∈ Bδc (xs) or �H − Hs�> Eh we can
estimate with α7,1 ∈ K∞

J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ δ ≤
(

δ

min{δc, Eh}

)
(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�)

≤
(

δ

min{δc, Eh}

)
(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) =: α7,1(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1).

In case x ∈ Bδc (xs) and �H − Hs�≤ Eh, we get from Ass. 4 with the
reference trajectory xc = xs, Hc = Hs, xuc (·,xc) ≡ xs and uc(·) ≡ us that
there exists a control sequence u2 ∈ Ud(x,H) satisfying xu2 (d,x) = xs as
well as

‖xu2 (k,x)− xs‖
Ass.4
≤ γx(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�),

‖u2(k)− us‖
Ass.4
≤ γu(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�),

for all k ∈ I[0,d−1] since we stay at the steady-state afterwards and hence, it
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holds ζ = ‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�. Combining this with Lemma 1 yields

J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ J̃N(x,u1) ≤ J̃d(x,u1)

Lem.1
≤

d−1

∑
k=0

αu (‖xu2 (k,x)− xs‖+ ‖u2(k)− us‖)

≤dαu (γx(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�) + γu(‖x− xs‖+ �H − Hs�))

≤dαu (γx(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + γu(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1))

=:α7,2(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1)

We immediately get from αu, γx, γu ∈ K∞ that α̃ ∈ K∞. This case is also
illustrated in Figure 6.1 ( ). With α7 := max{α7,1, α7,2} ∈ K∞ and by
combining both cases, we can upper bound the rotated cost functional by

J̃∗N(x,H) ≤ α7(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1). (6.7)

Part II: Showing assertion (6.5)
Given Inequality (5.60) from Theorem 6 for K = 1, the following inequality
holds for all (x,H) ∈ X×H and N ≥ N6 + 1

J̃∗N(xµN (1,x,H),Hcl(1,x,H))

(5.60)
≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− J̃cl

1 (x,H) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ λ̄>h (x,µN(x,H))

= J̃∗N(x,H)− ˜̀(x,µN(x,H)) + σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1)

+ σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ λ̄>h(x,µN(x,H))

dissip.
≤ J̃∗N(x,H)− ρ(‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

+ σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ λ̄>h(x,µN(x,H))

which implies inequality (6.5) with

σ6(N − N2 − (4T + 1)(T − 1)− 1) + σ3(N − N2 − T2 − 1)

≤σ6(N − N6) + σ3(N − N6) =: δ7(N − N6).
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6.2. Investigations on the Auxiliary Output Storage H

As shown in Lemma 7, the rotated value function shows no decrease cor-
responding to the storage H and hence, the rotated value function is not
sufficient in order to show practical asymptotic stability of the extended
state (x,H). Moreover, stability of the state x can not be shown by using the
rotated value function due to the additional term λ̄> in (6.5). Therefore, we
further investigate the storage H in order to combine it with the previous
results. We start by explicitly stating the dynamics of the variable H.

6.2.1. Linear Dynamics of the Storage

We consider an arbitrary time step k, where we assume w. l. o. g. k ≥ T. We
recall that H(k) consists of the T − 1 previous values of h(x(k),u(k)) and
hence, we can consider H(k) as a memory of the auxiliary output. Therefore,
comparing the memory H(k + 1) of a subsequent time step with the current
memory H(k) yields that the first T − 2 columns of H(k + 1) are exactly
the columns Hj(k) with j ∈ I[2,T−1] and furthermore, the last column of
H(k + 1), i. e., HT−1(k + 1) is equal to the current value at the auxiliary
output, h(x(k),u(k)). This means, by denoting H(k + 1) as the subsequent
memory of H(k), we can write

H(k + 1) =
[
H1(k + 1), . . . , HT−2(k + 1), HT−1(k + 1)

]
=
[
H2(k), . . . , HT−1(k), h(x(k),u(k))

]
= fH(H(k),h(x(k),u(k))).

(6.8)

Moreover, we can formulate these dynamics of the memory as a discrete-time
linear system which reads

H(k + 1)

=H(k)

[
01×(T−2) 01×1

IT−2 0(T−2)×1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:AH

+h(x(k),u(k))
[
01×(T−2) 11×1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:BH

=: fH(H(k),h(x(k),u(k)))

(6.9)

where we denote 0n×m as a zero-matrix of n-rows and m-columns (1 analo-
gously) and In as the n× n identity matrix.
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Remark 17. It follows by using submultiplicativity of matrix norms that
the linear map fH : Rp×(T−1) ×Rp → Rp×(T−1) is Lipschitz continuous,
namely (we write hi = h(xi,ui) for i = {1,2})∥∥∥ fH(H1,h1)− fH(H2,h2)

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥H1 AH + h1BH − H2 AH − h2BH

∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥(H1 − H2)AH + (h1 − h2)BH

∥∥∥≤‖AH‖ ·
∥∥∥H1 − H2

∥∥∥+ ‖BH‖ · ‖h1 − h2‖

≤max{‖AH‖ , ‖BH‖}
(∥∥∥H1 − H2

∥∥∥+ ‖h1 − h2‖
)

.

(6.10)

Furthermore, we can use Lipschitz continuity of the auxiliary output h such
that it follows∥∥∥ fH(H1,h1)− fH(H2,h2)

∥∥∥ (6.10)
≤ ‖AH‖ · ‖H1 − H2‖+ ‖BH‖ · ‖h1 − h2‖

= ‖AH‖ · ‖H1 − H2‖+ ‖BH‖ · ‖h(x1,u1)− h(x2,u2)‖
Lip.
≤ ‖AH‖ · ‖H1 − H2‖+ Lh ‖BH‖ · ‖(x1 − x2,u1 − u2)‖
≤KH (‖H1 − H2‖+ ‖(x1 − x2,u1 − u2)‖)

where KH = max{‖AH‖ , ‖BH‖ Lh} > 0.

Note that we use in the following the arguments fH(H,x,u) since the
auxiliary output h(x,u) immediately follows from the state x and the control
u.

Remark 18. It is equally possible to write H as a vector h ∈ Rp(T−1)×1, i. e.

h(x(k),u(k : k + T − 2))

:=
[
h(x(k),u(k))>, . . . , h(xu(k + T − 2),u(k + T − 2))>

]> ,

which yields a linear system of the form h(k + 1) = Ah(k) + Bh(x(k),u(k)).

6.2.2. Input-To-State-Stability

As we can see from (6.8), the alteration of H only depends on the actual
value of the auxiliary output and we can consider the auxiliary output
h(k) = h(x(k),u(k)) as an input into the memory H. Thus the question
arises whether the memory H is input-to-state-stable as described in [Jiang
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and Wang, 2001] for discrete-time systems w. r. t. its inputs x and u. We
introduce for this purpose the property of input-to-state stability as given
in [Jiang and Wang, 2001, Def. 3.1].

Definition 4. System (2.1) is input-to-state stable (ISS) w. r. t. u if there exists
a KL-function β : R≥0 ×R≥0 → R≥0 and a K-function γ such that, for any
x ∈ X and any u ∈ lm

∞, it holds that

‖xu(k,x)‖ ≤ β (‖x− xs‖ ,k) + γ(‖u(·)‖)

for each k ∈N0.

We show in the following Lemma that there exists an ISS-Lyapunov
function in the sense of [Jiang and Wang, 2001, Def. 3.2] which yields
input-to-state stability of system (6.9) by using [Jiang and Wang, 2001, Lem.
3.5].

Lemma 8. For any κ ∈ (0,∞), there exists a function V̂κ : Rp×(T−1) → R≥0
satisfying

‖H − Hs‖κ
1 ≤ V̂κ(H) ≤ (T − 1)2 ‖H − Hs‖κ

1 (6.11)

and

V̂κ( fH(H,x,u))− V̂κ(H) ≤ −‖H − Hs‖κ
1 + (T − 1) ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖κ

1 .
(6.12)

Furthermore, system (6.9) is ISS w. r. t. h(x,u)− h(xs,us).

Proof. Consider the function

V̂κ(H) :=
T−1

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi − Hs
i ‖

κ
1 =

T−1

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖κ
1 , (6.13)

where Hi denotes again the i-th column of H with i ∈ I[1,T−1]. We note that
it holds

‖H − Hs‖κ
1 = max

j∈I[1,T−1]

{∥∥∥Hj − h(xs,us)
∥∥∥κ

1

} (6.13)
≤ V̂κ(H).

as well as

V̂κ(H)
(6.13)
=

T−1

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖κ
1 ≤ (T − 1)

T−1

∑
i=1
‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖κ

1

≤(T − 1)2 ‖H − Hs‖κ
1 ,
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which shows assertion (6.11). By denoting H+ := fH(H,x,u) and using
H+

i = Hi+1 for i ∈ I[1,T−2] as well as

∥∥∥H+
T−1 − h(xs,us)

∥∥∥κ

1
= ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖κ

1 , (6.14a)

‖H − Hs‖κ
1 ≤

T−1

∑
i=1
‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖κ

1 (6.14b)

we obtatin

V̂κ(H+)− V̂κ(H)

=
T−1

∑
i=1

i ·
∥∥H+

i − h(xs,us)
∥∥κ

1 −
T−1

∑
j=1

j ·
∥∥∥Hj − h(xs,us)

∥∥∥κ

1

=
T−2

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi+1 − h(xs,us)‖κ
1 +

∥∥∥H+
T−1 − h(xs,us)

∥∥∥κ

1
(T − 1)

−
T−1

∑
j=1

j ·
∥∥∥Hj − h(xs,us)

∥∥∥κ

1

(6.14a)
= −

T−1

∑
j=1

∥∥∥Hj − h(xs,us)
∥∥∥κ

1
+ (T − 1) ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖κ

1

(6.14b)
≤ − ‖H − Hs‖κ

1 + (T − 1) ‖h(x,u)− h(xs,us)‖κ
1 .

Hence, we have shown assertion (6.12) and input-to-state-stability of the
system (6.9) immediately follows from [Jiang and Wang, 2001, Lem. 3.5].

Remark 19. Furthermore, we can give an upper bound on a special constel-
lation of future auxiliary output values. If we consider T − 2 future time
steps of a time instant k, it follows from (2.23) that we can bound them by
using the initial condition H, otherwise the transient average constraints
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would be violated. Hence, we can write with the notation from Section 2.1.1

λ̄>
T−1

∑
j=1

j−1

∑
k=0

hµN (k,x,H)

=λ̄>
[

T−2

∑
i=0

hµN (i,x,H) +
T−3

∑
i=0

hµN (i,x,H) + . . . +
0

∑
i=0

hµN (i,x,H)

]
(2.23)
≤ λ̄>

[
−

T−1

∑
k=T−1

Hk −
T−1

∑
k=T−2

Hk − . . .−
T−1

∑
k=2

Hk −
T−1

∑
k=1

Hk

]

where we abbreviate hs := h(xs,us). Now, using λ̄>h(xs,us) = 0 and mono-
tonicity of lp norms yields with the previous results

λ̄>
T−1

∑
j=1

j−1

∑
k=0

hµN (k,x,H)

λ̄>hs=0
≤ λ̄>

[
−

T−1

∑
k=T−1

(Hk − hs)−
T−1

∑
k=T−2

(Hk − hs)− · · · −
T−1

∑
k=1

(Hk − hs)

]

=− λ̄>
T−1

∑
i=1

i · (Hi − h(xs,us))

≤
T−1

∑
i=1

i ·
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ · ‖Hi − hs‖ ≤ (T − 1)

∥∥λ̄
∥∥ T−1

∑
i=1
‖Hi − hs‖

≤(T − 1)2 ∥∥λ̄
∥∥ · ‖H − Hs‖1 .

6.3. Practical Asymptotic Stability

Finally, we introduce the characteristic of practical asymptotic stability. We
highlight that for transient averaged constrained EMPC it is not sufficient to
consider stability of the steady-state xs. For example, even if we start at the
steady-state x = xs, but the previous trajectory is such that H 6= Hs holds,
the resulting trajectory will not stay at the steady-state at the beginning but
will rather steer to a region in order to ensure that the transient average
constraints are satisfied or to get in a region with lower stage cost (cf.
example in Chapter 7). Therefore, we consider stability of the extended state
(x,H) and extend the definition of practical asymptotic stability from [Grüne
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and Stieler, 2014, Def. 2.2] for settings with transient average constraints, i. e,
dealing with the extended state (x,H)

Definition 5. The steady-state (xs,Hs) is called practically asymptotically stable
w. r. t. ε ≥ 0 on a set S ⊆ X×H with (xs,Hs) ∈ S if there exists β ∈ KL
such that ∥∥xµN (k,x,H)− xs

∥∥+ ∥∥∥Hcl(k,x,H)− Hs
∥∥∥

≤max {β(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖ ,k),ε}
(6.15)

holds for all (x,H) ∈ S and all k ∈N0.

In the following, we conclude practical asymptotic stability using a prac-
tical Lyapunov function [Grüne and Stieler, 2014, Faulwasser et al., 2018].
As given there, it is sufficient to show the existence of a practical Lyapunov
function in order to prove practical asymptotic stability. As previously men-
tioned and in contrast to [Grüne and Stieler, 2014], the rotated cost functional
J̃∗N(x,H) is not a practical Lyapunov function since it is just decreasing in
‖x− xs‖ and not necessarily in ‖H − Hs‖ (cf. Lemma 7), which is a part of
our extended state. Furthermore, the lower bound in (6.4) is independent of
‖H − Hs‖. We highlight that the following two assumptions are only needed
to prove practical asymptotic stability, i. e., that the derived performance
guarantees (value and trajectory convergence) from Chapter 5 hold without
this two additional assumptions. Future work could consider relaxing these
assumptions.

In order to construct a practical Lyapunov function, we introduce a condi-
tion on the positive definite term ρ of the dissipativity setting. Namely, we
assume that this function can be lower bounded by a polynomial.

Assumption 6. There exist constants a, ω > 0 such that it holds

ρ(r) ≥ a · rω (6.16)

for all r ∈ [0,rmax] with rmax := max(x,u)∈Z ‖(x− xs, u− us)‖ and ρ ∈ K∞
from Ass. 2.

Furthermore, we assume that the function ψ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 5 satisfies
the following upper bound.
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Assumption 7. The function ψ ∈ K∞ from Ass. 5 is sufficiently small. In
particular, it holds for T ≥ 2 and for all (x,H) ∈ X×H with (x,H) 6= (xs,Hs)

ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

<
1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2 ‖x− xs‖ω

1 +
1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2

Lh(T − 1)
‖H − Hs‖ω

1 ,
(6.17)

with a, ω from Ass. 6.

This assumption is difficult to verify a priori, but we again point out that
this assumption is only needed in order to show stability (Thm. 9) and not
performance/ convergence guarantees (Chapter 5).

In case that the optimal steady-state (2.18) does not lie in the active set of
the transient average constraints, i. e. it holds h(xs,us) < 0, the multiplier
satisfies λ̄ = 0. Thus, Ass. 5 is satisfied with ψ ∈ K∞ arbitrary small and
hence Ass. 7 holds.

Finally, the following theorem provides a practical Lyapunov function. In
addition to the rotated value function, we consider input-to-state-stability
of the storage H such that we obtain a non-monotonic practical Lyapunov
function. Then, using the approach from [Ahmadi and Parrilo, 2008], we
construct a more complex monotonic practical Lyapunov function.

Theorem 9. Let Assumption 1-7 hold. Then for T ≥ 2, there exists a constant
c > 0, functions α1, α2, α3 ∈ K∞ and δ1, δ2 ∈ LN such that the function

W(x,H) :=
T−1

∑
j=0

Ŵ
(

xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)
)

,

Ŵ(x,H) := J̃∗N(x,H) + c
T−1

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖ω
1 ,

(6.18)

satisfies

α1(χ(x,H)) ≤W(x,H) ≤ α2(χ(x,H)) + δ1(N − N6), (6.19)

W(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H)) ≤W(x,H)− α3(χ(x,H)) + δ2(N − N6), (6.20)

for all (x,H) ∈ X×H, all N ≥ N6 + 1 with χ(x,H) := ‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1
and N6 ∈N from Lemma 7.

Moreover, the steady-state (xs,Hs) is practically asymptotically stable for all
(x,H) ∈ X×H w. r. t. ε→ 0 as N → ∞.
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Proof. We split this proof in three parts. In the first part we show that there
exist constants ω ,c > 0 and functions α̂1, α̂2, α̂3 ∈ K∞ such that the function
Ŵ(x,H) satisfies

α̂1(χ(x,H)) ≤ Ŵ(x,H) ≤ α̂2(χ(x,H)) (6.21)

and

Ŵ(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H))− Ŵ(x,H)

≤− α̂3(χ(x,H)) + δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>h(x,µN(x,H))
(6.22)

for all N ≥ N6 + 1, all (x,H) ∈ X×H with δ7 ∈ LN from Lemma 7. Then,
in the second part we show that the proposed function W(x,H) satisfies the
inequalities (6.19) and (6.20). We close the proof by concluding practical
asymptotic stability in the third part.

Part I: Showing (6.21) and (6.22)
We take the rotated cost functional J̃∗N(x,H) from Lemma 7 as well as the
function V̂ω(H) from Lemma 8 and use

Ŵ(x,H) := J̃∗N(x,H) + cV̂ω(H) = J̃∗N(x,H) + c
T−1

∑
i=1

i · ‖Hi − h(xs,us)‖ω
1 .

(6.23)
In the following, we show that Inequalities (6.21) and (6.22) hold with

c :=
1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2

Lh(T − 1)
> 0. (6.24)

Note that we just consider the case T ≥ 2 since in case T = 1 we can use
known results [Grüne, 2013]. Using the previous results (6.4) and (6.11)
yields

ρ(‖x− xs‖) + c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 ≤ ρ(‖(x− xs,u− us)‖) + c ‖H − Hs‖ω

1

≤Ŵ(x,H)≤α7(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + c(T − 1)2 ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 .

Furthermore, from the properties of comparison functions (cf. [Kellett, 2014])
we know that there exist α̂1, α̂2 ∈ K∞ satisfying

α̂1(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) ≤ρ(‖x− xs‖) + c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 ,

α̂2(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) ≥α7(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ c(T − 1)2 ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 .
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since ρ, α7 ∈ K∞. Thus, (6.21) is shown. From (6.5), (6.12) and (6.23) it
follows with h(x,µN(x,H)) = hµN (0,x,H) (cf. Sec. 2.1.1)

Ŵ(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H))− Ŵ(x,H)

(6.23)
= J̃∗N(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H))− J̃∗N(x,H)

+ cV̂ω(Hcl(1,x,H))− cV̂ω(H)

(6.5),(6.12)
≤ − ρ(‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (0,x,H)

− c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 + c(T − 1) ‖h(x,µN(x,H))− h(xs,us)‖ω

1

≤− ρ(‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖) + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (0,x,H)

− c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 + c(T − 1)Lh ‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖ω

1 ,
(6.25)

where the last inequality follows from Lipschitz continuity of the auxiliary
output. Now, from Ass. 6 it follows that ρ(r) can be lower bounded by a
polynomial. Using the previous estimate, we obtain with c from (6.24)

Ŵ(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H))− Ŵ(x,H)

(6.16)
≤ − a ‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖ω + ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

+ δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (0,x,H)

− c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 +

a(n + m)−
ω
2

2Lh(T − 1)
(T − 1)Lh ‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖ω

1

≤− 1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2 ‖(x− xs,µN(x,H)− us)‖ω

1 + δ7(N − N6)

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) + λ̄>hµN (0,x,H)− c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1

≤− 1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2 ‖(x− xs)‖ω

1 + δ7(N − N6)

+ ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1) + λ̄>hµN (0,x,H)− c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 ,

where we recall that n is the dimension of the state and m the dimension of
the input, i. e., x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rm. Now, using Ass. 7 and the properties
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of comparison functions (cf. [Kellett, 2014]), we conclude that there exists
α̂3 ∈ K∞ such that it holds

1
2

a(n + m)−
ω
2 ‖x− xs‖ω

1 + c ‖H − Hs‖ω
1 − ψ(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)

≥α̂3(‖x− xs‖1 + ‖H − Hs‖1)
(6.17)
≥ α̂3(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1),

where the last inequality follows from monotonicity of `p norms.
Part II: Practical Lyapunov Function W(x,H)

We remark that W(x,H) from (6.18) is constructed analogously to consid-
erations in [Ahmadi and Parrilo, 2008] in order to get rid of the transient
average constraints in (6.22) since they are less or equal zero over a time
period of T steps. This yields that the corresponding function is practically
monotonically decreasing in each step and moreover, has no additional term
corresponding to the actual value of the auxiliary output as it is the case
in (6.22).

Hence, W(x,H) is constructed as follows

W(x,H) :=
T−1

∑
j=0

Ŵ
(

xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)
)

(6.26)

which is equal to (6.18). Since we know from (6.21) that it holds Ŵ(x,H) ≥ 0
for all (x,H) ∈ X×H it follows

W(x,H) ≥ Ŵ(x,H)
(6.21)
≥ α̂1(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1)

=:α1(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1).
(6.27)

Furthermore, using the the results from Part I yields

Ŵ(xµN (j + 1,x,H), Hcl(j + 1,x,H))

(6.22)
≤ Ŵ(xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)) + δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (j,x,H),

(6.28)
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and therefore, we get

W(x,H)
(6.26)
= Ŵ(x,H) +

T−1

∑
j=1

Ŵ
(

xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)
)

(6.28)
≤ Ŵ(x,H) +

T−1

∑
j=1

(
Ŵ(x,H) +

j−1

∑
k=0

δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

)

=TŴ(x,H) +
T−1

∑
j=1

j−1

∑
k=0

δ7(N − N6) + λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

=TŴ(x,H) +
T(T − 1)

2
δ7(N − N6) +

T−1

∑
j=1

j−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

Rem.19

≤ TŴ(x,H) +
T(T − 1)

2
δ7(N − N6) + (T − 1)2 ∥∥λ̄

∥∥ · ‖H − Hs‖1

(6.21)
≤ Tα̂2(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + (T − 1)2 ∥∥λ̄

∥∥ · ‖H − Hs‖1

+
T(T − 1)

2
δ7(N − N6)

≤α2(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + δ1(N − N6),

with α2(r) := Tα̂2(r) + (T − 1)2
∥∥λ̄
∥∥ · r and δ1 := 1

2 T(T − 1)δ7 and hence,
together with (6.27) we have shown the bounds in (6.19). Now, we focus
on proving assertion (6.20). From (6.22) and the definition of the transient
average constraints it follows

W(xµN (1,x,H), Hcl(1,x,H))−W(x,H)

=
T

∑
j=1

Ŵ
(

xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)
)
−

T−1

∑
j=0

Ŵ
(

xµN (j,x,H), Hcl(j,x,H)
)

=Ŵ
(

xµN (T,x,H), Hcl(T,x,H)
)
− Ŵ (x,H)

(6.22)
≤ − α̂3(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + Tδ7(N − N6) +

T−1

∑
k=0

λ̄>hµN (k,x,H)

≤− α̂3(‖x− xs‖+ ‖H − Hs‖1) + Tδ7(N − N6)

since ∑T−1
k=0 λ̄>h(·) ≤ 0 holds by definition of the transient average con-

straints. This shows assertion (6.20) with α3(r) := α̂3(r) and δ2(N − N6) =
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Tδ7(N − N6) with δ7(N − N6) from Lemma 7.
Part III: Concluding Practical Asymptotic Stability

From [Faulwasser et al., 2018, Prop. 4.3] practical asymptotic stability imme-
diately follows with respect to

ε = α−1
1

(
α2

(
α−1

3 (δ2(N − N6)) + δ2(N − N6)
)

+ δ1(N − N6) + δ2(N − N6)
)

and hence, ε→ 0 as N → ∞ since δ1, δ2 ∈ LN.

We conjecture that with similar tools which were used in this chapter in
order to conclude practical asymptotic stability of transient average con-
strained EMPC without terminal constraints, stability with terminal ingredi-
ents [Müller et al., 2014a] can be studied, where previously only convergence
was shown.
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7. Numerical Example

So far, we focused on the theoretical results of transient average constrained
economic model predictive control without terminal constraints. In this
chapter, we want to illustrate these results by means of a numerical example.
We consider a control system which is also investigated in [Köhler et al.,
2017, Müller et al., 2014b]. It reads

x(k + 1) = x(k)u(k) (7.1)

with the state and input constraint set Z = X×U := [−10,10]2. Further-
more, transient average constraints of the form (2.3) with

y = h(x,u) = 2x + u− 5 (7.2)

are given and the stage cost is chosen as `(x,u) := (x − 3)2 + u2. Hence,
the optimal steady-state defined in (2.18) is given by (xs,us) = (2,1). Be-
fore showing some results of the simulations, we take a closer look at the
assumptions we need to satisfy.

7.1. Satisfaction of Assumptions

From the system dynamics (7.1) and the chosen stage cost, it follows that
f (x,u) and `(x,u) are continuous in x and u. Additionally, the transient
average constraints are a linear function and hence, h is Lipschitz continuous.
Therefore, Assumption 1 is satisfied. It follows from

‖h(x1,u1)− h(x2,u2)‖ = ‖2x1 + u1 − 5− (2x2 + u2 − 5)‖
≤ 2 ‖x1 − x2‖+ ‖u1 − u2‖ ≤ 3 max{‖x1 − x2‖ , ‖u1 − u2‖}

that Lh = 3 is a possible Lipschitz constant. Now, we want to show that the
strict dissipativity Assumption 2 is satisfied with λ̄ = 1 and λ(x) = 3

2 (x− 2)
with respect to the optimal steady-state. Using the supply rate s(x,u) from
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Assumption 2 and the beforementioned multilpier λ̄ as well as the storage
function λ(x), we obtain

`(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ̄>h(x,u) + λ(x)− λ( f (x,u)) =

(x− 3)2 + u2 − 2 + 2x + u− 5 +
3
2

x− 3
2

xu

which can be rearranged to (note that xs = 2 and us = 1)

(x− 3)2 + u2 − 2 + 2x + u− 5 +
3
2

x− 3− 3
2

xu + 3

=(x− 2)2 + (u− 1)2 − 3
2
(x− 2)(u− 1)

=

[
x− 2
u− 1

]> [ 1 −3/4

−3/4 1

] [
x− 2
u− 1

]
=: z>Az =: V(z)

where we used the shifted coordinate

z :=
[

x− xs
u− us

]
=

[
x− 2
u− 1

]
.

With the positive definiteness of A we can write

λmin(A) ‖z‖2
2 ≤ z>Az ≤ λmax(A) ‖z‖2

2

which implies [Khalil, 2002, Lem. 4.3]

V(z) ≥ λmin(A) ‖z‖2
2 =

1
4
‖z‖2

2 =
1
4
‖(x− xs, u− us)‖2

2

=: ρ(‖(x− xs, u− us)‖)
(7.3)

with ρ ∈ K∞. Furthermore, it holds λ(xs = 2) = 0 and we can write

|λ(x)| =
∣∣∣∣32 (x− 2)

∣∣∣∣ = 3
2
‖x− xs‖ = γλ(‖x− xs‖), γλ ∈ K∞.

This shows strict dissipativity (Assumption 2) of system (7.1) with respect
to the supply rate s(x,u) = `(x,u)− `(xs,us) + λ̄>h(x,u). Furthermore, (7.3)
implies that Assumption 6 holds with a = 1

4 and ω = 2.
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7.1. Satisfaction of Assumptions

7.1.1. Controllability Assumptions

Asymptotic Controllability Condition

This controllability condition (Ass. 3) is difficult to show as stated (i. e., for all
X×H). We conjecture that the results can be modified such that asymptotic
controllability on a control invariant sublevel set (X ×H) is sufficient using
arguments from [Boccia et al., 2014, Köhler et al., 2018].

Local Controllability Condition

Now, consider the local controllability condition from Ass. 4. We show in the
following that there exists an input sequence which is feasibly connecting
local states (x,H) with the steady-state and we choose

Eh =
1

4(T − 1)
and δc =

1
8

(7.4)

in case T ≥ 2. In case T = 1, it holds for any Eh ∈ R≥0 since the transient
average constraints degenerate to point-wise in time constraints and hence,
the matrix H is vanishing. We just focus in the following on the case T ≥ 2.
With the choice (7.4), we show that there exist u2(0) and u2(1) such that
with d = max{3,T}

u2 :=
[
u2(0), u2(1), u2(2) us, . . . , us

]
∈ Ud(x,H)

holds for all x ∈ Bδc (xs) and all �H − Hs�≤ Eh. In particular, we show
feasibility by constructing u2 where we leave a steady-state region in the first
time step in order to ensure feasibility of the transient average constraints
and then steer the system back to the steady-state in two steps and then,
remain at the steady-state.

From �Hc�≤ Eh = 1
4(T−1) and �H − Hc�≤ Eh = 1

4(T−1) , we obtain that it
holds for all j ∈ I[1,T−1]

Hj ≤ 2Eh =
1

2(T − 1)
. (7.5)

Furthermore, choosing u2(0) = 1
4 ∈ U yields

h(x,u2(0))
(7.2)
= 2x + u2(0)− 5

x∈Bδc (xs)
≤ 2(xs + δc) + u2(0)− 5

(7.4)
= −1

2
. (7.6)
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7. Numerical Example

Now, we arrive at h(x,u2(0)) + ∑T−1
k=1 Hk

(7.5)
≤ − 1

2 + (T − 1) 1
2(T−1) = 0 and

hence it holds for all j ∈ I[1,T−1]

h(x,u2(0)) +
T−1

∑
k=j

Hk ≤ 0,

i. e., it follows u2 ∈ Ud(x,H) if it holds h(x(k),u2(k)) ≤ 0 for all k ∈ I[1,d].
From the system dynamics (7.1), we obtain xu2 (1,x) = x · u2(0) = x

4 ∈ X.
Now, we choose u2(1) = xs

xu2 (1,x) = 2xs
x ∈ U such that xu2 (2,x) = xs

2 ∈ X

holds. This yields h(xu2 (1,x),u2(1)) ≤ 0 since x ∈ [ 15
8 , 17

8 ] ⊂ X due to
δc = 1

8 and xs = 2. Then, applying u2(2) = 2 yields xu2 (3,x) = xs and
h(xu2 (2,x),u2(2)) = −1 ≤ 0. As previously described, we stay at the steady-
state for the subsequent trajectory (k ≥ 3) where it holds h(xs,us) = 0. Hence,
it holds for the choices (7.4)

u2 =
[ 1

4 , 2 xs
x , 2, us, . . . , us

]
∈ Ud(x,H)

and we get the corresponding trajectory

xu2 (·,x) =
[
x, x

4 , xs
2 , xs, . . . , xs

]
,

i. e., we have shown that there exists a sequence. Note that we can use
similiar argument to ensure feasibility of the transient average constraints at
the end of the trajectory. However, we did not show the bounds (4.1).

Bound on the Auxiliary Output of the Optimal Rrajectory resulting from
the rotated Optimization Problem

As mentioned in Chapter 6, it is difficult to verify Assumption 7 a pri-
ori. However, numerical investigations can be made. Exemplarily, we
consider the following conditions. The prediction horizon is N = 20,
the time period T = 6, kψ = 12 and the previous trajectory reads H =
[h(1,1), . . . , h(1,1), h(1,x)], where x is the initial condition. Then, numerical
investigations show that Ass. 7 is satisfied for all x ∈ [1.85,3].

7.2. Turnpike Properties

In this section, we illustrate some results obtained in Chapter 3. Figure 7.1
illustrates the turnpike property for the state x where we consider an initial
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7.2. Turnpike Properties

value x = 1, a time period T = 3 for the transient average constraints and
two different prediction horizons N1 = 10 and N2 = 12. Note that the
previous trajectory is such that we also stay at x = 1 for the last T− 1 time
instants, i. e.,

H =
[
h(1,1), h(1,1)

]
=
[
−2 −2

]
∈ R1×(T−1)

and hence, it follows �H�= 0. Then, the open-loop trajectories tend towards
a neighborhood of the optimal steady-state xs = 2 during the transient
phase. By increasing N, the amount of time instants for which the open-loop
optimal trajectory is in a neighborhood of the steady-state gets larger, as it
is shown in Theorem 1 (3.11). Since all assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, we
can also conclude Corollary 1 which means that the value of the auxiliary
output is in a neighborhood of h(xs,us) during the transient phase and
obviously, that more time instants are in this neighborhood if the prediction
horizon is larger. Simulations have shown the turnpike property of h(x,u)
for this example as well; however, it is not shown in this thesis for reasons
of clarity. Furthermore, Figure 7.1 shows the assertion of Theorem 2 which
says that with an increasing prediction horizon N, the neighborhood of the
steady-state, to which the optimal trajectory is converging to during the
transient phase, is shrinking.

Effects of the Time Period T of the Transient Average Constraints

In addition to the case of economic MPC without terminal constraints [Grüne,
2013], we also consider the influence of the time period T of the transient
average constraints (2.3) on the optimal open-loop trajectories of the system.
Hence, we choose N = 12, the initial value x = 1 as well as the two periods of
the transient average constraints T1 = 3 and T2 = 6 with previous trajectories
H1 =

[
h(1,1), h(1,1)

]
, H2 =

[
h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,1)

]
,

respectively. Analogously to Figure 7.1, the resulting state trajectories are
illustrated in Figure 7.2. One can see that the optimal trajectory resulting
from the larger time period T2 ( ) is allowed to stay longer in a “cheap”
region (w. r. t. the stage cost `) where it holds h(x,u) > 0. This implies
that there are fewer time instants close to the optimal steady-state and
moreover, that the neighborhood the trajectory is in, is also increasing for
an increasing time period T (cf. Figure 7.2) which is in accordance with
the results in Thm. 3 and Cor. 3. We note that this behaviour is typical for
the consideration of transient average constraints since the primal goal is to
minimize the cost functional over the prediction horizon, i. e., if possible we
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7. Numerical Example

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

0

1

2

x

N1 = 10
N2 = 12

Figure 7.1.: Open loop optimal solution of (7.1) with T = 3, x = 1 and
N1 = 10 ( ), N2 = 12 ( ).
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7.2. Turnpike Properties

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

0

1

2

x

T = 3
T = 6

Figure 7.2.: Open loop optimal solutions of (7.1) with N = 12, x = 1 and
T = 3 ( ), T = 6 ( ).
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7. Numerical Example

stay in a region where the stage cost `(x,u) is small as long as it is possible
w. r. t. the transient average constraints. If this period is longer we can
also move further away to minimize `(x,u) with an input which is not too
large (to keep `(x,u) small). In order to compensate the time instants with
h(x,u) > 0 the system has to steer afterwards in a region where it holds
h(x,u) < 0 such that the transient average constraints are satisfied. The
result is a periodic like behaviour as we can see in the Figures 7.1 and 7.2.

7.3. Closed Loop Results

After having investigated the turnpike phenomenon for different settings of
N and T, we now consider the closed loop (2.11). In the following, we present
the closed-loop trajectories xµN (·,x,H) and µN(·,x,H) (cf. Sec. 2.1.1) as well
as the decrease of the Lyapunov function W(x,H) and show that the rotated
value function J̃N(x,H) is not a valid Lyapunov function. Furthermore, we
illustrate the behaviour of the closed loop over the prediction horizon N. For
this section, we use the prediction horizon N = 12, the time period T = 6
and the initial conditions

x = 2, H =
[
h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,1), h(1,2)

]
(7.7)

which implies �H�= 0.

Closed Loop Trajectories

As we expect from the results of Chapter 6, the closed-loop state and input
trajectories converge to a neighborhood of the optimal steady-state (xs,us)
(cf. Figure 7.3). Since the past trajectories are in regions where it holds
h(x,u) < 0, the closed-loop trajectories first move to a region with lower stage
cost `(x,u) but then, are steered back to a region with higher cost in order
to satisfy the transient average constraints. However, for a sufficiently large
prediction horizon N and in contrast to the open-loop optimal trajectories (cf.
Section 7.2) the neighborhoods of the optimal steady-state (xs,us) in which
the closed-loop trajectories are, are decreasing for an increasing number of
MPC iterations k. Moreover, the closed loop is practically asymptotically
converging to the optimal steady-state (xs,us). We remark, that this implies
the same behavior for the auxiliary output h(x,u).
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Figure 7.3.: Closed-loop state trajectory ( ) and input trajectory ( ) for
the initial conditions (7.7).

Lyapunov Function

Now, we focus on the rotated value function J̃∗N and the novel Lyapunov
function W from the previous Chapter. As illustrated in Figure 7.4, the
simulation of our numerical example confirms the derived stability results.
Namely, the rotated value function J̃∗N ( ) which is usually used as a
Lyapunov function [Grüne and Stieler, 2014] is not decreasing. Since we have
chosen our initial conditions such that we start at the steady-state it holds
J̃∗N(xs,H) = 0. But due to the initial condition H from (7.7), the closed loop
steers in a region with lower cost such that it follows J̃∗N > 0 and thus, the
rotated value function can not be a valid Lyapunov function. Now, using the
sum of J̃∗N over the time period T as well as the ISS property of the storage
H yields W(x,H) which is decreasing along the closed-loop trajectory for
sufficiently large N (cf. Figure 7.4). Furthermore, simulations have shown
that neglecting the ISS property (c = 0) results in a function which is not
necessarily decreasing, i. e., summing up J̃∗N over the time period T, does
also not result in a valid Lyapunov function.
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Figure 7.4.: Lyapunov function W ( ) and rotated value function J̃∗N ( )
along the closed loop trajectory for the initial conditions (7.7).

Closed Loop Cost over N

The question arises, how the choice of the prediction horizon N affect the
closed-loop costs Jcl

K (x,H). Therefore, we consider the closed loop with
the same initial conditions as in (7.7). This means that again the previous
trajectory stays at x = 1 by applying u = 1 and in the last past step we
set u = 2 such that the closed-loop state trajectory starts at the steady-state
x = xs = 2. We remark that we consider 100 closed-loop iterations, i. e.,
K = 100. Therefore, the (feasible) steady-state trajectory has a value of
K · `(xs,us) = 200

Now, if we vary the prediction horizon N and fix T = 6, we obtain the
closed-loop costs as shown in Figure (7.5). There, the closed-loop costs are
not monotonically decreasing for an increasing prediction horizon. However,
we highlight that our theory (cf. Chapter 6) provides a function which upper
bounds the closed-loop cost and is monotonically decreasing. It is worth
pointing out that the closed-loop costs show a local peak every T steps. In
particular, the local peak occurs for prediction horizons N = jT + T

2 with
j ∈ I≥1. Furthermore, for prediction horizons N = iT with i ∈ I≥2 the
closed-loop costs show a local minimum with Jcl

qT(x,H) ≈ qT`(xs,us) for
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Figure 7.5.: Closed loop cost (2.14) for K = 100 and a time period T = 6 over
the prediction horizon N for an initial condition (7.7).

q ∈ I≥3. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that for a prediction
horizon N which is a multiple of T, the optimal open loop can use the full
“potential” of the transient average constraints and steer the system in a
region with lower stage cost, while for N = jT + T

2 , the controller is acting
more reserved.
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8. Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the main results of this thesis and provides an
outlook on possible future work building on this work.

8.1. Summary

The overall goal of this thesis was to show stability of transient average
constrained economic MPC without terminal conditions which can be in-
terpreted as a combination of [Grüne, 2013, Grüne and Stieler, 2014, Müller
et al., 2014a].

To this end, we first introduced an additional state storing past values
of the auxiliary output and provided turnpike properties for this variable
which is equal to a turnpike property for consecutive time instants of the
state and input. By using a local controllability assumption, we obtained
from the turnpike conditions local continuity of the value function. This is
mainly an extension of [Grüne, 2013].

Then convergence of the closed-loop cost was proved and it was shown
that several results considering optimal trajectories also hold for trajectories
resulting from the minimization of the rotated cost function. This resulted
in convergence of the rotated closed-loop cost by considering intersections
of sets. In addition to that, trajectory convergence of the closed loop was
shown.

It was proved that in contrast to [Grüne and Stieler, 2014], the rotated
value function is not a valid Lyapunov function of the extended state. How-
ever, a combination of the rotated value function, input-to-state stability of
the auxiliary output storage and an approach from [Ahmadi and Parrilo,
2008] resulted in a novel practical Lyapunov function and hence, practical
asymptotic stability of EMPC subject to transient average constraints without
terminal ingredients was shown. Some of the system theoretic properties
were illustrated by means of a numerical example at the end of this thesis.
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8. Conclusion

8.2. Future Work

Future work could consider asymptotic average constrained EMPC [Müller
et al., 2013, Köhler et al., 2017] without terminal constraints; we conjecture
that similar guarantees would be natural. Furthermore, the extension to
robust performance guarantees [Bayer et al., 2018] in this setting is an open
problem.
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A. Feasibility of connecting Trajectories

In this appendix, we provide tools in order to compare different storages
H of the auxiliary output. Considering any two trajectories u1 ∈ UT−1(x1)
and u2 ∈ UT−1(x2), we write if it holds

T−i

∑
k=1

Hk(x2,u2) ≤
T−i

∑
k=1

Hk(x1,u1), ∀i ∈ I[1,T−1]

the equivalent notation

H(x2,u2)~4H(x1,u1). (A.1)

Furthermore, if it holds

T−1

∑
k=T−i

Hk(x2,u2) ≤
T−1

∑
k=T−i

Hk(x1,u1), ∀i ∈ I[1,T−1],

we write
H(x2,u2) ~4H(x1,u1). (A.2)

The first property (A.1) expresses that for the same initial state, we can ap-
pend xu2 to the past trajectory of xu1 (i. e., (x1,H1)) (cf. Fig. A.1a) and retain
feasibility of the transient average constraints if the previous trajectory satis-
fied the constraints, i. e., if we consider u1 ∈ UN1 (x1,H1), u2 ∈ UN2 (x2,H2)
with N1, N2 ≥ T and x1 = x2, then H(x2,u2(0 : T − 2))~4H(x1,u1(0 : T − 2))
implies u2 ∈ UN2 (x2,H1).

The second property is similar, just that we have stricter conditions for
the last entries of H and weaker conditions for the first entries of H (it is
the other way round for the first property). This means that this condition
implies that we can set (x1,H2) as the previous trajectory of xu1 (k,x1) for
k ∈ I[0,N1] (cf. Fig A.1b).

Note that for both figures, the values of h(x,u) with corresponding state
values ( and ) appear in both storages of the auxiliary output. We
can see that in the case of a possible subsequent trajectory (Figure A.1a)
especially the “first” value of the auxiliary output h(x,u) (which is equivalent
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(b) Compare with previous trajectory.

Figure A.1.: Comparison of a candidate trajectory xu2 ( ) with an existing
trajectory xu1 ( ) in order to conclude feasibility.

to the first column of H(xi,ui(0 : T − 2)) with i ∈ {1,2}) is important. This
is considered by (A.1). The same holds the other way round for a previous
trajectory (cf. Figure A.1b). Here, especially the “last” value of the auxiliary
output (equivalent to the last column of H) matters since it appears in every
consideration of the overlapping period of the transient average constraints
in order to conclude feasibility by (A.2).

The following proposition formalizes the feasibility results based on the
notation in (A.1), (A.2), compare Figure A.2 for an illustration of the property.

Proposition 6. With i ∈ {1,2,3}, let Ni ≥ T and (xi,Hi) ∈ X×H. Considering
the inupt sequences u1 ∈ UN1 (x1,H1), u3 ∈ UN3 (x3,H3) and suppose there exists
an input trajectory u2 ∈ UN2 (x1) satisfying for all j ∈ I[0,N2−T]

xu2 (N2,x1) = x3,
j+T−1

∑
k=j

h(xu2 (k,xs),u2(k)) ≤ 0. (A.3)

Then, satisfaction of

H(x2,u2(0 : T − 2))~4H(x1,u1(0 : T − 2)),

H(xu2 (N−2 ,x2),u2(N−2 : N2 − 1)) ~4H3,
(A.4)
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x1 = x2

x3

H(x2,u2(0 : T − 2))

H(x1,u1(0 : T − 2))

H(xu2 (N−2 ,x2),u2(N−2 : N2 − 1))

H3

k

x

xu1 (·,x1)

xu2 (·,x2)

xu3 (·,x3)

Figure A.2.: The property of connecting two existing trajectories with respect
to the transient average constraints.

with N−2 := N2 − T + 1 implies û ∈ UN2+N3 (x1,H1) with û(k) = u2(k), k ∈
I[0,N2−1] and û(k) = u3(k− N2), k ∈ I[N2,N2+N3−1] and we call u2 trajectory-to-
trajectory feasible w. r. t. (x1,u1,H1) and (x3,u3,H3) .

Proof. We set the previous trajectory of xu2 equal to the previous trajectory
of xu1 , i. e., we use (x1,H1) as the initial conditions of xu2 , u2. Equivalently,
we set xu3 (k,x3), u3 for all k ∈ I[0,N3−1] as the subsequent trajectory of xu2 ,
i. e., we append it to the “end” point xu2 (N2,x2). The resulting trajectory is
xû(k,x1), û(k) with k ∈ I[0,N2+N3−1] and x2 = x1 as given in the statement.
The scheme is also given in Figure A.2. Now, we consider the transient
average constraints of this candidate trajectory. It follows that

j1+T−1

∑
k=j1

h(xû(k,x1),û(k)) =
j1+T−1

∑
k=j1

h(xu2 (k,x1),u2(k)) ≤ 0,

j2+T−1

∑
k=j2

h(xû(k,x1),û(k)) =
j2+T−1

∑
k=j2

h(xu3 (k− N2,x3),u1(k− N2)) ≤ 0
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A. Feasibility of connecting Trajectories

holds for all j1 ∈ I[0,N2−T], j2 ∈ I[N2,N2+N3−T]. Note that these inequalities
follow from (A.3) and u3 ∈ UN3 (x3,H3), respectively. It remains to show
that in the overlapping area of (x1,H1) and xu2 , u2 as well as xu2 , u2 and
xu3 , u3, we retain feasibility of the transient average constraints. We know
from (A.4) that it holds for all i ∈ I[1,T−1] (cf. the definitions (A.1) and (A.2))

T−i

∑
k=1

Hk(x2,u2(0 : T − 2)) ≤
T−i

∑
k=1

Hk(x1,u1(0 : T − 2)), (A.5a)

T−1

∑
k=T−i

Hk(xu2 (N−2 ),u2(N−2 : N2 − 1)) ≤
T−1

∑
k=T−i

H3
k . (A.5b)

where we recall the abbreviation N−2 := N2 − T + 1. This implies that it
holds

T−1

∑
k=1+j3

H1
k +

j3

∑
k=0

h(xû(k,x1),û(k)) =
T−1

∑
k=1+j3

H1
k +

j3

∑
k=0

h(xu2 (k,x2),u2(k))

(A.5a)
≤

T−1

∑
k=1+j3

H1
k +

j3

∑
k=0

h(xu1 (k,x1),u1(k)) ≤ 0,

with j3 ∈ I[0,T−2] where u1 ∈ UN1 (x1,H1) implies the last inequality. Fur-
thermore, we get

j4+T−1

∑
k=j4

h(xû(k,x1),û(k))

=
N2−1

∑
k=j4

h(xu2 (k,x2),u2(k)) +
j4−N2+T−1

∑
k=0

h(xu3 (k,x3),u3(k))

(A.5b)
≤

T−1

∑
k=j4−N2+T

H3
k +

j4−N2+T−1

∑
k=0

h(xu3 (k,x3),u3(k)) ≤ 0,

with j4 ∈ I[N2−T+1,N2−1] where the last inequality follows equivalently from
u3 ∈ UN3 (x3,H3). Therefore, the transient average constraints are satisfied
for the candidate û(k) for all k ∈ I[0,N2+N3−1], i. e., along the complete
trajectory and hence û is feasible.
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B. Intersection of Sets

In order to conclude that different optimal trajectories share the same time
instants for which the turnpike property is fulfilled (cf. Proposition 2), we
want to consider intersection of sets in general. Here, we consider sets
with entries of values k ∈ I[0,N̂−1]. As an easy case, we want to start with
the intersection of two sets A1 and A2 as it is shown in Figure B.1. The
first set A1 has a1 entries and the second set has a2 entries. Then at most
(N̂ − a1) + (N̂ − a2) entries are not in the intersection A′ := A1 ∩A2. This
implies that there are at least

N̂ − (N̂ − a1)− (N̂ − a2) = a1 + a2 − N̂

elements in the intersection set A′. Applying this argument repeatedly, we
get for the intersection of α sets Ai (which each consists of ai entries)

#A′ ≥ N̂ −
α

∑
i=1

(N̂ − ai) = −(α− 1)N̂ +
α

∑
i=1

ai.

Note that for the special case α = 1, i. e, we build an intersection of one
set, we obtain #A′ ≥ a1 which is the amount of time entries the set has.
Furthermore, if we just want to consider entries within a specific interval
k ∈ I[kl ,ku ], we tighten the intersection to

A′ := A1 ∩ · · · ∩ Aα ∩ {kl , . . . ,ku},

with 0 ≤ kl < ku ≤ N̂ − 1 and get as an estimate for the amounts of entries
in the intersection set

#A′ ≥ N̂− (N̂− (ku − kl))−
α

∑
i=1

(N̂− ai) = −αN̂ + (ku − kl) +
α

∑
i=1

ai. (B.1)
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0 N − 1

{0, . . . ,N̂ − 1}

A1

A2

A′ := A1 ∩A2

k

Figure B.1.: Intersection of two sets which consist of just specific time instants
k ∈ I[0,N̂−1].
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